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The Confrontation at Riviere aux Ilets de Bois
Allen Ronaghan
ABSTRACT. In April 1871, Manitoba Metis became alarmed that settlers arriving from Ontario were
"squatting" on lands the Metis believed would be theirs under the terms of the Manitoba Act of 1870. A
confrontation occurred at Riviere aux Ilets de Bois but was defused by Lieutenant Governor Adams
Archibald. The Metis agreed to obey the law and allow Archibald to press their claims with the federal
government. But Metis discipline and obedience to their country's laws, rather than save the day, cost them
their lands.
SOMMAIRE. En avril 1871, les Metis du Manitoba se sont alarmes lorsqu'ils ont vu des colons en
provenance de l'Ontario s'installer sur des terres qui, selon eux, leur appartenaient en vertu de I'acte du
Manitoba de 1870. TI y eut une confrontation aRiviere aux Ilets de Bois, mais le lieutenant-gouverneur
Adams Archibald desamorca la situation. Les Metis accepterent de respecter la loi et consentirent ace que
Archibald fasse valoir leurs revendications aupres du gouvernement federal. Mais la discipline des Metis
et leur respect des lois, au lieu de les aider, leur cofita leurs terres.

The confrontation in 1871 at Riviere aux Ilets de Bois, which nearly ended in
a bloody clash between the Metis and newcomers from Ontario, has received
little attention from historians. Yet the episode, in which bloodshed was averted
only by the discipline of the Metis and the intervention of A.G. Archibald,
Manitoba's first lieutenant governor, is important in what it reveals. It casts a
grim light on how the Metis were dispossessed of land they rightly considered
theirs, and upon the dominion government's seemingly duplicitous land policy.
Several writers have argued that government Metis lands policy proved
duplicitous. But the argument, made especially strongly by D.N. Sprague in
several works,' has been that the Manitoba government must shoulder as much
or more blame for dispossessing the Metis of lands as must the federal government. Emphasizing the Manitoba experience in the late 1870s and early 1880s,
Sprague has used Manitoba's onslaught on Metis lands to demonstrate that
strong provincial administrations can achieve their ends by successfully
manipulating national institutions. But the deliberate dispersal of the Metis,
Manitoba's goal in its dealings with the federal government in the period studied
by Sprague, had indeed been the goal of the federal government in the preceding period. A study of the confrontation at Riviere aux Ilets de Bois in 1871
suggests that the federal government needed no lessons in duplicity from
Manitoba provincial administrations.
The Riviere aux nets de Bois (Boyne River) drains a stretch of partially
wooded country which in the 1870s had already been considered a seasonal
Metis settlement for many years. No residences had been built, but Metis from
the parish of St. Charles had camped there during the summer and had built corrals and fences to. control cattle. On certain occasions, when homes in the
Assiniboine and Red River valleys were flooded, people had gone to higher
spots in the vicinity to seek refuge. Some families kept bees there. In due course,
as the population in the home parish of St. Charles increased and as the Metis
decided to lead a more settled way of life, Riviere aux Ilets de Bois would have
become a parish in its own right.' The area was one of a number under close
scrutiny by Metis leaders in the spring of 1871 as they contemplated the.
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forthcoming apportionment of the 1.4 million acres of land promised to them in
the Manitoba Act.
Metis leaders thought they were in a strong legal and constitutional position
as a result of the work of Riel's provisional government and Father N.J.
Ritchot's negotiations. Section 31 of the Manitoba Act stipulated that the
lieutenant governor was to select' 'lots or tracts" ofland and divide them among
the children of Metis heads of families residing in the province at the time of the
transfer. In addition to this, during the negotiations Sir George-Etienne Cartier
had given Father Ritchot a letter stating that the regulations respecting the reservation of 1.4 million acres would be "such as to meet the wishes" of the Metis
residents.' Metis parish leaders could visualize a Red River Settlement widened
by the addition of blocks of land behind the existing lots along the Red and
Assiniboine, with parishes enlarged by similar blocks at St. Laurent (Lake
Manitoba) and Ste. Anne (Oak Point). New parishes would have to be formed
at Riviere aux Ilets de Bois and elsewhere to accommodate parishes like St.
Charles, St. Boniface West and S1. Vital which, because of their position at the
angle formed by the junction of the two rivers, lacked room for expansion.
Meetings had been held with a view to arriving at amicable solutions and no one
foresaw any difficulties.
The Metis leaders, however, had not counted on the resourcefulness, determination and influence ofCharles Mair and his' 'Canada First" associates, who
had influenced many Ontario farmers to leave the old province and make a new
start elsewhere. On the same day that the Manitoba Act was introduced in the
House of Commons, Mair wrote a letter to the Globe outlining his proposal of a
, 'party of immigrants after the German model. " The response to the letter encouraged him to solicit a "party of Canadian emigrants from Ontario to the new
territory." In August 1870 Mair and his friends organized the North-West
Emigration Aid Society. This society published and distributed circulars to interested emigrants, and soon eager farmers across Ontario were preparing to
leave for Manitoba. In his first letter Mair had suggested that emigrants should
avoid Fort Garry by cutting across country from Pembina to Portage la Prairie.'
By the spring of 1871 Ontario farmers were doing this, and on the way they discovered the lands of the Riviere aux Ilets de Bois in the vicinity of present-day
Carman. Some settled there, seeing in the partially wooded prairies precisely
what they had left Ontario to find. Before long shelters had been erected and
signs put up indicating that the river was henceforth to be known as "the
Boyne," after the northern Irish river ofOrange tradition.' It was not long before
the 81. Charles Metis noted these signs of activity.
A people less disciplined than these Metis would have reacted immediately
and with force, and blood could have been shed. However, the Metis stopped
short of violence, warning the intruders off the land and sending messengers to
Lieutenant Governor Archibald to complain. Many of the Ontarians left, fearing
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trouble, some decided to stay, and others went to "Silver Heights" to find
Archibald and protest these developments. 6
It must be emphasized that the situation would never have arisen had
Archibald's advice been followed, for he had urged in vain the prompt apportionment of the 1.4 million-acre grant. By 9 December 1870 Archibald had
completed the enumeration required by section 31 of the Manitoba Act.' By 20
December he had made the recommendations expected of him as administrator
of the ungranted or waste lands of Manitoba," an authority granted in a 29 July
1870 memorandum from Sir George-Etienne Cartier, and confirmed on 4
August 1870 by E.A. Meredith, under-secretary of state for the provinces."
At the time of the negotiations Father Ritchot had hoped, and Cartier and
Macdonald originally had promised, that a committee of the local legislature, or
a committee chosen by mutual agreement, would be set up to parcel out the 1.4
million acres." Under either system the Metis lands could have been dealt with
in the summer or autumn of 1870, since the Metis had "priority of right."l1
However, Cartier and Macdonald then had decided unilaterally that the apportionment be done by the lieutenant governor, acting under the instructions of the
cabinet. When Ritchot protested this change, Cartier and Macdonald promised
an order in council authorizing a committee "charged with choosing and
dividing, as may seem good to them, the 1,400,000 acres of land promised. ,,12
Ritchot had to be content with this and Cartier's letter.
The Canadian government did not neglect the lands of the newly acquired
province of Manitoba and the North-West Territories. It was suggested that the
Manitoba Act as passed was not in the spirit of the British North America Act
and that accordingly the Canadian government could be challenged for abusing
its legislative powers. This could only be remedied by asking the British parliament to sanction what the Canadian parliament had done, and on 29 June 1871,
only a few days before the end of the confrontation at Riviere aux Ilets de Bois,
a bill to that end passed the British parliament without debate." The people of
Manitoba, who on several occasions had specifically requested local control of
their lands, were not represented in any of the legislative bodies which decided,
as section 30 of the Manitoba Act stated, that their lands were to be "administered by the government of Canada for purposes of the Dominion. "
The government had also been busy on another front. A committee, set up to
recommend government policy on the lands of Manitoba and the North-West
Territories, had reported on 1 March 1871. It recommended that control and
management of crown lands in Manitoba and the North-West Territories be
placed in the office of the secretary of state. Following these recommendations
the 25 April 1871 order in council was issued over the name of Secretary of State
J.C. Aikins. This order in council described the system ofland survey which was
to be followed, a system which imitated its American counterpart but included
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a grid of "road allowances." The second part of the order in council made
several provisions concerning the distribution of the 1.4 million acres. At first
these seemed to outline just what the Metis had wished: "the most liberal
construction" was to be put on the word' 'resident," and the lieutenant governor was to designate the allotments. Elation turned to anxiety, however, when it
was realized that the lands were to be parcelled out in townships." The Metis
preferred the system then in use in the settlement, which ensured that each settler
had a neighbour nearby." Furthermore, there were no surveyed townships to
assign since there were no surveys being carried out in the province and no sign
that any surveyors were corning." Finally, and of greatest concern to the Metis,
newcomers were arriving who wished to settle on lands that the North-West
Emigration Aid Society had assured them were in Manitoba for the taking." The
period of contemplation was over; the period of confrontation had begun.
Archibald's position at this time was very insecure. The force of volunteers
at Fort Garry, authorized by the agreement between the Canadian and British
governments just before negotiations began with the Red River delegates in
April 1870, was supposed to support the civil administration. In effect, it had
been an unruly mob, mistreating the Metis throughout the fall and winter of
1870-71, and mutinying on 18 February 1871. 18 Archibald knew that many of
these volunteers were not reliable, but while they were in uniform they were at
least subject to some restraint. Beginning on 1 May, however, the force was
gradually disbanded, and at the time of the confrontation there were only eighty
men in Fort Garry." Archibald had no way of knowing whether they were reliable. Furthermore, many of the disbanded men had joined forces with the
newcomers, each hoping to choose the grant of land promised him when his
military service was completed. In spite of his instructions, Archibald dared not
call upon the troops at Fort Garry to protect the Metis against newcomers and
former volunteers from Ontario."
The position of the Metis was grim in the spring and summer of 1871. The
bright promise of responsible government offered by the Manitoba Act had
faded with the coming of the Red River Expeditionary Force and the failure of
the government to issue a general amnesty to the people of Red River. The hostile volunteers at Fort Garry had pursued Elzear Goulet to his death, and forced
the acknowledged leaders of the settlement, Riel and Lepine, into hiding." The
mutiny of 18 February revealed the weakness of the provincial government,"
while there were almost daily attacks on Metis visiting Winnipeg. As Archibald
reported to Macdonald, many of the Metis had "been so beaten and outraged"
that they felt as if they were living in a "state of slavery. ,,23 Disconcerting as this
violence was, the delay in implementing the 1.4 million-acre land grant was of
even greater concern to the Metis. The 25 April 1871 order in council was disappointing, but Metis leaders saw that it would be acceptable if implemented
immediately. However, the land had not been surveyed into townships and
sections, and newcomers were arriving in force. The month of May was
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probably the most agonizing of all, and the publication of the 26 May 1871 order
in council, protecting newcomers in their' 'irregular" occupation of land, was
.seen as an effective declaration of war on the Metis." Riel returned to St. Vital
in May and immediately consulted with parish leaders and prepared material for
publication inLe Metis, which appeared on 27 May.25
At this stage only one peaceful course of action remained-to get official
sanction for the Metis choice of blocks of land according to the ancient principle
of' 'metes and bounds." A delegation representing all groups went to Archibald
with a letter requesting information on several points connected with the land.
The delegation outlined the situation to Archibald, insisting that Metis rights
should have priority and pointing out that while newcomers were looking for
land everywhere, no surveyors were in the province." Archibald was familiar
with the situation and held the 25 April and 26 May orders in council. Although
he hesitated to reply to the delegation, Archibald felt that the situation allowed
him no choice. As he stated in his letter to Aikins, he presumed that the Metis
were in the position of having' 'paid their money into the Crown Land Office,
and were asking for their grants ... The principle in all such cases," Archibald
pointed out, "is ... that priority of application gives priority of right.' ,27
Archibald looked again at section 31 of the Manitoba Act, decided that the expression' 'lots or tracts" .gave him some latitude in the matter, and set to work
preparing a reply to the delegation which was published in both English and
French in the Manitoban. The most important paragraph read: "Wherever any
Parish of [Metis] ... shall have a choice of a particular locality" and given
public notice of their choice in such a way that settlers cannot "enter upon the
tract in ignorance of the previous selection, I shall ... be guided by the principles mentioned, and confirm the selections so made so far as this can be done
without doing violence to the township or sectional series. ,,28 The lands in question had all been suitably marked. It now remained for each parish to insure that
a description of each block was made in the local newspapers, using well- known
landmarks such as ferries, creeks, trails and clumps of trees; these descriptions
soon filled the pages of both the Manitoban andLe Metis.
That did not end the matter. For their part the newcomers pointed to the
wording of the 26 May order in council, which assured them that parties' 'found
upon the lands at the time of the survey" would be "protected in the enjoyment
thereof." As for the Metis, their leaders had told them of Archibald's warning
that' 'if they lifted a hand or struck a blow it was all over for them. ,,29 The Globe
stated that about twenty newcomer families had determined to stay at what they
now called "the Boyne" no matter what happened."
Nothing could be done other than wait for the surveyors and for a report of
the government's response to Archibald's land policy statement. When
Archibald wrote his reply he knew he might not be supported by the Canadian
cabinet, as was indeed the case." Aikins insisted that no lands could be
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apportioneduntiltheyhad beensurveyed.In NovemberJosephHowe, secretary
of state for the provinces, wrote to Archibald:
I regretted very much seeing your letter giving countenance to the wholesale appropriation of large tracts of country by the [Metis]. As I understood the matter, all
the lands not in actual occupation are open to everybody, [Metis], Volunteers and
Emigrants ... none of them have authority to set off and appropriate large tracts of
country until thesehavebeensurveyed[author's emphasis] ... 32

The Metis had to giveway on lands they hoped to possessat Riviere aux Ilets
de Bois, at Oak Point andelsewhere,andnewcomersand volunteersnot evenin
Manitobawhen the Manitoba Act waspassed were confirmedin their irregular
occupationof lands. Canadiangovernmentpolicy was to obtain the lands of the
new province and administerthem "for the purposesof the Dominion." There
was no room in this policy for the Red River Metis to hold lands in their traditionalmanner. As Archibaldpointedout, 1.4million acres was barely in excess
of sixty of the townshipsthe surveyorseventuallylaid out.33
The newcomers had more time to make irregular occupations since the surveyors did not arrive in Manitoba until late July 1871. The commissioner of
lands, G. McMicken,did not arrive in Manitobauntil October." Metis restraint
and obedienceto the laws of their country, under the circumstances,resultedin
the loss of their lands.
It is clear from this accountthat, if we are to understandthe process by which
the Metis were alienated from their lands, we must study a variety of factors,
both in governmentand elsewhere,and both before and after the passing of the
ManitobaAct.
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PrairieCapital,Prairie Marketsand PrairieLabour:
The Forest Industryin the Prince GeorgeDistrict,
BritishColumbia, 1910-1930
Gordon Hak
ABSTRACf. While crop areas of the Prairies themselves form a hinterland region in Canada, they have
spawned hinterlands of their own. The need of prairie farmers for lumber was the spark that ignited the
forest industry in the Prince George district in British Columbia early in this century. That district owed its
main industry to prairie investors, prairie markets and prairie workers. But like most hinterland regions it
suffered when its "metropolitan" master faced economic hard times, as the prairie west did after World
War I, and it only recovered whennew markets in the United States replaced lostprairie markets after 1940.
SOMMAIRE. Alors que les regions agricoles des Prairies constituent un arriere-pays au Canada, elles ont
elles-memes donne naissance aleur propre arriere-pays, En effet, c'est parce que les fermiers des Prairies
avaient besoin de bois de charpente que I' industrie forestiere dans la region de Prince George en ColombieBritannique vit le jour au debut du siecle. Cette region devait sa principale industrie aux investisseurs, aux
marches et aux travailleurs des Prairies. Mais comme Ia plupart des arriere-pays, elle subit Ie contrecoup
des problemes economiques auxquels firent face les Prairies apres la Premiere guerre mondiale et ne se
retablit qu'apres 1940, lorsque de nouveaux marchesaux Etats-Unis vinrent remplacer les marches des
Prairies disparus.

In the first decades of the twentieth century the focus of Canada was on the
prairie west. The booming wheat economy, the dramatic flow ofimmigration to
settle the west, and the rapid rise of towns and cities all contributed to making
the Prairies the most dynamic region in the country. Yet while the prairie
economy expanded by leaps and bounds, citizens of the region were also interested in extending the scope of their activities to incorporate new industries and
new territories. Lumber was an extremely important commodity for prairie
farmers and urban dwellers alike, and some prairie entrepreneurs turned to the
northern interior of British Columbia to cater to this need. In the late years of
World War I a forest industry sprang up in the Prince George district, an industry
which was closely linked to the prairie economy. Prairie capitalmarkets and
labour were instrumental in the early development of the northern interior
lumber industry, and although the area was in British Columbia it was not
Vancouver, but Edmonton, Winnipeg, Minneapolis and Chicago which dictated
the pace of development. By 1923 there were some nineteen sawmills in operation, turning out 78.5 million board feet of lumber a year, and functioning in a
forest economy which was oriented to the east.'
Throughout the nineteenth century there were a Hudson' s Bay Company post
and an Indian community at Fort George, which was located at the confluence
of the Nechako and Fraser rivers, but it was the building of the Grand Trunk
Pacific Railway (GTP) that stimulated settlement and the growth of the lumber
industry. In 1909 two townsites were established by rival companies. Fort
George and South Fort George both proceeded to sell townsite lots to speculative buyers throughout the world. The GTP, however, decided to develop its
own townsite which it named Prince George. In 1914 the railway arrived and
Prince George became the most important of the three towns.' The following
9
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year Prince George was incorporated as a city and by 1921 its population had
reached 2,053. 3
A key debate among supporters of the staples approach is whether or not the
economic activities spurred by staples development eventually produce a
balanced economy less dependent on the original staples. An analysis of the
Prince George district lumber industry's early development largely supports the
pessimists. This staples industry was itself the product of the development of
another staples industry, the prairie grain trade, and its precarious development
reflected the vulnerable development of its progenitor.
It was the news of the construction of the GTP that also spawned increased
interest in the lumber potential of the area. The settlement ofthe prairie west and
the railroad construction itself in the years from 1896 to 1913 created an almost
insatiable demand for lumber. Moreover, rapidly diminishing timber resources
in the American midwest and in central and eastern Canada spurred a search to
locate new timber supply areas.' With the announcement in 1906 that the GTP
was going to build a line from Edmonton to Prince Rupert, the timber stands
along the Upper Fraser River to the east of Prince George suddenly had
economic potential. Lumbermen and speculators rushed to stake timber limits
in anticipation of either turning a healthy profit on the timber at a later date or of
building up timber holdings to feed mills which would become viable once the
railway linked the region to prairie markets.
The dreamsof these early timber holders were not quickly realized. When the
railway began to press westward along the Upper Fraser River towards Prince
George in 1913, western Canada was in the throes of a serious economic
downturn and plans for frontier forest exploitation were put on hold. It was
recognized that interior sawmills needed a buoyant prairie economy to be successful, thus it was not until the economy turned around in 1915 that lumbermen
interested in shipping wood products out of the region began to invest in
manufacturing facilities.
Yet even in the small local lumber industry that developed before 1915, the
presence of prairie entrepreneurs was evident. Initial lumber production was
closely tied to the construction of the railway and the rapid settlement of the
three adjacent townsites. Lumber was needed for railway ties and bridges, but
production operations were small and rarely outlived the construction projects.
The local construction boom of the years 1910 to 1915, however, sustained
larger mills, as houses, stores and farm buildings were erected in anticipation of
local prosperity. Two mills were especially important in supplying lumber in the
initial construction of Fort George, South Fort George and Prince George.
In August 1910 the Northern Lumber Company began cutting lumber, and
by December the mill was running at full speed, employing twenty-six men. The
company had been formed by W.F. Cooke, a native of Hull, Quebec who had
moved west in 1890, and Russell Peden of Winnipeg. In 1911 the partners built
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a mercantile store in South Fort George, and in 1912 George E. McLaughlin
joined the firm. A new, larger sawmill, complete with planing equipment, was
built and a second retail store was established, this time in Prince George. In
1914 the company employed one hundred men in its mill, retail stores, and its
steamboat, Quesnel?
The Northern Lumber Company was shipping lumber to the Prairies by 1916
and another sawmill was built at Willow River, just east of Prince George. This
mill was smaller than the South Fort George operation and employed forty men.
In February 1917 the Willow River mill was shipping one to two cars of lumber
daily to the Prairies. McLaughlin, whose brother was a grain broker on the
Winnipeg exchange, bought out his two partners in 1919 and four years later
sold the lumber company. It had been a successful and profitable operation for
its owners.'
The second South Fort George sawmill operation was run by the Fort George
Lumber and Navigation Company. Nick Clark, owner of the firm, set up a portable sawmill in September 1909, and in 1910 built a new mill capable of cutting
twenty-five thousand board feet of lumber daily. In the same year the company
also purchased two river steamers which were added to the one already plying
the Fraser River. However, the expansion was too rapid and the firm went
bankrupt.'
The assets of the company were bought by a group of Winnipeg capitalists in
the spring of 1911. The new owners included J.D. McArthur (a railway contractor), F.A. Thompson (president of the Lumbermen's Insurance Company),
Allan J. Adamson (president of Western Trust Company), Dr. J.K. McLennan
(secretary-treasurer of McArthur' s Edmonton, Dunvegan & B.C. Railway), and
R.L. Hay (president of the Moose Mountain Lumber Company). C.E. McElroy
became the local manager of the firm. The purchasers anticipated securing railway construction contracts and for this river boats and sawmills were necessary.
McArthur had a charter to build a rail line from Edmonton to Fort George, via
the Peace River area, and the South Fort George operation was expected to
supply transportation services and lumber. This line, however, never came close
to Fort George. Under McElroy the mill operated until 1916. 8 After the mill
closed McElroy moved to Regina and took charge of the lumber branch of the
Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Association."
With the recovery of the prairie economy after 1915 and the postwar boom,
more substantial lumber operations were established along the rail line east of
Prince George, on what was known as the East Line. These mills exported to the
prairie market and spawned a number of small communities that were totally
dependent on the mills. Three operations-at Hutton, Giscome and Sinclair
Mills-dominated the East Line lumber industry from 1915 to 1930.
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The Western Farmers' Lumber Company, a subsidiary of the United Grain
Growers' Grain Company (VGG) of Winnipeg, had purchased timber limits on
the Upper Fraser River in 1913. It was estimated that the timber limits contained
over three hundred million feet of lumber. The VGG was not interested in immediately constructing a sawmill in the prewar depression, but rather was
looking to the future. Prairie fanners were becoming increasingly dissatisfied
with British Columbia lumber prices, and they wanted an alternative source to
guard against what they perceived as undue profits by British Columbia lumber
firms. The regular suppliers of lumber in the lower mainland and the Kootenays
viewed the VGG initiative with alarm, fearing that the VGG could undercut
their prices." The Nelson Daily News, however, had a more sanguine outlook
on the plans of the VGG:
A few more mills so operated would be sufficient to demonstrate to the prairie
farmers that if they are paying more for their lumber than they think they should,
this is not because the lumber men of this provinceare makingan undue profit on
theiroutput.They willfind that the causeof the unduehighpriceof lumber is to be
foundelsewherethanin bigprofitsby themanufacturers. Theymustlookelsewhere
for relief if it is to be obtained."

The experiences of the VGG operation proved this observation to be correct.
Major mistakes were made by the company in setting up the operation and
likewise marketing strategies were seriously flawed. By 1920 the directors of
the VGG were regretting their decision to get involved in the lumber business.
By 1917 the UaG began to build its sawmill at Hutton, sixty miles east of
Prince George. It was a large mill, costing $150,000 and capable of producing
eighty thousand feet per day." The mill started up in the spring of 1918 and soon
over three hundred men were employed in the company's mill and logging
operations." Hutton became a prospering community of four hundred, with a
public school, a hospital and a general store.
The VGG was inexperienced in the lumber business and it quickly became
evident that the timber the VGG had purchased did not meet expectations. Its
timber limits near the mill were made up of mainly defective cedar and hemlock. 14 As the VGG directors admitted in 1925, "there is no doubt that a mistake
was made in the location of the mill in the first instance, which added considerably to the cost of operations.' ,15 The company also experimented by
putting in a short logging railway and purchasing a forty-seven-ton Shay
16
locomotive in 1918. It was felt that this would facilitate bringing logs from the
stumps to the mill. But as the owners discovered, a logging railway was not
economically sound in interior forests because of the low timber volume per
acre. V nlike the coastal district of British Columbia, the northern interior forests
could not sustain the intense capital investment of a logging railway. It would
be decades before the traditional method of yarding logs using horses and
sleighs would be superceded, and it would be trucks, not railways, which would
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mechanize transportation in the northern interior woods industry in the 1940s.
The UGG also faced a militant, disenchanted work force in its early years of
operation. Two weeks of production were lost in 1919 when the company's
workers went on strike in sympathy with workers involved in the Winnipeg
General Strike. Furthermore, the militant Lumber Workers Industrial Union
was active in Hutton in 1919 and 1920, forcing concessions from the UGG.
It was not only at the point of production that the UGG met difficulties. Initially the company wanted to ship lumber directly to farmers who were VGG
shareholders. However, there were weaknesses in this strategy. Farmers often
could not take advantage of buying lumber directly from the UGG, for the lumber had to be purchased in railway carloads and ordered in advance, as the UOG
did not have a full complement of retail yards. Furthermore, prairie lumber
dealers resented the activities of the UOO in trying to circumvent the established
lumber sellers, and they refused to handle lumber manufactured at Hutton.
Prairie buyers were also reluctant to break ties with retailers with whom they had
dealt for years." The UGG directors were well aware that the establishment of
numerous retail lumber yards was crucial for the Hutton operation, but in the
weak economy of the early 1920s they were unwilling to pursue such a course.
In 1923 the UGG was openly admitting that its adventure in the lumber
industry in the northern interior of British Columbia was in trouble:
In the light of presentevents,it wouldundoubtedly havebeen muchbetterif the
Company hadnot goneaheadwithits enterprise six yearsago, whenthe constructionof themillwasundertaken. Thecostof machinery andmaterials at the timewe
built had increased verygreatlyindeed, withtheresultthat the expenditure on the
wholeplant,due to theseconditions, wasawayin excessof ourestimates. The expenseof operation alsoduringthefirstyearswasveryheavy. To thismustbe added
somemistakes made,dueto our inexperience. IS

The company was relieved when fire destroyed the Hutton plant in 1925.
Although the mill was insured, the UOG decided not to rebuild and over the next
two years sold off its logs, lumber stocks and machinery. The town of Hutton
disappeared from the map.
The second large operation on the Upper Fraser River was organized by A.C.
Frost of Chicago, and this mill too was plagued by inexperienced management
and construction problems. Frost, who had built the Chicago and Milwaukee
Interurban Railway, began purchasing timber in British Columbia during the
first decade of the century. In 1912 or 1913 Frost became associated with the
Willow River Lumber Company, which gained rights to twenty-eight square
miles of timber land on the Upper Fraser River. Capitalists from Chicago and
Cadillac, Michigan were the principals in this syndicate." In 1916 the company
reincorporated as the Giscome Lumber Company and began construction of a
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large plant at Giscome. The capacity of the mill was one hundred thousand
boardfeet per ten-hour shift, and it began operating in the summerof 1917.20
Unfortunately,the operation was ill-starred and was in the hands of a liquidator by the following spring.An engineeringerror made it necessary to make
extensive changes to the $500,000plant. The big mill of the Giscome Lumber
Companyhad been built on mud flats whichprovided very poor footing for the
heavyplant. When the frost wentout of the groundin the springof 1918themill
settled. The procedure to remedy the error was very expensive-the concrete
slab which supportedthe mill had to be broken up, piles driveninto the mud all
aroundthe foundation,the concrete slabsrelaid, and the entire mill rebuilt."
Frost was in financial troubleas he tried to fend off creditorsand get the mill
back into operation,but he finallybeganproducinglumberagainin the summer
of 1922.However, Frost did not keep the business long. In 1923 the Giscome
mill was sold to the Winton brothers, who ran a lumber firm based in
Minneapolis. The Wintonshadrecentlyoperated a sawmillin Prince Albertand
were soon to open an operation at The Pas. The company in the northern interior of British Columbia was called Eagle Lake Sawmills. It employed about
250 men and sustainedthe townof Giscome.The Wintonscontinued to run the
operation until 1931, when they sold out to two lumbermen based in Prince
George.
The third major operation along the East Line during the 1920s was established by the Sinclair Spruce Companyof Edmonton. The firm was organized
in 1924 and was associated with the Sherman Lumber Company of Potsdam,
New York, a companywhichhad a number of lumberyardson thePrairies.The
principals in Sinclair Spruce were W.H. Sinclair, Herbert Paterson and Don
McPhee. In 1925 the company bought the Dewey operation of E.B. Bashaw.
Before starting up at Dewey, Bashaw had been a lumberman at Camrose,
Alberta.The new ownersincreasedthe mill's capacityto fifty thousandfeet per
nine-hour shift, and one hundred to two hundred men were employed, according to the season. McPhee, formerly of the Red Deer Lumber Company in
Barrows, Manitoba was the resident manager. The communityaround the mill
became known as Sinclair Mills, and with the demise of the UGG operation
Sinclair Spruce becamethe secondlargest produceron the East Line."
While the sawmillsat Hutton,Giscome and SinclairMills were the largestin
the region, there was also a string of small mills situated along the East Line
which made a substantialcontributionto the area's lumberproduction. In 1917
there were ten mills with a dailycapacityof betweentwentyand thirtythousand
feet operatingor under construction, andin 1923there weresixteenmills of this
size operating, including two in Prince George. The total cut in 1923was 78.5
million board feet; 23 percent of this production came from Eagle Lake
Sawmills and 19 percent was produced by the UGG operation at Hutton.
Approximately 58 percent of East Line lumber production came from the
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smaller mills." In 1929 Eagle Lake Sawmills produced 24 percent of the year's
cut and Sinclair Spruce 14 percent. Thirteen other mills provided the rest of the
year's production." The small firms needed much less capital for starting up,
and many were family operated, similar to family farms, They were also vulnerable to economic fluctuations, fire, and the depletion of nearby timber
stocks. Mills were frequently bought, sold, moved and closed. Owners of the
mills were predominantly from the Maritimes, the Kootenays and the Prairies.
For these small entrepreneurs, economic life could be tenuous.
At Aleza Lake, for example, the Anthony Lumber Company of Edmonton
began operating a small mill in 1919. By 1923 the operation was in financial difficulty and was taken over by another Edmonton entrepreneur named
Klingaman. In the summer of 1923, however, the mill burned to the ground and
Klingaman was out of business. In the autumn of 1923 a new company began
operating at Aleza Lake. Hugh Blackburn and P.Hasselfield, who had been
operating a sawmill in Bannock, Saskatchewan for a number of years, purchased a mill site and timber at Aleza Lake and moved their mill equipment out
from Saskatchewan. The operation was not a success; the owners were unable
to turn a profit and the firm was bankrupt by 1927. The company owed creditors
$140,000, half of this to a Winnipeg branch of the Bank of Commerce and
$20,000 to workers in wages."
In 1918 the Dome Creek Lumber Company, backed and operated by Edmonton entrepreneurs, set up a mill on the East Line capable of producing thirty
thousand feet daily. The Edmonton men "did not understand the lumber
business" and by 1920 the firm was insolvent, with liabilities of $86,000,
forcing the government to seize the property. E.B. Bashaw purchased the mill
but financial trouble forced him to sell to the Sinclair Spruce Company. 26
Not all small operations failed, but the successful firms tended to be run by
entrepreneurs who had experience in the lumber industry in the Kootenays.
While knowledge of running sawmills for export markets was an important
factor in a firm's viability, mill operators, both big and small, faced a rapidly
changing economic climate in the years after World War I.
The initial rush to engage in the lumber business from 1917 to 1920 was
predicated on an optimistic vision of the growth of the prairie economy. In 1917
approximately 90 percent of production was shipped to the three prairie provinces, with prices averaging $21.00 per thousand board feet. Over the next few
years the demand for lumber continued to be strong, and the East Line mills
were also beginning to penetrate the market in the eastern United States. In
1919, 50 percent ofproduction went south ofthe border, and entrepreneurs were
getting a good return on their investment. Prices had reached $23.00 per
thousand, and considering that production costs were approximately $16.50 per
thousand, operators were optimistic about the future."
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Prospects appeared to be even better for 1920. In April and May lumber
prices reached $40.00 per thousand for rough green spruce. Logging and milling
costs were about the same as the previous year, and the mill owners could make
good profits. In late June and early July, however, signs of an impending slump
became evident. Purchases fell and prices dropped as low as $16.00 per
thousand. In September a 35 percent increase in freight rates brought production to a standstill. Two mills went into receivership." The collapse of the
American and the Canadian prairie markets had significant ramifications for
northern interior lumber producers. A local newspaper editor commented on the
situation:
The fault lies in the fact that the prairiemarket, the potential purchaser of lumber
fromthesevalleys,is absorbing verylittlelumber. Thereis nodemandforthiscommodity. The farmers are marketing dollarwheat, andtheyhaveno moneyto spend
in building. Theyowe thebanksand the machinery houses, and untilthingsmend,
theprairiemarketwillnothelpthelumbermen of thisregion. Freightrateadvances
haveshutofftheeasternAmerican marketalmostaseffectually. Thefuturedemand
oftheprairiemarketis undimmed, as tothebrightness of theprospect, butat present
theindustryis in a badway.29

Relief came to the operators in December 1921 when freight rates were
reduced by 20 percent. The new rates, coupled with a decline in bush and mill
wages of 35 to 50 percent, stimulated production and by the autumn of 1922 the
lumber industry along the East Line had turned around." In 1923 production
levels remained high, but almost 90 percent of the lumber was being shipped to
American points east of Chicago. Prices averaged $20.00 per thousand board
feet and the area produced 37.5 million feet of lumber,"
Lumber production in the Fort George Forest District rose to over 70 million
board feet in 1924, and by 1928·the figure had increased to over 100 million.
Lumber prices averaged between $18.00 and $20.00 per thousand from 1924 to
1929. The prairie market recovered slightly in these years, accounting for
approximately 21 percent of the cut in 1929. The eastern United States continued as the best customer, absorbing about 68 percent of production in 1929;
eastern Canada bought 6 percent and 5 percent was sold locally. 32
East Line mill operators functioned in a volatile economy from 1917 to 1930.
A sudden fluctuation downward in prices or an increase in freight rates could be
devastating, especially for small firms, Moreover, the northern interior lumber
industry had initially been geared to supply the prairie market, and the weakness
of this market in the 1920s forced firms to trade in new territory. For operators
with business connections in the prairie west, the market reorientation was a
difficult transition, as they had to adapt to the unknown market of the eastern
United States.

If the 1920s were at least relatively prosperous and offered hope for East Line
mill operators, 1930 ushered in a decade of despair. The Depression devastated
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the lumbereconomyin the northerninterior. The log scalefor the Fort George
Forest Districtin 1929 was almost 103 millionboard feet In 1930production
droppedto 50 million board feet, a decreaseof over 50 percent.The log scale
decreased a further 54 percent to 23.5 million board feet in 1931,and dropped
by another35percentin 1932to 15millionboardfeet.Marketsdisappeared but
lumberpricesfell as well.The averageprice of $20.20per thousandboardfeet
in 1929droppedto a low of $10.50 per thousandin 1932.33 After 1932 conditionsimproved slightlybut did not approach 1929levels until the 1940s.
Lumberwasnottheonlywoodproductmanufactured in thenortherninterior;
the railway tie industry was also significant in attracting entrepreneurs and
providing employment. During the construction of the GTP through the Fort
Georgedistrictthousandsof ties were taken from the bush on each side of the
line,butwiththe end of construction the needfor ties fell precipitously. In 1918
tie production again became importantas the GTP, and later its successorthe
Canadian NationalRailway(CNR), beganto let ordersin the areato supplyties
to be usedthroughoutCanada. Each autumntheprice, the qualitylevelsandthe
quantity required from the contractors were set. When a head contractor
receivedhis contract he set up campsof his own to take out ties or turned over
portions of the order to subcontractors. In 1921 head contractors received
eighty-five cents for Number 1 ties, but subcontractors were paid only sixtyeight cents. The district foresternoted that "subs in many cases realized little
betterthanwagesout of theircontract. The Head Contractoron the other hand,
with one or two exceptions, made excellentprofits.,,34 The tie hacks, the men
who actually made the ties, were paid about twenty-three cents per tie in the
employofeitherheador subcontractors." Thetieindustrywasheavilyweighted
for success at thetop. Manytiecontractors werelocalfarmersorpeoplewhoran
small operations, but some larger firms also entered the industry. In the 1922
season436,199 ties were made in the Prince George area, and the two largest
contractors-William Coop, and David Jennings of Edmonton-took out
125,000 ties between them." However, the most ambitious tie contractorwas
J.D. McArthur, the Winnipeg capitalistandrailwaybuilder.
Born in Ontario, McArthur arrived in Winnipeg in 1879. Beginning as a
small subcontractor on the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) construction
duringthe 1880s,McArthurby 1910was a majorCanadianrailwaycontractor.
He had built a large part of the CPR's Crowsnest Pass branchand 750 milesof
the GTP and Canadian Northern main lines in the west. Besidesrailway construction, McArthur had interests in sawmilling and timber holding. He was
associated with the Fort George Lumber and Navigation Company, the
Canadian PacificLumberCompany, whichoperatedlargemillsat Port Moody,
Vancouver, the ArrowLakes and Port Alberniin the 1910s,and the Northwest
LumberCompanysawmillin Edmonton.n
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In November 1921 the J.D. McArthur Construction Company purchased
twenty-three timber limits at Mud River, twenty miles west of Prince George.
McArthur planned to take out 250,000 railway ties over the winter. On short
notice 180men were hired, tie camps were set up, and the manufacture of railway ties began. However, McArthur was unable to meet his quota. Poor living
conditionsand management intransigencein meeting the concerns of workers
promptedbitterlabour relations and a long strike in February and March 1922.
McArthur's company was only able to get out approximately half of the ties
specifiedin the contract with the railway." AlthoughMcArthurgave up on the
tie industry,he proceeded with new plans to build a small sawmillat the mouth
of the Mud River. In April 1922 the Indians at the mouth of the Mud River
agreedto sellforty acresof their ninety-seven-acre reserve to McArthuras a site
for the mill.39

These plans quickly changed, and in early July 1922 McArthur announced
that he had purchased a section of land within Prince George city limits. Here
he was going to construct a sawmill with a daily capacity of 150,000 feet-a
duplicateof the mill he operatedin Edmonton.Such a project would have been
of immensebenefit to the city of Prince George and the economyof the region.
The reasonsfor the changeof the mill site from Mud River toPrince George are
unclear, but there are a number of possible explanations. In the first place,
McArthurhad had problems driving logs down the Mud River in the spring of
1922becauseof the frequentlog jams" and this may have made Mud River unsuitable for a sawmill. A second possibility was the appeal of the campaign
spearheadedby the Prince George city council to entice McArthur to locate in
the city. The presence of a large labour pool, access to timber along the Upper
FraserRiver,andfavourabletermsoffered bythe city mayhavemade thePrince
George sitepreferable.
A third possibility is that McArthur was speculating on the fortunes of the
Fraser Syndicate,a central Canadianconcern which had purchased 280 square
miles of timberland in the area.Prominent central Canadiancapitalists, such as
SenatorW.C.Edwardsof Ottawa, Alex McLarenof Buckingham,Quebec, and
WilliamMolson,presidentof Molson's Bank, were involvedin the project and
in 1920 they began negotiating with the provincial government to attain
favourable terms for the developmentof a pulp mill in the Prince George area.
The proposed pulp mill venture wasput on hold during the depression of the
early 1920s,but the plans were revived in 1926when the syndicateannounced
that a $30 millionmill wouldbe constructed," The land purchasedby McArthur
in Prince Georgehad been seriouslyconsideredfor years as a possible location
for the pulp mill. Thus McArthur could proceed with his sawmill plans,
knowingthat his holdingscould also potentiallybe soldfor a profit to theFraser
Syndicate. Probably all three considerations figured in McArthur's decision,
but his future actions suggest that the third reason was paramount.
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McArthur proceeded very slowly with his Prince George project, and no
actionwastakenuntil 1926. In July 1926 hepromisedtoquicklybeginconstruction of a large sawmill, and a railway spurwas builtfrom the CNRmain line to
the mill site.Preparations also beganon the log mill pond," It wasprobablynot
coincidental thatMcArthur'srenewedactivityoccurredwhentheFraser Syndicate wasrevivingits pulp project," but he diedin Winnipegon 10 January 1927
and his plansfor the PrinceGeorge sawmilldied with him."
Prairie capitalists played a major role in developing the northern interior
forest industry but the work force was also closely integratedwith the prairie
economy. The labour-intensive forestindustrywas vulnerable to rapid changes
in thecontinental lumbertrade;a drop in themarketmeantanalmostimmediate
cut in milling and logging activities and unemployment for workers.
Bankruptcies and mill fires further ensured the tenuous nature of work in the
forest industries. Even in a buoyanteconomy the seasonalrhythms of log, tie
and lumber production guaranteed that workers would not be employed year
round. The industryneeded a flexible work force that would tolerate frequent
layoffs and would be available for start-up on sudden notice. The local area
couldnot meetthe demandfor workersin peakperiods,so operatorsreliedon a
migratory workforcefrom the prairieprovinces.
Loggingwas a winteroperation. The treeswerecut by a crewof three-two
sawyers and alimber(knownon the coastasfallersandbuckers). Thelogs were
then hauled from the logging chance to the mill or to a waterway from where
theyweredrivento themill.Normally logswereskiddedbyhorsesto skidroads
where they were loaded on sleighs and pulled by horses to the appropriate
landing. Sufficient snowwas necessary to transportthe heavyload of 10gs.4S
The production of ties was similar to logging. Workingfrom Novemberto
March the tie hacks felled the trees, usuallylodgepolepine, then hewed them
into railwayties. A manworkingwith handtoolscouldproduceapproximately
thirty ties daily." The ties were then hauled by .horse and sleigh to railway
sidingswherethey werepicked up by the railwaycompanyin the spring.
Millinglogsintolumberwasusuallydoneduringthespringandsummer. The
millsweresituatedonthewaterandlogs weredrawnfromthemillpondintothe
plant. The logs then passed through a series of saws which cut the wood to
specified dimensions andlengths.The lumberwas sortedinto gradesandeither
transported to a planing mill for fmishing or stacked in the mill yard to dry; it
wasthenreadyto shipto market. The millworkforcewassmallerandmorepermanentthan the camp work force. A core of sawmillworkers remained in the
mill townsfor most of the year,doing maintenance and oddjobs when the mill
was not running.
It was the logging and tie camps that needed an influx of labour in the late
autumn to work in the bush. Operators preferred to hire experienced men,
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especially those who had worked with horses. To find workers employers
looked to the Prairies. Fanners wanting to earn cash and migratory workers who
had helped in the fall harvest formed the core of the northern interior bush
workers. In fact, it was often only after the end of the prairie harvest in November that the labour requirements of the forest operators were satisfied." The
extent to which the northern interior forest industry was intertwined with the
prairie labour market is evident from the following figures: from July 1923 to
February 1924 the government-operated Employment Bureau supplied
Kootenay and northern interior lumber operators with 5,048 men. Of these,
4,672 came from prairie centres, while only 376 came from the lower mainland
of British Columbia." The northern interior forest industry fitted the rhythm of
prairie agricultural life while the CNR provided easy access to the bush camps;
thus migratory workers provided the flexible labour force needed in the Prince
George district during the winter.
In its early years the northern interior forest industry was an extension of the
prairie economy. Prairie capitalists invested in timber and sawmills, hoping to
sell lumber profitably to prairie customers. Yet the exploitation of the timber
resources around Prince George to serve prairie ends ran into hard times;
inexperience in the lumber industry, the unanticipated decline in demand for
lumber in the west during the 1920s, and the reorientation of the trade towards
the eastern United States undermined the growth of a stable economy. Companies such as the UGG and speculators like J.D. McArthur proved to be
fairweather friends, and the smaller sawmill companies had difficulties in the
rapidly changing market. The northern interior continued to absorb prairie
workers throughout the 1920s, but this also halted when the lumber industry in
the Prince George district collapsed in the 1930s.
The failure of prairie capitalists to make a success of the lumber industry in
the Prince George area reflected the vulnerability of a regional economy based
on the success of the grain trade. As the staples theory suggests, the development of a staple such as grain inevitably spurs development of other industries.
But, as the theorists who link concentration on staples development with
dependency suggest, reliance on staples extraction tends to mean reliance on
external markets and concomitant wide fluctuations in demand and in price. The
Prince George lumber industry before World War II doubly demonstrates this
dilemma: this staples industry was overly dependent on external markets and
sagged when these markets stiffened. In turn, the earliest major market for the
staple itself was a staple-dependent region whose vulnerability created even
greater vulnerability for an industry which began as its tributary.
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Rural Manitoba Views the 1919 Winnipeg General Strike
DavidP. Yeo
ABSTRACf. Little of the considerable research on the Winnipeg General Strike has focussed OIl the
reactions of rural Manitoba to the great work stoppage. While several scholars have asserted that rural
reaction, for reasons of ideology and self-interest, was uniformlynegative, closer investigationreveals
greater ambiguity. This article indicates that while the general strike weapon won little favour, rural
Manitobans were surprisingly sympathetic to the strikers' aims and a minority, particularly workers in
small towns who oftenstruck in sympathy,even supportedthe strike itself.
SOMMAIRE. Panni les nombreusesetudesqui portent sur la Grevegeneralede Winnipeg,peu ont porte
sur les reactions du Manitoba rural aI'evenement.Bien que plusieursspecialistes aient soutenu que les
ruraux, par ideologie et par interet personnel, reagirent negativement dans l' ensemble, une etude plus
approfondiereveleunereactionplus ambigtle.L' articlequisuitmontre que si leManitobarural etaitcontre
la tactiquede la greve generale, il eprouvaitpar contre, une surprenantesympathiepour les objectifs des
grevistes, Une minorite, en particulierles ouvriersdes petites villes qui firent souvent greve en signe de
solidarite,etaitmeme en faveur de cette greve,

It is often argued that the Manitoba farming community was categorically
opposedto the WinnipegGeneral Strike of 1919. The generalconservatism of
farmers and the rural community, the periodic friction between farmers and
organizedlabour over economic goals, and the radicalismof the generalstrike
itself, have been cited as factors determining the opposition of farmers to the
eventsof May-June1919.
This articlesetsout to examinein two waysthe attitudes of rural Manitobans
towards the strike. The initial section deals with the response of the press in
several small communities to the confrontation at Winnipeg. As newspapers
wieldsomedegreeof persuasivepower,theirreactionmay have influenced, or
indeedmirrored, the sentiments of the communities they served. Thus theycan
providea usefultopicalreference.
Thelattersegmentof the articlesurveys ruralreactiongenerally. Work stoppageswerenotconfmedtoWinnipegalone; severaltownswerehit by sympathy
strikesof varyingintensity. The actionstaken by theseworkerswere in noway
insignificant. Not only did workersrisk losingand often, in fact, did lose their
jobs as a consequence, but they faced ostracism and personal criticism from
their neighbours. Because of the intimate nature of small town relationships,
these workers could not escapeinto faceless anonymity like their city counterparts. Their decision to join in the walkout, then, indicates that a substantial
measure of commitment to the cause existed among. segments of the rural
population.
This articlearguesthat the conventional wisdom, with its emphasison rural
abhorrence to the general strike weapon, confounds rural opposition. to the
methods of the strikerswith oppositionto workers' aims in general. While the
general strikemethodwasnot universally condemned in rural areasas thecommon wisdomhas it, it certainlyhad only minoritysupport. But the aims of the
Winnipeg strikers- the right to bargaincollectively and the right to a living
wage- wonconsiderable supportin rural Manitoba,'
23
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The Winnipeg General Strike, which lasted from 15 May to 25 June 1919, is
profoundly important in Manitoban and Canadian history. Between 24,000 and
35,000 workers struck in sympathy with the Metal Trades and Building Trades
councils, which were fighting for "the right to collective bargaining, a living
wage, and the reinstatement of all strikers without prejudice."? The strikers
were opposed by employers and conservative elements within the city, who
formed the Citizens' Committee of One Thousand and attempted to crush the
workers' Strike Committee. The strike divided and paralyzed the city, and did
not end until its leaders were arrested and jailed on 17 June. A parade the
following Saturday was banned by the authorities and suppressed by force,
leaving two dead and many injured. The strike leaders called an end to the strike
a few days later. 3
The sheer size of the strike, and the impact of the general strike as a weapon
in labour's bargaining arsenal, put Winnipeg in the headlines of newspapers
across the country. Many scholars have suggested that the strike was viewed in
negative, even hostile, terms by rural Manitobans. For example, D.C. Masters
writes:
the congenital antipathy of the farmers was increased when the strike cut off
Winnipeg fora timeasaconsuming areaformilk,live-stock andotherproduce. The
tradein wheatwasalsodisrupted. Even the ruraltelephone. service in manyareas
wasshutoffby thestrike.
As a result farmeropinion seemsto have been unanimous against the strikeand
4
practically everyruralnewspaper in theprovince condemned it.

W.L. Morton claims that rural Manitoba' 'viewed the strike with shocked indignation,' ,5 and memories of it proved to be a stumbling block in future attempts
at establishing a farmer-labour alliance in the province." Similarly, Martin
Robin argues that the general strike legacy worked against a fanner-labour
coalition in many rural communities. Robin asserts that the strike was viewed
as a revolt against constituted authority and was met with hostility and anger.'
Walter Young agrees:
During theWinnipeg strikenoeffortwasmadeto enlistthesupport of thefarmers'
groups. It is difficult to say whether the strikers would havehad any success had
theydoneso, for the farmers were, by and largeunsympathetic. As a resultof the
walkout farmers wereunable to sell as muchof theirproduce as before, and they
considered demands for a six-hourday as sheerlaziness bordering on the absurd.
Moreover, despitetheir own statedsupportfor the principle of co-operation and
theiropposition to thecapitalist system, farmers wereproperty owners and viewed
withdistaste- if notalarm- anyrealor apparent threats to property rights. The
Grain Growers' Guide, for example, attacked the strikers for preaching "the
doctrine of Bolshevism, confiscation, andruleby force.',8

Finally Paul Sharp, in TheAgrarianRevolt in Western Canada, writes:
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Agrarian sympathy for organized labour was shockedinto open hostility by the
Winnipeg generalstrikeof 1919.The violenceand radicalism of the strike turned
manyfarmers againstorganized labour,andcooperation ona widespread scalewas
impossible thereafter. J.B. Musselman [secretary of the Saskatchewan Grain
Growers' Association] damnedthe strike as a "revolutionarymovement for the
confiscation of all privateproperty, including farm land" and warnedthat labour
wouldreceiveno supportfrom Saskatchewan grain growers ... Western farmers
generally accepted the dominion minister of labour'sdefmition of theaffair: "This
is not a strikebut a plain, ugly revolution." Most farmers believed the ready explanation thattheringleaders of thestrikewereforeign agitators, andtheManitoba
jury of farmers which condemned three of the labour leaders to prison was applaudedthroughout the west,"

Few scholars have challenged the conventional wisdom but those who have
raise some interesting questions. Richard Allen indicates that although the strike
did nothing to enhance farmer-labour cooperation, rural opposition to it is
probably overstated:
[J.S.] Woodsworth, withMrs.FJ. Dixon,wasinvitedto address a farmers'picnic
on9 July[1919] at Watrous, Saskatchewan, andfounda "decidedlyencouraging"
and sympathetic response. The Guide was"not deflected from its policy of promoting the identity of farmerand labour interests. It continued [Salem] Bland's
column uninterrupted, andin Ontario, wherehischieffieldof activity nowlay, he
was persona grata to the United Farmers of Ontario [UFO]. [William] Irvine's
paper shortly became the publication of the UPA [United Farmers of Alberta]
political association and, like Bland,he continued not unsuccessfully to promote
farmerandlabourpoliticalaction."

Norman Penner offers an interesting critique, claiming that while there was
some opposition voiced in the farm community, particularly from George
Chipman, editor of the Grain Growers' Guide, and some farm organizations,
this opposition did not fundamentally disagree with the strikers' objectives.
Rather, it was a short-lived and hardly overwhelming hostility caused by an
effective propaganda campaign waged by the Royal North West Mounted
Police and the Citizens' Committee of One Thousand." Penner also suggests
that if the farming community was as antagonistic towards the strike and labour
as so many scholars have asserted, this would make illogical some events which
occurred shortly thereafter:
the extentof farmers' hostility to the Strikeis exaggerated. In the Ontario provincialelections of October1919,therewasclosecollaboration between theUFOand
the ILP [Independent LabourParty] of Ontario, a body whichunequivocally endorsed the Winnipeg Strike. Even more resounding was the fact that in the
Manitoba elections in 1920, every one of the seven labourcandidates runningin
rural areas was elected,together with four strikeleaderselectedin the Winnipeg
constituency."
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The arguments of AllenandPennercast a sufficientdegreeof doubt uponthe
acceptedjudgement to warrant a further examination of the attitudes of rural
Manitoba communities towards the strike. The remainder of this article is
devotedto a surveyof theopinionsfoundin thelocalnewspapers of severalrural
Manitobatowns,as well as to a samplingof ruralreactiongenerally. Fromthese
findings it will be shown that agrarianoppositionto the strike was not as clearcut as has been suggested.

Editorial Reaction
A surveyof newspapers fromruralcommunities acrosstheprovincebetween
15May and 10July 1919 showsthat opinionsregardingthe strike were mixed.
In sometowns there was supportfor the strikersand the generalstrike weapon,
in others support for the strikers but not the sympathy strike idea, while yet
others showedeither little understandingof, or solidaritytowards,the goalsof
the strikers,and remainedharshlycriticalof the generalstrike.
The picture that emerges from this content analysisis of a rural community
generallyopposedto the strikeactioninWinnipeg,but surprisingly sympathetic
towards the strikers themselves." This dichotomy is important because it
portrays agrarianreaction to the events in Winnipeg differently than has been
suggestedby somehistorians.
Of thenewspapers examined,theNeepawa Press was byfar the most supportive of the strikers and the strike action. The Press blamed the strike on the
Union governmentin Ottawa,which was believedto be workingto protect the
interestsof the "steel magnates" and other industrialpowers at the expenseof
the ordinarylabourer. The Press repeatedlyhammeredhome the message that
the strikers hadlegitimategrievances, andthatpublicsupportfor theircausewas
crucial:
The real issue in the great strike is for recognition of organized labour by all
employers. Onlytheironandsteelindustries which havea tariffprotection of 42.5
percenton theirproducts andthebuilding trades, areresisting thisdemand, but all
organized labourhasstruckin sympathy withtheirbrethem [sic], whowereunable
to win by themselves. Are you for the protected autocrats, or the unprotected
workers, whohaveno otherweapon thana striketo enforcetheirdemands?"

Throughoutthe entire strikethe Press praisedthe strikersfor theirnobleaims
and restraint.The strike was seen as a democraticcrusade in which the masses
would lash out against the giant corporate interests which controlled their
economic and politicaldestinies,wrestpowerfrom their hands, and return it to
themselves." Similarly, opponents of the strike were viewed as
"counterrevolutionists" concerned solely with maintaining their positions of
power. The Press was especially critical of governments in Canada which it
claimedpassedclasslegislationto benefitthevestedcorporateinterests,leaving
the averageman to pay even higherprices for products,particularlybecauseof
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the protective tariff. The actions of government in suppressing the strike,
allowing the capitalist class to continue its past practice of exploitation,
demonstrated without question who was the "real power behind all governments all the time.,,16 The attitudeof the Press can best be summarizedby the
following:
There has been a wail that Winnipeg is being ruined by the strike. And the big
business interests are certainly suffering. ButLife says: "Everythingin thisworld
is secondary to righteousness and manners." Andit is strenuously contended that
thereis a spiritual valuein thisstrike.Winnipeg maylosemoney, but mayfindher
soul.17

Other newspapers in the provincewereequally supportiveof the strikersbut
were less convincedthat the strikeitself had any redeemingvalue.The Selkirk
Weekly Recordblamedthe strikeupontheinactionof the federalandprovincial
" governments, which had allowed big business (profiteers) to push the cost of
living well beyondthe meansofordinaryworkers." By embarkingupona sym-'- pathetic strike,however,labour lost muchof the goodwill it once commanded
from the public. Economic hardship and inconvenience, according to the
Record, wouldquicklyerodepublicsupportandcause greatdamageto labour's
cause. Betterhad the workersresortedto other,less drastic, meansof action."
The Grain Growers' Guide, like the'Record, blamedthe nationalgovernment
for the labour dispute, claiming it had allowed "greedy war profiteering and
accumulation oflargefortunesbythefew," whichresultedin soaring'pricesand
inadequatewages." The Guide had no quarrelwith the strikers' desireto obtain
a livingwage,but believedthat the generalstrikeactionwaswronganda "completefailure. " Attemptingto coercethecity bystarvationcouldnotbe tolerated,
andfor that the strikeleaders shouldbe severelypunished,"
Nonetheless, despite Walter Young's implication that the Guide was
categorically opposed to the strikers, the Guide remained concernedabout the
fate of labourfollowingthe collapseof the strike:
thereis a gravedangerin theutterdefeatof thelegitimate aimsof thestrikers. If the
ranksof honesttradeunionism are brokenthereare unscrupulous employers only
waiting toexploitthem.Allthathasbeensecuredfortheimprovement ofwages and
conditions amongindustrial workers hasbeensecuredthrough theirorganizations.
If theirorganization is brokentheywillbe exploited againas in the past,and more
22
serious unrestmustfollow.

The Souris Plaindealer also sympathized with the concerns and aims of the
workers, although it opposed the use of a general strike. All working men, it
said, supportedthe cause of securing better workingconditions, which meant
fightingthosewho conspiredto keep that from them:
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Canadahas [sic] for generations beenslavesto capitalism. Andtheoutbreakof the
warin 1914rapidly developed intoan orgyof laborsuppression andcapitalpower
thathasbroughtaboutthepresentalmostanarchical condition."

The inconvenience the strike had caused, however, was turning many against
labour. Members of the public were prepared to support the workers, but not at
the cost of serious disruption to their own daily lives. The strike leaders would
have been wiser to choose limited strike action to press their demands, rather
than a general work stoppage."
The Virden Empire-Advance stated that the actions of capitalists in the past
had not been favourable to labour. Workers had not received a fair share of the
product of their labour. This, however, did not justify a general strike, particularly when binding arbitration had been established as a legal mechanismfor
settling disputes. The sympathy strike was nothing but the' 'application ofbrute
force" by a small group of labour leaders' 'who mayor may not be imbued with
true principles of democracy. ,,25
Similar sentiments were voiced in the DauphinHerald. Although the Herald
did not devote much coverage to the strike (only twelve articles), one senses
annoyance at the inconvenience caused by the labour dispute. The lack of mail
and freight delivery, and the disruption in newspaper service were irritants.
There was little analysis of the strike, with the exception of two short articles.
The local Great War Veterans' Association (GWV A), although officially
declaring itself neutral, believed the work stoppage to be Bolshevik-inspired, in
the guise of the One Big Union (OBU), and announced itself "unalterably
opposed" to the OBU, anarchy, Russian bolshevism, and the German
Spartacans."
The headlines in the Herald during and immediately following the strike indicate that some anti-Soviet sentiment had been aroused. Some of the more
notable headlines were: "Bolshevism and Farming - Some of the Absurdities
of the Reds as Evidenced in England"; "No Treating with Bolshevists Russian Bolshevism Has Nothing in Common With Civilization"; "Radical
and Producers - The Red Is Usually the Man Who Lets the Other Fellow Do
the Work."
Labour was not without its local defenders, however. In a lecture given at the
Dauphin Presbyterian Church, a Mr. Cormie put forward this message:
If we wereinclinedto fret underthe inconvenience of the strike,let it be rememberedthatlaborhashad to fightfor everything thatit has,andthatit has had to use
whatweapons wereavailable. Laborhasbeenfacedfromtheearliestagesbya class
whichhas had manyweapons, whichhave been used withoutmercyand without
scruple, Thestrikehas showntheprincipleof socialsolidarity in operation. Weare
Z1
all involved, we all have to helpto settleit.
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Some newspapers showed little sympathy for the strikers and were utterly
opposed to the strike action. One of these was the Weekly Manitoba Liberal in
Portage la Prairie. The Liberal (an ironic title given the reactionary position it
took on the issue) made little attempt to explain the position of the strikers and
adopted a frrmly anti-strike posture. There was considerable support given to
Mayor Gray (of Winnipeg) and Premier Norris for their efforts at maintaining
law and order. The Liberal was also given to spicing its commentary by using
adjectives such as "Red," "Bolshevik," "alien," and "revolution" in its
accounts of the strike. Excerpts from the Winnipeg Citizen, an anti-strike paper
produced by the Citizens' Committee of One Thousand, were also run by the
Liberal. A typical example of the Liberal's feelings regarding the strike is an
editorial which noted that:
Canada did not give her sons to suffer and die in order that the old rag of anarchy
might float over the country. The claims of honest labour must be disassociated
from the demands of blood-thirstyBolshevism. This duty devolves on the labour
leaders, who possibly throughtheir neglect in takinga firm stand, are allowing the
cause for which they stand to be misjudged.
Labour has just claims that the public are [sic] anxious to stand for, and the sympathy'ofthe vast majorityis with them. But the peoplewill not toleratethe red eyed
revolutionist, who deprives babies of milk and children of food, no matter under
whatbanner the crime is commiued."

The Minnedosa Tribune took a similar stand. Although coverage of the strike
was marginal (seventeen one-paragraph articles), it is apparent that the paper
was quite ready to accept the authorities' version of events in Winnipeg. The
Tribune also seemed more concerned with the inconveniences caused locally
than' with trying to root out the reasons behind the inconvenience,"
The Morden Times also found little positive to write about the strike. While
it was accepted that "legitimate" labour organizations had recognizable
grievances and needs, these had been subverted by the work of Bolsheviks
intent on replacing craft unionism with the OBU:
The right of labor to organize in craft unions, to engage in collectivebargaining as
it has alwaysbeen understoodin the past throughsuch unions,and to a living wage,
is not deniednor challenged.On the contrary, it is frankly and openlyadmitted ...
[However] the establishmentof the One Big Union, and all that its leaders declare
it standsfor, includingthe abolitionof all productionfor profit, the nationalization
of all industry,includingall land, the release of all politicalprisoners,includingactive alien enemies, the establishmentof a six-hour work day and a five-day week,
canonlybebroughtaboutby a completerevolutionin our presentsystemof responsible government and the substitution therefor [sic] of the soviet system of
30
governmentas they have it in Russia.
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The Gladstone Age also pointed to the OBU as the cause oflabour unrest. The
strike, it claimed, was modelled upon the OBU and was not merely an industrial
revolution but a political revolution as well. It was an attempt to overthrow
existing forms of responsible constitutional government by the use of force
("the old Hun doctrine that Might is Right").31 Such a movement, according to
the Age, had to be halted.
This survey of local newspapers indicates that editorial and journalistic
reaction to the strike was varied. Some newspapers, such as the NeepawaPress,
talked in glowing terms of the strikers' actions and of the worthy principles
involved in their fight. There was very much the sense that the strike was about
the "little man" battling for his fair share against corrupt and avaricious
industrial interests.
Other newspapers were less generous in describing the strikers' motives. The
Weekly Manitoba Liberal, for instance, fiercely denounced the strike as an
attempt at revolution and urged that it be crushed forthwith.
The remainder of the newspapers examined here showed some understanding of the strikers' actions, but made it clear that they believed the strike
was ill-advised. How accurate these newspapers were in reflecting the sentiments of their respective communities regarding the strike is less easily
determined, Aside from newspapers, there is very .little other documentation
available. Diaries and letters, if they exist, have not made their way into the
researcher's domain. The recollections of some among the shrinking number of
seniors who lived in rural Manitoba in 1919 proved an unreliable source."
What is left, then, is reasoned speculation. As was mentioned earlier, the
strike was not confined to Winnipeg alone. There were work stoppages
throughout the province (as well as out of province). By examining the spread
of the labour dispute into a number of rural communities, it is possible to determine the degree of support there may have been for the strikers. This, along with
the newspaper reaction, will offer a more complete understanding of the strike's
impact upon attitudes in rural Manitoba.

Rural Reaction
Several Manitoba communities were affected by the labour disruption in
Winnipeg, as local workers in strike-related jobs joined in the dispute. Despite
the high cost to be paid in personal and financial terms, a number of workers
believed strongly enough in the fight to close ranks with their city counterparts.
In Dauphin, railway mail clerks and Canadian National Railway (CNR)
shopmen struck in sympathy," and were soonedjoined by freight handlers, car
checkers, CNR call boys, and telephone operators." In Portage la Prairie, the
telephone operators also walked off the job." Firemen and coal trimmers struck
in Brandon, and telephone service was reduced to fire, police and medical
emergencies."
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Postal and telephone employees left their jobs in Souris, leaving that community without mail delivery or telephone service." In Neepawa, the telephone
operators and railway agents joined in the strike action. 38 In Minnedosa,
telephone operators, postal workers, and Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR)
trackmen struck." In Cannan and Virden, local telephone operators walked off
the job."
How the citizens of these communities responded to the local strike actions
is more difficult to ascertain. Once again one must rely on newspaper reporting
to gauge reaction. The DauphinHerald made no mention of that community's
feelings except to note that the.GWVA had urged the federal government to
deport the "enemy aliens" who purportedly were causing so much unrest in
labour circles," The prices of some farm products dropped locally, which may
have pleased consumers, although this happy byproduct of the strike was
probably offset by the irritation caused by the stoppage in mail, freight and
newspaper delivery.
In Selkirk, the local town council hired four special constables to patrol
residential and business sections of the community to prevent' 'any unlawful
acts to be committed against public or state property. ,,42 No mention of violence
or vandalism prior to this action, or afterward, was made in the SelkirkWeekly

Record.
In Neepawa, a confrontation developed between the striking telephone
operators and the "100 Citizens of Neepawa and surrounding district." When
the strikers would not return to work they were replaced by citizens volunteering
to operate the telephones. The Neepawa Press lauded the striking telephone
operators' adherence to principle:
thereisa deepseatedfeeling of admiration forthegirls,whosesympathies forwhat
theyregardas a greatcausehasso completely absorbed them. Theaverage manis
inclined to say: "to H- withmytelephone fees. Theremustbe something in this
sympathetic strike idea on a par with the call to arms which was so unselfishly
responded toby theyoungmenof ourdistrict. I wantto knowa lot morethannow
appears onthe surface beforeI lineupagainstthetelephone girls.It strikesmeasa
causeof humanity againstinconvenience.' ,43

Farmers from the surrounding districts, however, were not as impressed by
the strike. The walkout by railway agents prevented producers from shipping
their cream, milk and eggs to market," By the end of June, local stores were
suffering acute shortages of sugar, tobacco, and other items."
Not all fanners, however, were as unsympathetic towards the strikers. For
example, a meeting was held on 5 June in Oakville (a village near Portage la
Prairie) to discuss the strike situation. As the following resolution indicates,
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these farmers too were opposed to the general strike weapon, but saw validity in
what the strikers sought to achieve:
Thereforebe it resolvedthat we, the farmersand residentcitizensof Oakvilleand
district,herebyrequestour federaland local governments to grant and legislate if
necessary, thatLaborshallhavea livingwageandbetter,also therightof collective
bargainingwithin individualunions, but that a strong stand be taken against the
destructive principle of sympathetic strikes in public utilities and in industries
effecting [sic] food, water, or light and consider any but constitutional authority
intolerable,"

In Minnedosa, there was some (unfounded) speculation that the United Grain
Growers' Company, and farmers, would join in the strike and not deliver
produce unless the' 'very highest prices are maintained. ,,47 Local businessmen
were in ill humour because the halt to freight delivery was forcing them to drive
to the city themselves to pick up supplies."
Stories appearing in the Tribune, stating that the strike was led by a handful
of alien agitators, soon began to sour relations between ethnic groups within the
community. Galicians (Ukrainians) in particular were the target of local anger
and distrust. 49
The strike by telephone operators in Cannan and Virden was quickly
denounced. In Virden, local businessmen and politicians labelled the actions of
the telephone workers a first step towards bolshevism," In both towns volunteers supervised by local authorities filled in to provided limited telephone
service to residents.

Conclusion
This article suggests that the pronouncements of scholars like Morton, Sharp
and Masters are overstated, for the level of rural Manitoban hostility towards the
strike, as expressed through their local newspapers and in general local reaction,
appears to have varied substantially from community to community. Some
towns, like Portage la Prairie and Minnedosa, showed considerable antipathy to
the strike; on the other hand, Neepawa displayed enthusiasm and high regard for
the strikers and for the strike weapon.
The reasons behind such a divergence of opinion among these towns is open
to conjecture. The ethnic composition ofeach community may have contributed
to the contradictory attitudes (the WASP elite supporting the efforts of the
Citizens' Committee while the new, working class, eastern European
immigrants were perhaps supportive of the strikers). This, however, is not
certain. Neepawa was.as much dominated by residents with roots in England
and Ontario as was Portage la Prairie, and yet their newspapers took contrasting
positions.
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The particular background and attitudes of the respective newspaper editors
would no doubt have heavily influenced the slant of the coverage taken.
Unfortunately very little is known about these men. However, given the tightknit nature of most small communities, the response of the newspapers was
quite likely a combination of both the editor's opinions and the sentiments of his
friends and neighbours (who were also his readers).
In other communities the reaction was mixed. In Dauphin, Selkirk and
Souris, for example, there was some awareness of, and sympathy for, the
economic grievances of the strikers. Even the GrainGrowers' Guide, the voice
of the grain growers' associations of the west, was sympathetic to labour's
plight. However, there was harsh condemnation by all of the methods which the'
strikers were using in an attempt to resolve those grievances.
General rural reaction to the strike, apart from that of the views contained
within the newspapers, is harder to measure. Obviously, given the spread of the
strike throughout rural areas of the province, support for labour's cause was not
confined to city workers alone. Many rural labourers walked off the job in a display of economic solidarity. Their actions caused disruption and inconvenience
to the daily lives of their neighbours, and this resulted in considerable friction.
It does not appear, however, that the irritation the rural public felt at the loss of
some basic services poisoned their overall attitude towards the fight labour was
waging. While it is clear that most disagreed with the use of a general strike,
there is no evidence to suggest that this jaundiced the perception that labour had
legitimate grievances and goals.
Thus to say categorically that rural Manitobans were opposed to the strike is
incorrect. Any such statement needs to separate the general strike itselffrom the
underlying causes of the labour dispute. The radicalism of the walkout, and the
resultant hardships, were decried, but the correctness of the strikers in seeking
redress for their problems was much less contentious.
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1. Workersfoundlittle successin keepingpacewithwartime inflation. As BrodieandJenson
note,it wasnotuntil1921thatrealwagesreturnedto their1913level.SeeJanineM. Brodie
and Jane Jenson, Crisis, Challenge and Change (Toronto: Methuen Publications, 1980),
88. In termsof actualdollars,it was claimedin a brief submitted by labourto the Mathers
Industrial Commission in May 1919thatthecostof livingper monthfor a familyof fivein
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Winnipeg (in 1918)was$196($136if food,clothing, andshelterexpenses werereducedto
the minimum healthful level). See Norman Penner, Winnipeg 1919 (Toronto: James
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Robert Stead's Searchfor an AgrarianIdeal
Clarence Karr
ABSTRACT. As one of Canada's most popular writers in the early twentieth century, Robert J.C. Stead
was an important critic of the agrarian society emerging in the prairie west. He attacked the chaos and
materialism of that society and advocated an agrarian ideal which, while retaining the virtues traditionally
associated with country life, blended them with the positive aspects of the new, urban industrial society.
By the 1930s Stead, like others, had abandoned his naive hopes for a total regeneration of society but he
still believed in the necessity of the pursuit of goals higher than those found in materialistic quests.
SOMMAIRE. Robert IC. Stead, l'un des ecrivains canadiens les plus populaires du debut du vingtieme
siecle, fut un grand critique de la societe agraire qui se developpait dans les Prairies. critiqua le chaos et
Ie materialisme de cette societe et preconisaun ideal agraire qui, tout en conservant les vertus qu'on associe
traditionnellement la vie rurale, les incorporaient aux aspects positifs de la nouvelle societe industrielle
urbaine. Des les annees 30, Stead, comme beaucoup d'autres, avait abandonne l'espoir naif d'une
regeneration totale de lasociete mais il croyait toujours lanecessite de poursuivre des objectifs plus eleves
que ceux qui vont de pair avec les quetes materialistes.
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One of mankind's most persistent quests has been for an ideal society.
Whether rooted in a religious, a political or a more general philosophy, the
search is a spiritual one involving a dream of a better world in which imperfection, need and chaos are replaced by sublime relationships between man and his
fellow man, man and his environment, and man and his God. Although the
Christian expectation of the millennial return of Christ has traditionally
dominated much utopian thought, idealism in the nineteenth century became
more secular in its focus.
It was responding to and focussing on an increasingly complex and rapidly
changing world shaped by an urban, industrial society. For many the need for
the ideal and the absolute became more urgent. Because there was no single
common denominator generating thought, there was a proliferation of the
variety of ideals. Both the liberal democratic vision of the perfectibility of man
and the empirical observations of the social scientists contributed to the idealistic movements. The general climate was one in which the classical ideals of
symmetry, order and beauty took on a new significance. Many Christians transferred their attention to creating a heaven on earth with a new social gospel
without waiting for death or the millennium. Karl Marx, Edward Bellamy,
William Morris and Henry George were joined by countless less famous
individuals in the advocacy of a new and better world.
One of those less famous individuals was Robert J.C. Stead. As one of
Canada's best-selling novelists in the early twentieth century, he, with Ralph
Connor, Nellie McClung and others, used literature as a vehicle for social
criticism and the advocacy of idealistic reforms. With five books of poetry and
eight novels rich in psychological and sociological insight, Stead reached an
audience greater than most of his political, academic or religious counterparts
in the reform movement.' He therefore represents an important dimension in the
intellectual history of early twentieth-century Canada as a social critic and
reformer.
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Born in Lanark County, Ontario in 1880, Robert Stead emigrated west with
his parents two years later to a homestead near Cartwright, Manitoba. Attracted
to journalism at an early age, he owned and published two southern Manitoba
weeklies which he sold in 1909 to begin a new career as co-owner of an
automobile agency with his brother in High River, Alberta. Meanwhile he continued his journalism with a weekly column in the High River Times. In 1912,
after less than a year with the Calgary Albertan, he joined the colonization
department of the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR). Six years later he became a
federal civil servant in Ottawa, first with the Department of Immigration and
Colonization, and then for the last ten years of his career as superintendant of
publicity for the Department of Natural Parks and Resources. He had married
Nettie Wallace while still living in Manitoba; together they raised three sons.
Stead's varied career provided him with ample opportunity to witness and
reflect on the nature of the expanding west and his dreams for it in those formative years of development. Even though he was born in Ontario and lived in
Ottawa for half of his adult life, he never ceased to think of himself as a western
Canadian.' It was on the agrarian west that his pen focussed.
Although Stead's focus was on the west in his writing, his parents and other
Ontario-born neighbours did bring him into contact with a wider Canadian
culture. Later in life his association with the Victory Campaign during World
War I, his active involvement in the Calgary Board of Trade, the Canadian Club
and the Canadian Authors' Association brought him more directly into contact
with a wider world. His writings and ideas therefore are part of a general
English-Canadian mould but because his formative years and those of the
prairie west coincide, there is a distinctive western flavour to his writing.
For Robert Stead, as for many others, the west was a new land of promise
offering an opportunity to build a new and better society "unchecked by tradition, unhampered by convention, undaunted by the arrogance ofprecedent. ,,3 It
was therefore an important breeding ground for idealistic thought. Stead's west
was not the cruel prairie of Frederick Grove or the sterile land of Sinclair Ross.
Rather it was an immense, optimistic territory which offered freedom and
health, a place to build a new and a better society in God's open space. To a newcomer like young Donald Strand in Dry Water, the west was a "measureless
sea" which stirred within him a "romantic wonder. ,,4This silent, awe-inspiring
land brought people under its spell and encouraged them to learn about "the
infinity of man, the thinking soul. "s As Raymond Burton in The Bail Jumper
entered the prairie on the train he and his fellow travellers' 'underwent an evolution, a broadening, a disassociation with established things, and assumed an
attitude ofreceptiveness towards that which shall be.' ,6
The west, however, was not to remain a tabula rasa for long. Almost as soon
as it entered its formative development period the west was enveloped by the
modem and denied an opportunity to evolve gradually. There the resident could
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experience both the excitement and the apprehension of' 'building a nation in a
day."7 A single generation witnessed the transition from ox carts to the railway
and motor cars, from relative isolation to the telegraph and daily newspapers and
the appearance of cities on the once empty landscape. Stead's idealism
embraced both the hopes of creating a new society in a new land and the fears
that the modem world brought with it its old as well as new evils which
threatened to destroy the dream.
Stead's literature reveals the evolution of an idealistic vision during the first
three decades of the twentieth century. While his analysis of the deficiencies of
modem society never altered, his idealistic vision did. In the pre-1914 and early
war period he displayed, like many others, a naive optimism about the ease with
which a better society could be built. World War I intensified that mood. War
was a humbling experience, a catharsis that would instill the virtues of courage,
cooperation and self-sacrifice. The war, with a resultant spirit of unselfish
efficiency and public-spirited homogeneity, would be the mechanism for the
"beginning of our regeneration. ,,8
The war served as a catalyst for some reform accomplishments and expanded
the narrow horizons of the western Canadian community, but in spite of
Reenie's cry in The Cow Puncher, "we won't let it [the world] go back. We've
paid too much to let it go back,"9 a more normal response was the expectation
of the farmers in Grain that the war would make them all rich. In the end war
evoked the horror of the trenches, the maiming of a generation, and veterans
who returned to "crowds that did not cheer. ,,10 The age of innocence was gone
and with it the idealistic hopes of instant regeneration. By the time that Stead
published his prescription for the perfect agrarian community in Dennison
Grant, the reading public was no longer interested in such magical solutions.
From the mid-1920s in Grain and later in Dry Water, Stead's emphasis is more
realistic and more individualistic as his hopes faded for an organically unified
society based on meaningful goals.
This evolution of idealism was accomplished by a gradual transition in the
genre Stead used as the vehicle for his ideas. From the highly melodramatic The
Bail Jumper in 1914 there is a gradual shift towards a more modern form
culminating in realism by the mid-1920s. Although the nature of his social
criticism remained constant throughout his career, his writing became less
moralistic and more realistic as his certainty of how to achieve an ideal society
faded. He did not, however, totally abandon his search for the ideal.
Stead remained committed to the discovery of a non-utilitarian ideal which
would provide an anchor for modem society. He agreed with Archibald
MacMechan, John Ruskin and others in their assertion that literature must play
an idealistic role as the source of morality and ideas." Like Matthew Arnold he
believed that the cultivation of the mind was necessary in order to stem the tide
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of anarchy," and like Thomas Carlyle he made hard work a supreme virtue and
lamented the sterile materialism which he saw around him. "Hard work is the
only way out," Dennison Grant stated, "and the best way to encourage hard
work is to find a system by which every man will be rewarded according to the
service rendered. ,,13 He also agreed with the classicist who revered beauty and
order as ideals and as prerequisites for the attainment of other ideals.
Unlike these critics, however, Stead had his eyes focussed on an agrarian
rather than on an urban, industrial society. Although his literature does contain
images of the wicked city and an idealized agrarian existence, he envisioned no
14
physiocratic paradise and did not advocate a return to a simpler way of life. For
his fictional characters, unlike Craig Forresterin Douglas Durkin's TheMagpie,
there was no retreat into an idyllic rural setting. As an astute observer Stead
realized that modern society was transforming the rural regions as well as the
urban ones.
The typical agrarian idealized myth or zeitgeist of the Canadian west
focussed on rural life as the source of strength, health and plenty; the origin of
such virtues as sobriety, industry, justice, faith, morality and freedom." These
rural virtues not only moulded the individual but were the essential ingredient
in the building ofthe national character. That is why in an era ofrural depopulation and urban growth it was so necessary to sustain these virtues.
While Stead did not disagree with the essence of this agrarian ideology, it appears in his literature in muted form, more implicit than explicit. Rural life was
an important source of man's spiritual wholeness; it could assist in explaining
the reasons for existence and help to define life's basic goals. In The
Homesteaders, "Harris's soul never dulled to the delight of driving the ploughshare through virgin soil. There was something almost sacred in the bringing of
his will to bear upon the soil which had come down to him through all the ages
fresh from the hand of the Creator.':" In The Cow Puncher Irene hated the
thought ofreturning from the foothills ofthe Rockies to her eastern city because
there she would have to "talk by rule, and dress by rule, and behave like rule,
and be correct. ,,17 The Prairies provided in contrast an open and free life with
instincts rooted deeply in the soil, a life not circumscribed by needless conventions. In many of Stead's novels there is a deep sense that the earth is the source
of all true wealth and virtue but he did not condemn cities as inherently evil.
They had much that was good to offer. Stead shared with many modernist
thinkers an empirical as well as an idealistic perspective." He accepted the
modern technological world and wished to incorporate its best features into the
rural area while at the same time preserving the best of the rural virtues and rural
lifestyle.
Stead's quest was for an ideal, a vision, a goal which would constitute a
spiritual quality that was needed to replace the purely utilitarian values by which
society judged itself." He had little faith in the ability of the institutions of
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government, church or school to regenerate society. Prescriptions like that of
Henry George were too narrow and too simplistic. Socialism was also too
narrow and mechanistic, too preoccupied with the material. 20 Whereas social
gospellers tended to focus on the urban society and envisage a kingdom on earth,
Stead's focus was agrarian society and embraced a broader spiritualism which
celebrated individualism, beauty, and a non-materialistic anchor as the prerequisites for a satisfying life. Also, unlike the social gospellers and other
reformers, he did not focus on government legislation as the major mechanism
to solve problems. The organic unity of the community and the nation were important aspects of his thought but this collective unity was not to be at the
expense of individualism. Stead would have been horrified at the prospect of
E.A. Partridge's idealized community with its carbon-copy housing and its
sacrifice of liberty and freedom."
Brian McKillop has defined Canadian idealism as a philosophic idealism
rooted in a British tradition of moral philosophy derived from a Hegelian
framework and attuned to a moralistic tradition of Canadian social criticism."
Although this idealism was both academic and structured, McKillop traces its
influence on a wider cross section of Canadian society over an extended period
of time. Robert Stead did not attend university and had little contact with eastern
Canada until he was an established writer. His career and idealism suggests that,
in addition to academic, philosophic idealism, there existed parallel streams of
Canadian idealism, less formal and structured, but nevertheless an important
part of the Canadian intellectual tradition.
In a Canadian context Stead's idealism was culturally based and closely
resembles in some aspects the thought of William Dawson Le Sueur and
Archibald Lampman. "To live worthily," wrote Le Sueur in 1875, "we must
set before us an ideal, and that ideal must be something more than mere worldly
success. The love ofthe beautiful and the true must enter into it in some measure,
or it is no ideal at all. ,,23 Although more liberal than Le Sueur, Stead would have
agreed with his idea that a good life requires a widening of experience,
knowledge and sensibility as well as an eschewal of dogmatism and also that the
essential expression of humanity is man's own self-consciousness." In an
optimistic mood in a prewar poem called "Prairie Born" Stead wrote: "We
have time for thought and culture, time for friendliness and friend, /And we
catch a broader vision as our aspirations blend. ,,25 By the 1920s he was much
more pessimistic. Beulah Harris reflected the apprehensive tone ofthe era when
she told her mother: "You know we are missing the realthing, we are just living
on the husks, and father is so blind he thinks the husks are the grain itself.,,26
Materialism was crushing idealism.
Lampman engaged in a criticism of modem materialistic society as something which stunted human development and crippled that broad, majestic
vision, the spiritual force that was so basic to the needs of mankind," "Nature's
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method," wrote Lampman, "is always that of development ... It is our
business to plant ourselves cooly [sic] within the narrow limits of practical life,
and let the spirit shine there to its utmost intensity. "~ With these sentiments
Stead would have agreed. For him progress was both welcomed and inevitable
but it must be the product of truthful experience and accomplished by responsible individuals possessing an idealistic vision. Dennison Grant, Beulah Harris
and Cal Beach are only a few of his fictional characters who embrace this
philosophy. Stead possessed Lampman's fears about the nature of developing
modern society while accepting and even welcoming its appearance, and he
embraced Le Sueur's empirical critical spirit as the methodology required to
expose the less desirable aspects of western agrarian society so they could be
replaced with a more positive idealism.
Stead's uniting of empiricism with idealism is, however, more modern than
that embraced by Le Sueur because of the former's interest in sociology. Like
McGill sociologist Carl Dawson, Stead appears to have believed that an
empirical revelation of reality could become a springboard for an automatic
impulse to create a better society. 29 Once people were made aware of the ills of
society through empirical data, without the assistance of a reformist pressure
group or government legislation, they would set about the process of redressing
the wrong. For Stead the problems of society were deeply rooted in attitudes and
lifestyles and were therefore beyond the scope of simplistic, legislative solutions. At the same time he persisted in believing in the necessity of fixed
absolutes which embraced higher ideals and made life more meaningful.
Gerald Friesen recently referred to Robert Stead as an individual who saw
"clearly the crisis of farm society in the post-war decade.' ,30 With his liberal
belief in the malleability of society and his high expectations for the evolving
west, Stead was very sensitive to all those forces which might erode those
expectations. Foremost among the evils was the materialistic obsession of the
agrarian population. A materialistic fixation had grasped society and it was
undermining the moral fibre, the sense of self-worth and the very nature of community itself. Materialism was not new. What was new was its pervasiveness
and the fervour with which it embraced the majority of an increasingly
democratic society.
Although this materialistic spirit was a major concern of most of the intellectuals of the Western world during the last half of the nineteenth century, it had
a particular significance for a young, resource-rich country like Canada, a land
to which immigrants came for economic and social improvement. Rupert
Brooke complained during a 1913 visit that' 'Canada is a horribly individualistic place with no-one thinking of anything except the amount of money that they
can make, by any means, in the shortest time. ,,31 As the land of opportunity and
the hope of the Canadian nation, the west with its speculation, boosterism and
instant modern civilization was the part of the country where the evil effects of
materialistic greed were the most obvious. At a wedding in Neighbours the
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clergyman warned that materialism "is the murderous outlaw of the age, an
enemy that goes on bullying through the land, outraging our fine natures,
polluting our ambitions. ,,32
The repercussions in Stead's literary world were devastating. People who
made a god of ambition lost their spiritual worth and their ability to love. It was
the male heads of families who inflicted their materialistic crusade on their
wives and their children. Families disintegrated, women were broken and
crushed, the youth left the farm rather than endure the relentless, empty struggle
to increase their fathers' wealth. Trapped on a domestic treadmill, Suzie Stake
became old while still young in years," Wives expressed their lack of self-worth
in a tragic indifference to their appearance. In The Cow Puncher Thomas
Metford appraised his family as part ofhis chattels, his children of no value until
they could supplement his income. In Neighbours the Harris family began to
disintegrate under the pressure of John's compulsion to work and earn. Greed
enticed others into criminal activity such as cheating on weights at the local
store, fostering false real estate booms, advertising without concern for honesty,
duping innocent farmers into buying things they neither needed nor could
afford. What resulted was a society living a false prosperity on borrowed money
which it forgot it had to repay. Thrift and independence became objects of
contempt; luxury, waste and easy money were the trademarks of the new
society," Both the community and the nation were threatened.
Individuals lost their capacity to think and to enjoy leisure time. Gardener
chastized his employee, Raymond Burton, for not working up more business for
the store at a local dance." Mesmerized by wheat, John Harris scorned neighbourhood picnics and sports as "frivolities," an "unprofitable use of time. ,,36
In a moment of self-consolation Mary Harris confided to her daughter: "We
value our work more as we grow older. It helps to keep us from thinking."37 In
TheSmoking Flax Gander and Grit had minds which' 'trudged around in a deepgrooved circle ... rarely climbing to the top of the post for an observation;
never excursioning into the vast unknown that lay just beyond the circle. ,,38 It
was a treadmill from which there seemed no escape, in part because the victims
did not even realize that they were on it. "We've better things to eat and more
things to wear, a bigger house to clean and your father thinks we ought to be
satisfied," lamented Mrs. Harris to her daughter, "but he isn't satisfied. He's
slaving harder than ever. ,,39
Like Stephen Leacock, Robert Stead held a mirror up to society so that it
could see what it was becoming and be "convinced of the need for spiritual
regeneration.' ,40 In Stead's novels the mirror is often held by a female. Although
he could be patronizing to women at times, Stead's female characters are
generally more introspective and more dissatisfied with material existence than
their male counterparts. It was in the female that a natural appreciation of beauty
and a recognition of the need for higher ideals were found," In Neighbours Jean
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refused to marry Frank because of the fear of being trapped in an isolated
existence of meaningless and deadly .routine. "Because your vision is so
small," she told him bluntly, "because it is bound up by the comer post ofFourteen. Because I couldn't live penned up in such a pasture. Ifyou would only read
and study and think and learn to appreciate the beautiful things. ,,42 Mary Harris
in TheHomesteaders pleads with her husband for a better life for their daughter:
"Beulah's very life has been crying out for action, for scope, for room, for
something that would give her a reason for existence, that would put a purpose
into her life, and we've not tried to answer that cry. ,,43
Prairie women were the focus of much concern in the early twentieth
century," They were the ones who waited, often in vain, for the new house and
the modem technology, and they rarely had domestic hired help. In contrast
their husbands readily acquired the help, the labour-saving machinery and more
land. It was the wife who suffered the most from the relentless relocation
engaged in by some of the male pioneers. Women were, however, only the first
victims of the materialistic ethos. Disintegration of the family structure, the
community and the nation inevitably followed.
The poor self-image of the farmer's wife was also part of a wider problem.
While recognizing that there was less class pretension in western than in eastern
Canada, Stead was nevertheless concerned with what he perceived as a growing
complexity of social classes which increasingly set the fanners apart from urban
residents. His novels include many examples of rural residents who are made to
feel inferior."
A part of this situation was the result of changes in lifestyle and leisure-time
activity which were first found in the urban setting. Another factor was the
materialistic ethos which left no room for an appreciation of the beautiful and
the cultural aspects of society. Farmers and their families were denied access to
certain things in modern society and also were likely to lack an interest in much
of the culture that may have been available to them.
A meticulous person by nature, Stead believed that "order was the rule of
life; order and system and growth based upon confidence in the ultimate triumph
of good over evil.,,46In both TheSmoking Flax and GrainCal Beach introduced
both organization and beauty to the farm buildings and operation. Inspired by
the example, neighbours were soon engaged in similar tasks. "Had there been
anyone to note," Stead wrote, "he might have seen a soul had moved into the
body of the Mason farm.' ,47 This linking of the physical condition to moral
progress and social health was a common assertion in this era. It was a determinant in the movement to humanize cities and in the proliferation of ideal
village settlements. While deriving some of its inspiration from classical
antiquity, it also drew on the nineteenth-century resurrection of an idealized
medieval world in which order, stability and natural obedience were the prime
virtues."
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For a society threatened by chaos and anarchy in both the physical and the
intellectual spheres, the search for order and beauty was a natural response. In
Stead's novels it was typically the outsider, a newcomer to the prairie and
always a female, who revealed the natural physical beauty to the prairie born.
They had been too busy with their material quest to notice. For Stead beauty had
a humanizing quality. It softened and mellowed the harshness of human
relations for those who came to appreciate it. It served as an antidote for
materialism.
Stead's ideal farmer was a modem person who combined this appreciation of
beauty with intelligence, good judgement, industry and business ability," While
these traditional virtues were important, what was most required in this state of
crisis was a way of making the farm family's way of life more satisfying and
enjoyable and in improving its sense of self-worth. Only then could the flow of
rural depopulation and the disintegration of the agrarian community be curtailed. The answers were to be found in a revitalization of some of the old virtues
combined with providing the rural areas with the cultural, technological and
educational amenities of the city. Underlying it all must be well-defmed goals
and ideas. Only then could life be filled with meaningful relationships at an
individual, a community, and a national level. Man must build his own world
without the expectation of easy solutions or instant utopias. The mechanism by
which this was to happen involved education, technology and a dialectic which
would create a synthesis out of the best of the old and the new.
Stead's ideal world was a democratic vision of a people homogenized into an
Anglo-Saxon blend of freedom, an appreciation of the democratic process of
responsible government and equal justice for all. Everyone had to be imbued
with similar ideals which were capable of sustaining a civilization in the modem
era," Such a synthesis could emerge from a dialectic between the old and the
new, between the theoretical and the practical, and between the urban and the
agrarian communities. There must be positive human relationships and
civilizing influences of manners and poise. What was desired was a society in
which no farmer's son could feel as Gander Stake once did-that he was a
"dud. ,,51
Progress involved a dialectic between the old and the new. "How careful one
must be," cautioned Reverend Mackenzie in Dry Water, "not to knockout the
old props until he is sure the new ones will hold. ,,52 The old values worthy of
continuing support were the traditional Calvinistic virtues of hard work justly
rewarded, a code of moral ethics and a measure of self-sacrifice. "What the
world needs," Stead told the members of the Fortnightly Club in Calgary, "is
square deals, honest value and service, not selfishness. ,,53
The Arthurs in The Homesteaders represent this ideal of traditional values.
Although they were wealthy, they lived frugally and were kind and courteous to
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all. They were not slaves to anyone or to anything. Careful to preserve leisure
time and use it effectively, they read poetry, thought and discussed. All of their
money was to be left to charity in order to avoid corrupting the next generation
with inherited wealth. "The Arthurs are wonderful people," John Harris reluctantly admitted to his wife. "They have found something that we have
missed. ' ,54 The old values represented by the Arthurs were those which guided
the relationships between individuals; on the side of the new were modem
materialistic culture and technology.
Stead was fascinated with technology and its application to the agrarian
setting. The telephone, motor cars, milking machines, motorized cream
separators and motion pictures made life easier and more enjoyable and opened
the door to a wider world. In the final analysis, however, technology offered
dangers as well as benefits. It had the potential to assist in the disintegration of
values, the cohesiveness offamily and ofcontributing to materialistic greed. By
producing more goods with less labour it also contributed to rural depopulation
and, by increasing the tempo of life, it could be fatal to both idealism and selfexpression," The secret was to maintain a balance in life, to realize that money
must be honestly earned and the individual must be enslaved neither to wealth
nor to technology. By blending the traditional values with modern technology a
new society would emerge which, however, would still need the benefit of
education in order to realize an ideal state.
Education could open the doors of the imagination, provide a wholeness to
life and remove the individual from the oppressive daily grind of material
existence. "Read enough to keep your mind fresh, alert and vigorous," advised
Mr. Duncan in TheCowPuncher. "Give it a new thought to wrestle with every
day. ,,56 Stead, who devoted his journalistic and literary career to stimulating
thought, told his readers in the High River Times: "The world is moved by
thought and every human brain at work is a dynamo generating energy which is
building civilization. ,,57
For Stead education was something that occupied a lifetime. The best
learning combined the practical and the theoretical. Therefore the ideal fanner
supplemented his practical knowledge with nightly reading from wholesome
and democratically inspired authors like William Shakespeare, Edward Gibbon,
Lord Byron, Walt Whitman and Robert Burns. In contrast the university-trained
Cal Beach soon discovered the deficiencies of his theoretical training when he
tried to apply it to the prairie fanning society. He came to view practical prairie
experience as his postgraduate training as he learned to smile at the complacent
ignorance in which he had written his prize-winning thesis on "The Reaction of
Industrialism upon the Rural Social Atmosphere. "S8 Cal was not to be despondent for long. He soon realized that he did have something to offer. "Fancy
injecting idealism into this clay," he mused, "substituting art for materialism;
living for being alive; implanting an intellectual consciousness; attuning minds
to the infinite reaction of Truth; broadening horizons until they included the
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world, the Universe itself.' ,59 For Stead as for Cal Beach, education could
relieve the drudgery, provide purpose and add romance and mystery to life. Here
was the mechanism to unlock the ideal and the means by which that ideal could
be made universal.
The importance of education for the rural community was emphasized by
many in early twentieth-century Canada. For the cooperative movement, the
Grain Growers' Guide, 4-H clubs, the United Farm Women of Alberta and the
night school movement, education was a means of progress, betterment and
contentment. For none of these groups, however, did education possess so
steadfastly the idealistic overtones that were so central to Robert Stead's expectations for education." Central to his conception of education and the general.
functioning of the dialectic was the importance of community.
For many intellectuals in this age of transformation the loss of a community
which bound individuals together into an intimate collective and served as a
natural source of order and ideals was the greatest crisis of the age," Although
these critics normally associated this loss of community with urban development, Stead realized that the rural areas were experiencing the same
phenomenon. The community was especially important because of the weakness of individuals who required the support of a group in setting the tone and
the standards of society." There are many examples in Stead's novels of
individual agents of the ideal but it is also obvious that they alone were an insufficient force for a complete regeneration of society. For this mankind needed an
ideal agrarian community.
Stead's ideal agrarian community is presented in "The Big Idea" in
Dennison Grant. It included a combination ofrural strength and values, practical
intelligence, tact and hard work blended with urban culture, technology,
learning and sophistication. This would be a community in which children
would not be exploited as cheap labour, where the bright lights of the city would
hold no attraction, and where there would be a positive self-image for the
fanner, his wife and their children."
Dennison Grant, who branded himself a crazy reformer, was uncomfortable
with the inheritance of a business and a fortune from his father. Just home from
World War I, which had significantly matured him, he found his intellect and
individualism, which had been mechanized during his experience as a soldier,
restored. Rejecting the idea of donations to charity as a means of relieving him
of his wealth because of a fear of pauperizing the recipients, he conceived a plan
to provide a "production-instruction-opportunity" for returned soldiers and
their families in an ideal settlement. He would create a joint-stock company,
purchase a huge block of land and lease it to the farmers who would pay for their
shares through production and, after that, only a modest annual operating levy.
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With this scheme Robert Stead, the visionary social engineer, introduced a
mechanism which could fulfill the need for order, beauty, integrity, equality,
justice and personal fulfillment. The fulcrum of the "Big Idea" rested not on
perfectible man but with the individual in need of the guidance and controlling
force ofa community. "The 'Big Idea' is that community-the company in this
case-shall control the individual," Dennison Grant told a friend, "and the
individual shall exert his proper measure over the community. The two are
interlocked and interdependent. ,,64 Hence the plan was not designed to atomize
the individual or to negate individual responsibility. Grant was convinced that
there were natural laws governing human behaviour, especially in the areas of
social and economic relationships. Ifhe could only discover these laws he would
become the perfect social scientist. Until such a discovery, however, it would be
necessary for him to serve as a benevolent despot, allowing a board of directors
to operate the settlement as long as it kept within the boundaries of the basic
theoretical framework. Ifthey strayed from these boundaries he would be forced
to intervene. In this way the plan represented a blending of democracy and
autocracy, making autocracy the servant of democracy, not its enemy as has
generally been the case in the history of Westem civilization.
The joint-stock company eliminated the evils ofland monopoly and speculation and restricted its shareholders to what was morally and socially acceptable
to the community. There would be no materialistic basis to either the lifestyle of
the people or the operation of the company. Voting power rested simply and
democratically on the size of the family unit. Grant decreed that rules should be
established to provide for an orderly, efficient and beautiful community.
Agricultural experts would advise on matters of crop rotation and the preservation of soil fertility. The settlers would enact rules to determine the frequency of
such things as painting, and to prevent the parking of hay racks in front yards.
In order to enhance the sense of community, the company abandoned the
mechanistic rectangular survey common to the Prairies and replaced it with
farms radiating out from village centres, each village consisting of twelve
houses. Each centre was to have a combined schoolhouse, and meeting hall
which would include all of the modem conveniences of the city. The only way
to stop the flow ofpeople to the cities was to make the countryside more attractive to the farmers than the city. Therefore, there would be movies, dances, a
swimming pool, a theatre and even a concert-sized talking machine which in
1920, when Dennison Grant was published, would have made this a very
modern community. On the intellectual side there would be a library and
speakers. The community would have a secretary, an emergency hospital and a
cook who would cater public events so that the wives would not have to prepare
or serve the food. One of Dennison Grant's friends joked that he should add a
machine that would smell like a sewer and make a noise like a trolley-car.
"That," he said, "would add the last touch in city refinements. ,,6,5
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Stead's "Big Idea' , has beenlabelled utopianbut perhapsthis is an exaggeration," Model village settlementsin both an urban and a rural setting, often with
utopianovertones, had become a common occurrencein the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuriesin the Western world. All were indicative of a belief in
the malleability of man, the importance of environment, the benefits of a
rational philosophy, and the assumption that the current world was far from
perfect. By the time Stead wrote Dennison Grant he had already worked six
years for the colonization department of the CPR and he must have been aware
of the many types of village experiments on the Canadianprairie. Also in 1913,
John MacDougall had outlined the work of John Frederick Oberlin in Alsace."
Stead's ideal community does not follow the pattern of the many models at his
disposal. It was not designed to preserve the integrity of a racial group or to
escape from the forces of modernism. Nor was it based on any rigid theoretical
framework. Stead was more concerned than most of the promoters of village
settlement with maintaining the integrity of the individual. There was to be a
minimum of communal activity. Unlike the social gospellers or the exponents
of cooperativismhe did not stress the brotherhood of man as the final idealistic
goal. His experiment was humane and pragmatic. Its primary purpose was to
bolsterthe flagging integrityof the agrarian community in a changing world by
providing it with the amenities of urban culture as well as the ideals which
together with the traditionalrural virtues would provide for a happy, contented
and satisfied humanity living a life that conformed to his standards of order,
beauty,cultureandmaterialism.68 In his modelcommunitytechnologywouldbe
the servant of lifestyle, not an accessory of materialism.
AlthoughDennisonGrant had hoped that his experimentwould have a ripple
effect, providing the model for others to follow, the 1920swere an inopportune
time for such idealistic expectations. World War I had served as a catalyst
hastening the adoption of technology, the growth of cities and the achievement
of specificreforms. But it was also a devastating experience that extinguished
much of the hope for a regeneration of the total society. In its aftermath a new
realismprevailed,a realismwhich is reflectedin Stead's final two novels, Grain
and DryWater. In these works his earlier preoccupationwith organic unity and
regenerationare replaced with more solitary,individualquests and solutions to
the still persistent searchfor the ideal agrarian life.
Both Gander Stake in Grainand Donald Strand in Dry Waterpursue solitary
questsfor meaningandpurpose in life. Gander's fascinationis with technology,
for which he displayed a great aptitude. But as a fanner's son he was clumsy in
his personal relationships.He also had to struggle with the role to be played by
the secondgenerationof prairiepioneers.Unableto find the answersto hisquestions and problems within his own family or his own community, Gander
embarked in the mid-1920s on a path taken earlier by Stead himself. The solution was to leave the community in order to pursue his own inclinations, which
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for Gander was to be a mechanic in the rapidly expanding technological sector
where his quest was not for material wealth but for meaning in life and the satisfaction derived from work.
By the 1930s there was an even greater sense of a world being transformed
and of the hollowness and fragility of a life based on a materialistic ideal.
"When we were boys," Jimmy Wayne confessed to Donald Strand, "we knew
it. If one generation has passed from knowing to thinking, what will the next
generation do?,,69 Hard work continued to bring material and social success to
Strand, the prairie fanner, and even a measure of peace to his soul. But now as
he approached retirement, the work ethic, the traditional agrarian virtues and
intellectual stimulus seemed inadequate for him to remain happy and contented.
A new world had been created during his lifetime, a world in which he felt
increasingly uncomfortable. The spiritual heaven once so manifest in the stars
had seemingly disappeared. For both Donald Strand and for Robert Stead their
youthful, optimistic idealism had vanished. The Stead revealed in Dry Water is
an older, more introspective man, less didactic, more concerned with character
and, like the age in which the novel was written, less hopeful of a regeneration
of society. Both Stead and Strand had matured and were able to reflect on the
significant changes that had occurred in the world since the late nineteenth
century.
For many observers ofmodem society the ceaseless process ofbecoming, the
rapid tempo of life and the absence of solid, underlying principles or absolutes
had become the central question of the twentieth century. In Dry Water Donald
Strand resolved his uneasiness by maintaining an emphasis on the importance
of the family and religious faith. Although neither entity was as perfect as he
might have wished, it was all that he had left. His own marriage had disintegrated to the point that his wife slept apart and he continued to love his
childhood sweetheart, Ellen.
Ellen had lived a hollow life in Winnipeg married to a stock promoter. Her
escape had come with the suicide of her husband during the stock market crash
of 1929. Returning to Alder Grove from Winnipeg, she lived with her mother
and found peace within her family circle and her poverty. "When we no longer
value things," she thought, "we catch a glimpse of the truth, and it makes us

free.':"
Frustrated by having the one he loved so close to him, yet so unavailable,
Donald Strand again found his God in the stars. "God could have created the
world without beauty ifHe wanted to," he thought to himself. "It was a thought
in which he found himself increasingly taking comfort. It was an assurance that
there was a purpose and an intelligence behind what seemed the chaos of life. It
was a chord with which he drew together the ravelled garments of his faith. ' ,71
Although Stead continued to attend the Presbyterian, and later the United
Church, he had little faith in the ability of the institutional church to provide a
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focus and a standard for Canadian life. Divided by narrow, soul-crushing
creeds, preoccupiedwith petty details and concerned with the form rather than
the substance of belief, Christianity was failing both to attract the younger
generationand to provide an adequatevision to fulfill the needs of the adultsof
modern society; it seemed too ready to circumscribe rather than uplift," In the
"Big Idea" in Dennison Grantthere had been no provision for a church. Yet
Stead's quest had always been a spiritualone. By the 1930sit was the absence
of alternatives which, almost by default, reactivated Christianity as a spiritual
refuge and as a source of ideals for both Donald Strand and Robert Stead.
Robert Stead, however, was not alone in his spiritual focus in this interwar
period. In a world characterized by accelerated change and more frequent
mobility,the family and the familialroots of place assumed greaterimportance
as sources of identity." The separationof workplace from home, the growing
impersonal nature of community and the appearance of mass communication
andpopularentertainmentall wereimportantin definingthe greaterimportance
of family and home. Althoughthere are images of the church in Stead's writing
stressing hypocrisy, fussiness, strained goodness and narrow, soul-crushing
creeds, there is also evidence that the essence of Christian faith was as deeply
rooted in Robert Stead as in his fictional Stake family, for whom a sincere,
privatefaithcombinedwitha strictmoralcodewere' 'the unwrittenbackground
of theirexistence.,,74 In Dry Water Donald Strand merely intensifiedthe profile
and the relevanceof this religiousfaith which remained private and unwritten.
Nellie McClung often spoke about the importance of spiritual belief in
similar terms. "Many a busy woman," she wrote in her autobiography, "has
truthfullysaid that her life is a never-ending.round, a stead grind, but if she has
in her heart this spiritual balance, she can make her life a spiritual round, by
giving it that Other Dimension, which is the greatest thing in the world.,,75
Similarly,in Leaves fromLantern Lane, she speaks of her little neighbourhood
churchon southernVancouverIslandas a place wherepeoplefound' 'the priceless thing,whichLloydDouglas in his 'White Banners' ,callspersonalpeace.,,76
Stead had never embraced the public, reformist, immanent religion of the
social gospel. For him faith remained consistently something more personal,
otherworld!y andtranscendent,althoughChristianity's basicphilosophyof love
and charity were viewed as important influences on society." A number of
scholars have recently stressed the continuing survival of more traditional
meansof grace during the socialgospel era," For individualssuch as Stead and
McClung the survival of religion in this personal dimension was a key to the
continuingrelevance of religion in their lives.
In a more internationalcontext the career and influence of Swiss theologian
KarlBarthis relevant.Just sevenyearsyoungerthanRobertStead,this Calvinist
embraced a liberal theology in his youth but the experience of World War I
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prompted him to abandon this for a more traditional perspective on faith.
Divorcing God from progress he restored the importance of sin, stressed a
Divine Christ and the supreme majesty of a loving God, and highlighted the
centrality of the awesome mystery of faith." With the decline of social gospel
activism, Barth became a leading theologian for the twentieth century. There is
no evidence that either McClung or Stead were familiar with Barth but their own
experiences with faith and spirituality have important similarities to those ofthis
internationally renowned thinker and writer.
In contrast to many other Canadian writers whose thought focussed on a
material-spiritual dialectic, Robert Stead's perspective remained optimistic,
democratic and adaptable to changing circumstances. Like Frederick Grove he
felt uncomfortable in a restless world without fixed standards, but he did not
despair, seek refuge in the past, or dream of a physiocratic paradise. His
response was to combine a value system and a faith modified from his Calvinist
past with an acceptance ofthe modem world. People were free to accept modem
dress codes, modem culture and modem conveniences as long as they did not
forget that there was more to life than material things. Selfless love, an appreciation of beauty, worthy goals and a higher spiritual purpose were attributes
necessary for successful life in the twentieth century.
Stead had grown up in an age ofdreams and prophecies, but it was also an age
characterized by tension, frustration and even, in extreme cases, despair. His
response represents a middle path between extremes, and between approaches
and philosophies. With his focus on the agrarian west his concern was not with
the breakdown of the social and moral order in the cities. He was not part of an
earlier generation ofreformers who sought the Kingdom ofGod on earth or who
embraced a single panacea such as prohibition, suffrage or sabbitarianism.
Narrow economic or political problems held little interest for him. Neither was
he one of the typical Victorian idealists who clung to old beliefs and retreated
more and more from the real world. Retreat, narrowly focussed redemption and
magical cures were not for him. The world was too complex for such simple
solutions. Even the agrarian community was experiencing the same transformation. To attempt to shield it from the inevitable would be foolish and fruitless,
and could only lead to frustration and despair.
Stead falls between those early reformers and a later group of middle-class
professionals who institutionalized reform under the control of government and
its agencies. Although an idealist, Stead employed a loose empirical methodology to analyse society as the first step in seeking remedies. But, while
replacing an earlier period's emphasis on theology and moral philosophy, his
empiricism retained a moralizing and didactic flavour which was not found in
the professional social scientist. Liberal enough to believe in progress,
democracy, the city's better qualities and in the malleability of society, he
retained a conservative appreciation ofthe organic nature of society, the importance of community and the need for ideals. The best society was one which
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combined the new urban cosmopolitanism with the best virtues of the older,
nowdisappearing agrariancommunity.
Robert Stead lived until 1959, long enough to witness this cosmopolitan
integration into the rural societyto a degreewhichwouldhave seemedutopian
in 1880,the year of his birth.His socialand culturalidealismwas a casualtyof
WorldWarI, themore poignantrealismof the postwaryearsandthe increasing
focusoneconomicandgovernmental solutions fortheproblemsof society.Like
Dennison Grant he had believed that idealism could not be legislated or
enforced; it was somethingthat one aspiredto but never completely attained. 80
Although Steadabandonedhishopesfor a regeneration of society,hecontinued
to maintainhis critical, empiricalapproachand analysis, and his focus on the
culturaland spiritualaspectsof life.
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E.A. Partridge: The Farmers' Intellectual
K. Murray Knuttila
ABSTRACf. E.A. Partridge was one of the founders of the farmers' cooperativemovement in western
Canada.This articledescribesPartridge's activitiesin the farmers' movementandexaminesthe evolution
of his viewsabouthowfarmerscouldbest securetheirfuture.From aninitialemphasison farmers' ownership of industriescrucial to their livelihood,such as grain elevators,Partridgegraduallybegan to focuson
the need for the replacement of a market economyby a socialisteconomy.The articleuses Paul Baran's
conceptof an intellectual to provide a frameworkwithin which one can appreciatePartridge's career and
his intellectualodyssey as well as explain his impacton prairie thought.
SOMMAIRE. E.A. Partridge fut l'un des fondateurs du mouvement cooperatif agricole dans l'Ouest
canadien.L' articlequi suitretraceles activitesde Partridgeau sein du mouvementet etudiel' evolution de
ses idees sur la meilleuremaniere dont les fermierspouvaient assurerleur avenir.Apres avoir pense ini- .
tialementque les fermiersdevaientetre proprietairesdes industriescruciales it leurs moyensd' existence,
commeles elevateursit grain,Partridges' est peu it peu concentresur le besoinde remplacerl' economie de
marchepar une economiesocialiste.L' articles' appuiesur la definitiond'un intellectuelselon PaulBaran
pour fournirun contextequi permet au lecteurd' apprecierla carriere de Partridgeet son odysseeintellectuelletout en expliquantson influencesur lamentalite des Prairies.

Edward Alexander Partridge represents something of a paradox-arguably
one of the most influential and interesting personalities of western Canadian
history, he has received only passing mention in the social sciences of the
region. This article attempts to introduce this remarkable human being.
E.A. Partridge was born on 5 November 1861 in the village of Dalston, just
north of Barrie, Ontario. He taught school for several years in Ontario before
migrating to the "last best West" in 1883 with his brother, H.O. Partridge. In
December 1883 they took up homesteads near the present town of Sintaluta,
Saskatchewan. After arrivingE.A.Partridge taughtat severalschoolsin the area
and in! 885enlistedfor severalmonths in the Yorkton CompanyActive Militia
of Canada during the Riel Rebellion.
PartridgemarriedMary Stephensin 1886and the coupleraised five children.
The Partridges struggled to keep the farm viable, raise the children, and participate in a wide range of activities relating to the agrarian movement, but the
household also experienced incredible tragedy. In 1907, while cutting grain,
Partridge was involved in a farm accident that resulted in the amputation of a
leg. In subsequent years he underwent several additional operations and the
resulting pain nagged him the rest of his life. More tragedy followed as their
eldest daughter drowned while swimming near the farm in 1914. Both of their
sons joined the armed forces during World War I and both were killed.
Partridge's comment on war and its devastation in his book, The War on
Poverty, andhis subsequentpacifism must be understoodagainstthis backdrop.
Somehowboth Mary and E.A. Partridgecarried on. Indeed,their sharedfaith
in humanity and God strengthened and grew, and the insatiable hope and love
of life that both seemed to possess also grew. Mary died in 1926while working
in her gardenand E.A. Partridge moved to Victoriato live near his daughter. By
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the late 1920s his health was deteriorating and his amputated leg and arthritis
left him in constant, severe pain; he committed suicide in Victoria in 1931.
B.A. Partridge was a founding member of the western Canadian agrarian
movement. He was present when fanners from the area around Indian Head met
in December 1901 and decided that they could most effectively redress their
grievances with the grain trade, the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR), and the
federal government through collective action. The result was the Territorial
Grain Growers Association (TGGA) and Partridge was on the Resolutions
Committee for the TGGA's second annual meeting in 1902. Partridge played an
important role at the TGGA's annual meetings, for instance calling for legal
action against the CPR for its failure to abide by the provisions of the Manitoba
Grain Act. 1
At the TGGA's fourth annual meeting in 1904, Partridge delivered a paper
entitled "How may the Grain Growers Association be made more useful and
permanent. " His suggestions included the formation of a cooperative trading
association, the establishment of a newspaper, reforms of the cereal grain
grading system, and cooperative purchasing ofcommodities such as lumber and
coal. All these measures were subsequently taken up by some part of the
developing agrarian movement. At this meeting Partridge was elected a director
oftheTGGA.
Partridge's first recommendation, the establishment of a cooperative selling
association, sparked the beginning of a significant chapter in Canadian
history-the emergence of the prairie cooperative movement, which would
'eventually relegate the private grain trade to handling a small portion of the
prairie harvest.
In 1904 the Sintaluta TGGA dispatched Partridge to investigate the operation
of the Winnipeg Grain Exchange. By the time he stopped on his way home to
address the annual meeting of the Manitoba Grain Growers in Brandon,
Partridge had begun to formulate a powerful argument in favour of direct
producer involvement in the grain trade via a producer-owned and controlled
cooperative grain company.
The events which followed demonstrate a key trait of Partridge's
personality-his overwhelming determination to achieve an objective once
convinced of its merits. Partridge's idea of a fanner-owned and controlled
cooperative grain company seemed radical to some and received a lukewarm
response in Brandon, though a committee was established to investigate further.
Back in Sintaluta, Partridge reported to his friends and colleagues and then
undertook an energetic campaign to convince other fanners of the necessity of
implementing his idea.
As part of his campaign Partridge in 1906 published an open letter to western
fanners entitled, "Shall We Co-operate to Secure Legitimate Values for our
Wheat?' ,2 This letter is one of the first systematic statements Partridge made of
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his views and it illustrates many aspects of his rapidly changing philosophy. He
begins by discussing the extent to which the cooperation he had in mind was
exemplified by "pools, mergers, combines, trusts and monopolies." Such
cooperation had been practiced successfully by business and finance and the
essential point of Partridge's argument was the necessity of fanners offsetting
the cooperation-based power of the business giants with cooperation of their
own.
Exhibiting his flare for rhetoric, Partridge wrote:
Will theArmor or a Rockerfellow organize it [theBreadTrust] to extortfreshbillionsfrom the producers of wheatand consumers of breadalikeor will the great
people, learning wisdom from those whospoilthem,organise themselves into an
association that will become the sturdiest giant in the group and so restore the
balance ofpower?

Partridge went on to .detail what he called "The Proposition"-the establishment of a grain growers' cooperative grain company.
As was to be the case many times later, Partridge faced opposition to his
radical new idea from many quarters. The 1906 letter showed he was prepared
as he wrote:
The advanced guard must be brave. Our forefathers shouldered their guns and
riskedtheirlivesfor freedom. Wetheirsonswillscarcely refusetoshoulder a little
responsibility andrisk a fewdollars to perpetuate thatblessing.
-------------

Partridge's initial efforts to found a cooperative grain company bore little
fruit. In October 1905 a meeting was held to launch the new venture but
apparently only five farmers were present.' Another, larger meeting in January
1906 passed a resolution documenting the need for such a company and
proposing the sale of shares to farmer members. The sale of over two hundred
shares at twenty-five dollars was, in effect, the beginning of the Grain Growers
Grain Company (GGGC). Partridge took this resolution to the 1906 meeting of
the newly renamed Saskatchewan Grain Growers Association (SGGA), where
he reported on his Winnipeg trip and made a stirring plea for support for the
concept of a grain growers' cooperative. Some question surrounds what
Partridge hoped to accomplish at this meeting, with Patton suggesting that he
was only looking for support in principle as he did not want the association to
,'father the company. ,,4
The GGGC was soon an unqualified success. The private grain trade via the
Winnipeg Grain Exchange lost its bid to prevent the new company from
operating when the fanners successfully pressured the Manitoba government to
ensure the company's legitimate rights to trade in members' grain. Once the
viability of the GGGC was assured, Partridge went on to other matters.
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As western fanners began to organize their cooperatives and pressure the
federal government for various measures, including tariff reform, they became
increasingly concerned with the role and power of the press. Partridge had
argued for some time that a newspaper, operated and controlled by farmers and
dedicated to expressing their views and educating them, was required. In 1908
this dream was realized with the publication of the frrst issue of the Grain
Growers' Guide. Partridge was the frrst editor but soon stepped down. Patton
suggests that his other responsibilities in the movement as well as the problems
associated with the fact that Partridge's views were in advance of those of the
rank and file fanner led to his departure. Partridge also resigned as president of
the GGGC at this time and turned his attention and energies to a new issue government control of elevators.
It is important to note the manner in which Partridge's thinking and overall
philosophical orientation was changing and developing. In 1907 he made a
major speech to the annual meeting ofthe GGGe, which the company published
as a pamphlet entitled "The Grain Growers Grain Company: A Farmers' Trade
Union."s The speech began by distinguishing among what Partridge called an
individual's community, class and individual life and duties. The duties and
responsibilities owed by individuals to their communities and classes are of
paramount importance for the welfare and development of humanity. Those
solely concerned with their personal lives and duties were termed hogs: "A man
is capable of communistic effort and self-sacrifice: a hog is a rank individualist
and utterly selfish. " Partridge identified various types ofhogs, with the meanest
being the sly hog, whose "whole concern is for 'number one'." This hog
refuses to demonstrate solidarity or unity: "As a buyer he pays more than the
price he agreed with his fellows to offer: as a seller he accepts less than the price
he agreed with his fellows to demand. He is a strike-breaker-a SCAB." The
analysis which follows is key to Partridge's thought. The hogs, he felt, should
not be scorned for' 'they are our brothers--ehildren of the same Infinite Father,
but with their spiritual consciousness not yet sufficiently developed to recognize
their relationship either to Him or to their fellow men." Indeed a recurring
theme in Partridge's thinking and work was to be the potential for, and necessity
of, human development beyond its existing state at any historical moment or
place.
The 1907 address contained many other important indications of the
radicalization of Partridge's views, including a much more rigorous class
analysis ofcapitalist society. Strong distinctions were drawn between the power
of the capitalist class and the producing classes. A plea was made for farmers to
learn from the labour movement and from their own history:
Thatwehavebeenableto maintain ourselves andgrowin thefaceof theopposition
of the monied interests on the one hand,and the apathyof the main body of the
farmers on the other,is in itselfno meantriumph. Lookat the hardships of the engineers, miners and other classesof workers enduredwhile their unionswere in
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their infancy. The unionmen wereboycottedblack-listedand starvedinto submissionmanyandmanya timebeforetheybecamenumerically strongenoughto strike
successfully fortheirrights.Gauntmenwalkedthestreetsforweeks,themortgages
on theirlittlehomesforeclosed, theirwivesand childrendestitute,but bearingit all
patientlythattherights for whichtheirhusbandsandfatherswerestrugglingmight
be won,whilecapitalcalmlywaitedfor hungerand wantto do theirworkanddrive
themenwithbrokenspiritbackto theirunremunerative toil.Suchsacrificesasthese
are not demanded of the farmer to winHIS battle.

As noted, Partridge turned his attention to the question of the ownership and
operation of the elevator facilities handling the fanners' grain. Partridge had
argued for some time that privately owned elevators operated solely for profit
were contrary to the best interests of the grain growers and society as a whole.
He argued for government ownership of the elevators, a demand increasingly
taken up by farmer organizations. One organization active in this campaign was
the Interprovincial Council of Grain Growers and Farmers Associations, which
had grown out of Partridge's work; Partridge had been a guest at the 1909
meeting ofthe Dominion Grange in Ontario and was involved in the process that
led to the organization of the Interprovincial Council.
The agrarian movement's agitation for public elevator ownership made this
an important question in public debate. The plan for government-controlled
elevators became known as "The Partridge Plan" and was the basis for an unsuccessful effort by the Manitoba government. However, the farmers' demands
led to a royal commission in Saskatchewan which eventually was instrumental
in establishing the Saskatchewan Co-operative Elevator Company. Partridge's
ideas and work once again bore fruit, though in the form of another producer
cooperative and not direct government ownership of the local elevators. The
federal government did acquire several major terminal elevators after the 1911
election.
The 1911 election was a watershed in western Canadian politics as it placed
the question of the relationship of the agrarian movement to the established
political parties on the movement's agenda. The election was contested in
English Canada almost totally over the issue of the proposed reciprocity treaty
with the United States and the larger question of Canadian tariff structures.
The protective tariff had always been contentious in western Canada. Even
before 1900, members of Parliament from the region had protested the costs
which the tariffs placed on western farmers. The tarifffigures prominently in the
debates and proceedings of many agrarian organizations, and from its inception
the Grain Growers' Guide made it a key issue. The growing anti-protectionist
sentiment in the west received a focus when Prime Minister Laurier announced
a tour of the region in 1910, shortly after an American delegation had visited
Ottawa to promote negotiations aimed at a treaty for bilateral tariff reductions.
When Laurier's tour was announced the Guide noted that it was "high time"
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and in the 18 May 1910 issue the lead editorial proclaimed the visit "Our Great
Opportunity," a chance to press the farmers' demands for reductions and
ultimately the elimination of all tariffs that harmed the farmers' competitive
position on the international wheat market by raising input costs.
Delegations presenting petitions and requests for lower tariffs occurred at
virtually every stop of Laurier's visit across the Prairies. The issue was kept in
the limelight later in the year when the United States and Canada began formal
negotiations. Under the auspices of the Canadian Council of Agriculture
farmers pushed the issue and in December 1910 the famous "siege" of Ottawa
took place. A delegation of approximately one thousand farmers, the vast
majority from western Canada, visited Ottawa to press their tariff and other
demands. The delegation was received in the Chamber of the House of
Commons where it presented the members of Parliament with a document
known as the Farmers Platform, which began with the demand for tariffreform.
One member of the delegation was' 'that man from Sintaluta," E.A. Partridge.
Partridge stayed on to speak to the Canadian Club in Ottawa and Toronto on
issues facing western farmers.
The agrarian demands for tariff reductions and the proposed Reciprocity
Treaty were dashed when the Liberals were swept from power by the pro-tariff
Conservatives in 1911. The lessons of the election were not lost on the Liberals,
and they were not again to question the tariff structures of the National Policy
until the Great Depression of the 1930s. The 1911 election is of particular
importance because after the Conservative victory and the subsequent refusal of
the Liberals to move decisively toward the adoption of a free trade position,
many farmers began to consider the option of a third party. This dissatisfaction
led to the formation of the Progressive party in 1920.
From 1911 to 1920, however, E.A. Partridge was preoccupied with other
matters than party politics. As his philosophical orientation became more
radical, he became increasingly unhappy with the direction of the GGGC. In
1912 he resigned in protest from the board of governors and established an
alternate company, one he hoped would remain true to the principles ofcooperation. The new Square Deal Grain Company did not succeed in offering a viable
alternative to the existing companies, however, and by 1915 its operations
wound down, In a September 1912 communication Partridge explained why he
had felt compelled to undertake such drastic action:
Mydream,as anorganizerof theGrainGrower's Companywas to see thecompany
provideanentirelydependable mediumfor thepassageof thegrainfromthefarmer
to thehandsof the ultimateuserwith the leastcircumlocution andcost.Secondthat
the profitsof the businesswould be divided co-operatively in order to reduce the
expenseto the farmerto theactualcost,afterprovidingfor thisadvantage in educational and other ways. I was particularly anxious that the work of the company
shouldincludethe exportbusiness.Now, throughthe follyof the management, the
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credit of the company with fmancial institutions has been so impaired that they are
not able to fmance an export business,"

The other venture in which Partridge became involved was to prove financially more costly. There was a history of smouldering antagonism between the
banking industry and farmers and their organizations. In 1907 the bank with
which the GGGC did business announced that it was 'going to close the
company's accounts. The GGGC then made arrangements to deal with the
Home Bank:, an offshoot of the Home Savings and Trust Company.' In the
following years a number of fanners, including Partridge, became involved
with the bank both as depositors and as shareholders. When the bank suspended
operations in 1923, many of those involved faced the loss of their deposits as
well as liability as a result of being shareholders. Partridge was instrumental in
organizing the Home Bank Shareholders Association which arranged for legal
advice for those involved.
Despite his frequent criticism ofthe company, the GGGe came to Partridge's
assistance and saved his farm.' The directors, in appreciation of Partridge's
efforts throughout the years, raised $5,000 to liquidate his obligations to the
bank. Since Partridge's obligations to the bank: were slightly over $4,209, he
received from the GGGC a cheque for the balance of approximately $770.
As the 1920s progressed, Partridge was less active in organizations, associations and companies. In 1924 and 1925 he was busy in writing and revising The
WaronPovetty, a task he relished as it provided the opportunity for him to draw
together the many aspects of his overall philosophy.
In 1927 Partridge exchanged letters with members of the Farmers Unity
League, then an arm of the Communist party of Canada. Despite his failing
health and the recent loss of his wife, one letter to Partridge begins: "You are an
incorrigible optimist.,,9 This was perhaps an understatement, for the emerging
theme in Partridge's thought was the necessity and possibility of human perfection. The process of human improvement would require a radical restructuring
of Canadian society, a task he systematically addressed in The War on Poverty.
Social and political restructuring were on his mind until the end of his life, as
illustrated by one of his last surviving communications, a letter read to the 1931
Annual Meeting of the United Farmers of Canada, Saskatchewan Section. The
letter urged the delegates to consider a radical socialist restructuring of
Canadian society and concluded that
There is nothing sinister nor immoral in the radical proposals outlined above,
however revolutionary they may appear to those who are unaccustomed to trace
social and economic conditions back to their root causes. They are merely
evolutionary changes in law, in custom, and in behaviour that must take place
before Isaiah's prophecy is fulfilled among us, and it can be truthfully affrrmed of
our common people, "And they shall build houses and inhabit them; they shall
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plantvineyards; andeat thefruitof them. Theyshallnotbuildandanotherinhabit;
theyshallnot plantand anothereat.,,10

These words illustrate Partridge's philosophical position later in his life. The
central feature of Partridge's life and work was his abiding optimism and faith
in the possibility of improving the human condition. As early as his 1907 speech
to the GGGe he saw the possibility of humans developing characteristics and
attributes not previously apparent in their behaviour. Education was the key to
the full development of the social existence of the species. Once humans
properly understood the intrinsic social nature of their existence, they would
come to understand a fundamental truth of human existence:
as you extenda helpinghand to someone below you, anotherhand, the hand of
someoneaboveyouwillreachdown,as it hasoftendonebefore,and held YOUa
littleforward andupwardon theeternalpathof progress. Pictureyourselfas one in
the livingchainof a party of Alpineclimbers and you have an illustration of the
thoughtI wishto convey anda symbol of race consciousness."

In The War on Poverty Partridge provided a more detailed picture of his
philosophy, which he referred to as humanism:
I am a humanitarian. I believe that a wide-spread acceptance of the gospel of
humanitarianism must precede any greatly worth-while socio-economic
reconstruction, since such re-construction [sic] must be the result of good-will
ratherthanof guileor force- thesweetening of human relationships beingworth
muchmoreto society thaneventheenlargement andevenerdistribution of material
wealthwithout it!
My religion, if any, is humanitarianism-a devotion to the
serviceof man
To those who associate "religion" with the worship of God
rather thanthe serviceof man,I answerfrom theirown text-book' 'He that loveth
nothisbrotherwhom hehathseen,howcanheloveGodwhomhehathnotseen?',12

This fundamental humanism led to Partridge's radicalization as he came to
understand that the full realization of human potential required a radical social
transformation. This conclusion followed from his analysis ofcapitalist society.
His views on three issues illustrate this point. First, his views on the concentration of wealth:
Concentration of wealthand opportunity in the handsof thefewis the logicalconsequence of the present predaceous [sic] competitive system consistently and
persistently pursued. Wherethe meansof production, the storesof manufactured
goods,andthemoney areall in thesamehands' 'Business asUsual" is impossible.
Andthatis the condition theCapitalist-competitive Systemhasalreadybroughtus
near to, and which may be characterized as capitalistslaveryas contrasted with
chattelslavery. Excessive accumulation of meanson the one side,and the consequent almostcomplete lack of meanson the other and vastlymorepopulous and
commercial impasse or stale-mate, that promises to put an end to the game of
Beggar-My-Neighbor that has lately utilized the "Great Chess Board" with its
millions of greenandblacksquares, "out wheretheWestbegins."l3
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Second, on the relations of domination that accompany the gross inequalities of
wealth, Partridge stated:
AndtheBarons ofthisnew-old NobleOrderof Chivalry arestillinthesaddle: Their
slavesstillsweatin minesandworkshops in theEastand theirserfsstilltill thesoil
intheWest:Theirhirelings inthetwochambered federal parliament andinthenine
dinky subparliaments, belching patriotism, still go through the solemn farce of
pretending to passlawsin theinterestof theCommon People."

Finally, on the lack of democracy which characterized advanced capitalist
society with its inequalities and relations of domination:
Force and chicanery characterize all systems of law and government, past and
present. Lawsare madein the special interestof the makers, or, shallwe say, the
manufacturers-those whoownthebusylawfactories wecalllegislatures: Governments are operatedfor the benefitof the governors-the land lords and money
lords,the lordsof the machine, of the road,and of the market-place-and sometimes a war lord-who, with their retainers, subsist as did the morepicturesque
plunderers of an earlierandmorefrankly brutalage .... I am for turning both the
richandthepoorintothewell-to-do, andhavingthesegovernment [sic] themselves,
so that for the first time in the history of the world, government mightbe in the
interestof thegoverned. IS

Although frequently called a dreamer and a visionary, Partridge realized the
political importance ofelaborating alternate arrangements and social structures.
A good deal of TheWaronPovertyis devoted to a discussion ofthe new society,
called Coalsamao, that he hoped would develop in western Canada. In his 1931
letter to the United Farmers of Canada he also laid out some quite specific
political proposals geared toward the election of what he termed' 'a workers',
that is, wealth producers' government as contrasted with an owners' or a mere
wealth accumulators' government. ,,16
What are we to make of E.A. Partridge and his role in the western agrarian
movement? How can we explain the radical transformation of his beliefs and
philosophy between 1900 and his death in 1931?
In addressing the first question, two points must be made. First, E.A.
Partridge should not be understood simply as a leader of the farm movement.
Indeed, as the brief historical comments above indicate, he rarely occupied
formal positions of leadership. Second, despite his many assets and merits, it
will not be argued here that Partridge was a "great man of history" because
implicit in such a claim is an unsatisfactory approach to social and historical
explanation. A more adequate way of viewing Partridge can be gleaned from the
work of Paul Baran, whose concept of the intellectual provides an excellent
frame of reference for understanding Partridge.
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Baran began his discussion on the intellectual with the simple question:
"What is an intellectual?" In providing his answer he made it clear that an
intellectual is not necessarily "a person working with his intellect, relying for
his livelihood ... on his brain rather than his brawn.' ,17 Indeed, Baran is quite
clear that one's occupation has little to do with whether or not one is an
intellectual. Those not engaging in physical labour in order to make a living,
Baran argues, are to be understood as intellect workers. These are typically' 'individuals working with their minds rather than their muscles, living off their
wits rather than off their hands. ,,18
What then is an intellectual? Baran's answer is found in a definition which
revolves around the individual's interest in and capacity to look at and understand human society as a totality. In defining the intellectual, Baran notes that
the' 'industrial worker, artisan or farmer" are frequently intellectuals because
they share this attribute:
Forwhatmarkstheintellectual anddistinguishes himfrom theintellectworkers and
indeedfrom all othersis that his concernwiththe entirehistorical processis not a
tangential interestbut permeates his thought and significantly affectshis work ...
whatit doesmeanis thatit is thiseffortto interconnect whichconstitutes one of the
intellectual's outstanding characteristics."

Baron goes on to argue that the intellectual is vitally interested in "the
dynamics and evolution of the social order itself. ,,20 In addition, the intellectual
is vitally motivated by and committed to the values of humanism and the
humanitarian world view. Indeed, to Baran, this is essential to being an
intellectual:
This is the issue on which the intellectual cannot compromise. Disagreements,
arguments, andbitterstruggles areunavoidable and,indeed, indispensable to ascertain the nature,and the means to the realization, of conditions necessary for the
health, development, and happiness of men.But the adherence to humanism, the
insistence on theprinciple thatthequestforhumanadvancement requires noscientific or logical justification, constitutes what might be called the axiomatic
foundation of all meaningful intellectual effort, an axiomatic foundation without
theacceptance of whichan individual can neitherconsider himselfnor be thought
of as an intellectual,"

A final point of Baran's, the treatment often afforded intellectuals, warrants
mention. Committed as they are to penetrating and radical analysis in their
search for the truth, the intellectuals can be expected to be "decried as unscientific and speculative and is punished by professional discrimination, social
ostracism, and outright intimidation. ,,22 This is because "an intellectual is ...
in essence a social critic, a person whose concern is to identify, to analyze [sic],
and in this way to help to overcome the obstacles barring the way to the attainment of a better, more humane, and more rational social order. ,,13
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A key capacity ofBaran's intellectual is the ability to take' 'the longer view, "
to analyse the larger picture, and to be concerned with what we might term the
, 'totality." The concept of totality is central to the kind of critical thinking that
Partridge exemplified. Istvan Meszaros has offered a brief summary of the
central aspects of the concept within the context of a critical theory of society.
He notes that the concept of a social totality
isa structured andhistorically determined overallcomplex. It existsin andthrough
those manifold mediations and transitions through which its specific parts or
complexes-i.e., the "partial totalities" -are linkedto eachother in a constantly
shifting and changing, dynamic set of interactions and reciprocal determinations.
The significance and limitsof an action,measure, achievement, law,etc., cannot
therefore be assessedexceptin relation to a dialectical grasp of the structure of
totality."

In more concrete terms, the notion of grasping and understanding social
reality as a totality demands that every aspect of reality be understood in the
context of all other aspects, and that the whole be understood as dynamic,
constantly changing, developing and in process. Further, this conception of
social reality implies that the various aspects of any given social structure be
viewed not as a harmonious whole but one containing potential contradictions
and conflicts.
The writings of E.A. Partridge contain numerous illustrations of how his
understanding of Canadian society was informed by such an approach. By way
of illustration, we might consider the central issue Partridge addresses in his
book-poverty. Poverty and the plight of the poor, he argues, must be
systematically understood within the context of the class structures of capitalist
society and the presence of the rich. Poverty and wealth are both generated by
the class structure of capitalist society. In Partridge's words:
Toabolish poverty thenwouldbe toabolish classdistinctions,-which cannotlong
survive comparative economic equality-and with the disappearance of these,
class rule mustdisappear; andof necessity, government bya class,in theinterestof
2S
thatclass, mustbe replaced by a government soexpressive of thecommon will.

Perhaps the central intellectual capacity involvedin the type of thinking and
analysis which grasps reality as a totality is the ability to penetrate analytically
the surface appearance of phenomena. Partridge's works are replete with
examples of how he understood that things are not really as they appear.
Partridge argued, for example, that the great patriotic cause for which so many
died in World War I "turned out to be in essence a sordid squabble among
traders, merchants, using the term in its wider sense, those seeking trade, those
defending what they had.' ,26 Partridge further demonstrated this mode of
analytical thinking within the context of his discussion of the origins of profits.
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In comments clearly designed to counter the conventional view that profits
simply accrue as a reward to those who risk capital, Partridge argued that profits
must be understood as part of the exploitive social relations ofcapitalist society.
In his words:
Capitalism standsfor monopoly of ownership in themeansof production, distribution, and exchangeof wealth,and consequent mastership, involving exploitation,
of those who do not own. Capitalists, when not too drunken with power and the
pride of possession, know that despitetheirlegal title, theyhaveno moralright to
monopolize the naturalresources of a people,eitherby purchase of lease,or other
methods of securing them; they know also that as for the artificial means of
supplying the people's needs, the disinherited ones who operate them as hired
servants,havein themass,paid for themover andover againby theexcessof their
earningsover whattheyreceivedin pay sincestartingto workfor wages."

Associated with this mode of thinking and analysing the world is the related
assumption that nothing, as it exists, is "the final product." Put somewhat
differently, Partridge viewed the universe as a dynamic process, always
changing and developing. This is apparent in his comment of the world as being
"presumably only half finished,"28 and his many remarks on the unrealized
potentials that exist in "human nature. " Perhaps the point is best illustrated in
the following remarks which follow a discussion of the more negative features
of capitalist society:
But thecloud is not withoutits silverlining.Signsmultiply to showthathis malignant,individualistic, catch-as-catch-can, dog-eat-dog schemeof things,wherein it
is countednota matterof shamebut ratherof pride, to be a parasite,is nearingits
end. Mortification has set in; and it is comforting to reflectit is the way of Nature
thatout of deathanddecayshe bringsnewand shiningformsof life.In thislies the
hopethatwithintheoldfestering, disintegrating, socialorganism, theelementsof a
wholesome, desirablecommunity life are evennowcomingintobeing."

An associated but not identical characteristic of Baran's intellectual is a persistent interest in the dynamics and evolution of the social order. If there is a
dominant theme in Partridge's thinking it is found in his persistent efforts to
understand the nature of the social changes that were occurring around him. He
clearly understood that his society was a dynamic one, changing and evolving
before his eyes:
"Whatever is, is best" in our socio-economic order, even when "best
administered, " onlytill we canevolvesomething thatbetterfitsour need.Thereis
nothingsacred or settledaboutour presentsocial,economic, and politicalinstitutions any more than about those that precede them; they are merely the latest
experiments,-mostly highly unsuccessful-that "mankind in the making" has
made; "the thingsthatare" hastening to makewayfor' 'the thingsthatshallbe.,,30

He succinctly summarized this point, stating that' 'no institution is eternal; no
institution can stay with us inevitable. ,,31
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A final, appropriate illustration of Partridge's interest in the larger dynamics
of Canadian social and economic development involves his views on the historical role of the west in Canadian industrialization:
The history of Canada since Confederation-the outcome of the politicocommercial, or a Commercial-political conspiracy, if consequences are any
indication of motives-has been the heartless robbery of both the people of the
Maritimes andof the PrairieSections of Canadaby the Big' 'Vested" interests so calledfrom the size of their owners' vests- of the politically and financially
stronger Central Provinces ... Inthecaseof thePrairieProvinces therehasbeenthe
most bare-faced robbery of their provincial rights in the matter of their lands,
including resources of timber, minerals, fishing waters and sources of natural
32
power.

Beneath the outrage which Partridge's rhetoric displays, there was a deeply
held humanistic value system. Indeed Partridge's entire life was guided by his
humanism. The depth of his commitment to the improvement, if not the perfection, of his fellow humans has been alluded to above and here we need only to
reinforce the point with the final words from The War on Poverty:
Let us agreeto forego thespending of our meanson luxuries whileanyare without
the necessities and decencies of life. Let us make men, women, and children, not
money, people, not property, the centre of our interest... Society must develop
such solidarity that the care of each mustbe the concernof all. Menmust not be
forcedto payfortheprotection of thelawfor personorproperty; to perishforneed
of a physician through lackof a fee; to mortgage theirfuturefor theburialof their
dead; to see their children grow up without preparation for the business of life,
withoutcultureorcalling, because of lackof opportunity, foranycausewhatever. 33

The final aspect of Baran's portrait of an intellectual that is appropriate when
considering the life ofE.A. Partridge relates to the treatment accorded the intellectual within the larger society. Baran's claim that' 'disagreements, arguments,
and bitter struggles are unavoidable" holds true in the case of E.A. Partridge.
Partridge never became pessimistic or despondent when faced with opposition
to his various proposals and views. He frequently acknowledged in The War on
Poverty that to many, his ideas and arguments might appear too radical:
Surelyit isnotthesignof afoolora fanatic todecryourpresentmethods in thelight
of themannerinwhichmultitudes areforcedto liveunderthem; noran evidence of
moraldepravity to suggest alternative onesfor trial! 34

Elsewhere he declares: "We suffer not from visionaries, but from those who
lack vision. It can not be too often repeated: 'Where there is no vision the people
perish' .' ,35
Two questions were asked above, one relating to how we might understand
Partridge. The answer is that he was an intellectual of and for his class. The
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second question, relating to how we might understand the radical transformations that Partridge underwent, now requires attention.
Though the precise nature of the changes in Partridge's opinions and beliefs
that occurred between 1900 and the end of his life have not been documented in
detail here, reflection on the materials presented above will make the pointPartridge moved from advocating farmer-owned and controlled cooperatives
operating to improve the bargaining position of farmers within the market
system to a position which called for the elimination of the market system itself
and all forms of private productive property. How might such changes be
understood?
.
E.A. Partridge lived through a grand historical transformation of Canadian
society which involved efforts by governments to foster the development of an
industrial capitalist economy through a series of deliberate state actions. The
settlement of the west was an integral part of an industrialization process that
also involved the protection ofCanadian markets for Canadian industry through
tariffs. The conflict that emerged in the west was a direct outcome of the role of
the agrarian producers in the development strategy undertaken by the federal
government and supported by industry.
There was an agrarian movement in western Canada because the agricultural
producers of the region developed a certain understanding of the nature of the
economic and political processes underway. Partridge played a central role in
that process because of his characteristics as an intellectual. He developed an
understanding of the nature of the relations of power that were unfolding in
Canada. He came to understand the historic importance of the relations of
wealth creation and appropriation that were emerging as industrial development
occurred. He came to understand the relationship of economic and political
power and he increasingly articulated this understanding in a critical social
analysis.
In a very real sense it was the operation of the Canadian political and
economic system-the actions of the grain trade, the impact of the tariff and the
structures of political power-that came to radicalize Partridge. He and his colleagues in the agrarian movement in turn had an impact on those structures, but
Partridge increasingly became convinced that those reforms were insufficient.
He maintained that the establishment of a farmers' grain company did not solve
the basic structural inequalities that markets produce. The involvement of
farmers in politics did not alter the fact that political power seemed to be structurally tied to the great centres of economic power that the market society
produced.
As Partridge developed a more holistic historical view of his society, he
became increasingly convinced that radical social transformation was essential.
His concern, his radicalism, and indeed the purpose of his life and work were
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thus all tied to his humanism. Perhaps there is no more fitting conclusion than
his own words in which he comments on his name:
While yet a boy I came acrossa list of namesand their significations: Edward, I
foundmeant "Guardian of Happiness," and Alexander, "Helper of Men": since
when, I have striven, intermittently at least, to be not unworthy of the titles
bestowed onme at my christening."
NOTES
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Western Canadians and Civil Defence:
The Korean War Years, 1950-1953
Marijan Salopek
ABSTRACf. The Cold War, heated up by the conflict in Korea, createdfears of Sovietattack amongsome
western Canadians and provided some urgency to civil defence planning. It also encouraged a policy in
Alberta of promoting the development of dispersedurban centres rather thanconcentrating the population
in the core urban areas and creating evacuation problems at the outbreak of war. While the civil defence
debate produced some paranoia and unproved allegations of Communist subversion, it declined and
eventuallydisappeared as the Korean War drew to a close.
SOMMAIRE. La guerre froide, aggravee par la guerre de Coree, provoqua chez certains dans 1'0uest
canadien la peur d'une attaque sovietique, La planification de la defense civile devint alors un probleme
urgent. L' Alberta, pour cette raison, encouragea une politique d' eparpillemenrdes centres urbains plutot
que la concentration de la population dans les regions urbaines centrales, ce qui creerait en cas de conflit
des problemes d' evacuation. Bien que le debat concernant la defense civile ait donne lieu aune certaine
paranoia et a des allegations non verifiees de subversion communiste, il perdit evenruellement de son
intensite pour disparaitre avec la fin de la guerre de Coree.

On 25 June 1950 North Korean forces invaded South Korea without warning.
Immediately the United Nations (UN) Security Council convened to consider a
response, and on the same day, thanks to a Soviet boycott over who should
represent China in the UN, it condemned North Korea as the aggressor and
appealed to both parties to cease hostilities. When it became apparent that the
North Korean government was not about to withdraw its forces from South
Korea the Security Council reconvened on 27 June and passed the now famous
resolution which asked "the members of the United Nations [to] furnish such
assistance to the republic of Korea as may be necessary to repell the armed
attack and to restore international peace and security in the area. "
Within days of the Security Council's appeal Canada dispatched three
destroyers from its Pacific command to Korea. A month later, the Canadian
government announced it would recruit and dispatch a full brigade as part of
Canada's commitment to the UN. Subsequently, the battalions of the Royal
Canadian Regiment, the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, the Royal
22nd Regiment, and the Second Field Regiment of the Royal Canadian Horse
Artillery saw active service on Korean soil. Many Canadians, particularly
western Canadians, feared that the Korean War might escalate into a third world
war. The general perception of the Korean War as part ofa much larger confrontation between the Communists and the West spurred the public and the press in
western Canada to ask what measures the federal and provincial governments
had implemented to protect them from attack. They had reason to be anxious;
developments in nuclear weapons technology and long distance bombers made
civil defence imperative.'
After World War II Canadians realized that they could not find security sheltered behind their own borders. Participation in the UN, the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO), and closer military relations with the United
States were the natural consequences of this postwar uncertainty. The threat of
75
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a confrontation with the Soviet Union was clearly in the minds of politicians and
military observers. As early as 1946, the general view was that any attack
against the United States had to come via Canada. Colonel I.H. Jenkins, in a
brief to a parliamentary committee on postwar relations, summarized this view:
In the past the securityof the North American hemisphereseemedself-evidentin
the view of the two oceansprotectingit. The war has changedthis traditionalway
of thinking in termsof "Mercator's Projection" to that of "Polar Projection" ...
Canadais the air highway and the land route (if such is possible)for attack on the
UnitedStatesfromeitherthe eastor west ... No longeris the northernboundaryof
the United States inviolateto attack. As aviationdevelops, so will these northern
routes increasingly become a world commercial highway and, as such, normal
routesfor any hostilepowerwith designsagainstthe UnitedStates.'

Consequently, in 1946 the government approved a feasibility study on the
installation of "long range air raid warning equipment so as to protect from
surprise attack the main industrial regions of the continent." A year later it
appointed General Worthington as civil defence coordinator for Canada. His
role was largely consultative and he spent a significant amount of his time convincing fireflghting equipment manufacturers and insurance companies to
adopt one standard for all firefighting equipment; the British had learned in
World War II that such equipment was useless if it could not be used in conjunction with another manufacturer's products.3 The remainder of his time was spent
consulting with provincial and municipal representatives on the matter of a
national civil defence plan.
In August 1950Minister of Defence Brooke Claxton wrote to all the premiers
to inform them of the measures the federal government was taking in its area of
jurisdiction, and advised them to do the same with theirs.' He made it clear that
theprovinces would have to take someresponsibility for theirown civil defence.
From the beginning the federal government maintained that it did not have the
full responsibility for civil defence, since the provinces had jurisdiction over
local policing, fire control, and the administration of justice. 5 In keeping with its
position, the federal government delegated civil defence to Minister of Health
and Welfare Paul Martin."In 1951,during a visit to Calgary, Martin emphasized
the government's position: "Civil defence is the maintenance of normal community services, and for this reason, the main operational responsibility apart
from overall planning and coordination must fallon those local municipal agencies who carry even now the day-to-day responsibilities of meeting the normal
amenities of life in our complex urban communities. ,,7
Overall, the federal government viewed civil defence in the context of
existing emergency services. The Red River and Fraser Valley floods in the
spring of 1950 and the Rimouski and Cabana fires in Quebec of the same year
(in these two incidents the population was evacuated) provided the government
with opportunities to review the performance of such services. Local services in
the case of the Red River flood and the Rimouski fire were overwhelmed and
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subsequently the armed forces were called in. Civil defence proponents
reasonedthatduring a confrontation betweentheWest andthe SovietUnionthe
local authorities could hardly rely on military assistance. Therefore a distinct
civil defenceorganizationwas a necessity,"
Wherever possible the provincial and federal governments encouraged a
broaderutilization of existinggovernment andprivateservices. Thiswas a costsavingfeature as well as a necessity. Ratherthan organize a voluntaryairplane
spotterforceas hadbeendonein theUnitedStatesby severalstategovernments,
BritishColumbiaandAlbertareliedon theirexistingnetworkof forestfire spottingtowersandforestradio networkstoprovidea comparableserviceat noextra
cost.'

The government admitted that it could not do everything and it called on
individuals to playa largerrole in civildefence.Conscientious volunteers were
needed to supplement government personnel and the Alberta and British
Columbiagovernments formulatedtheir civil defence plans with this in mind.
In Alberta's case, the government expected to recruit twenty-five thousand
volunteers (2-3percentof the generalpopulation), whowouldbeled by a highly
trainedcadreof civil defence workers." Althoughthis numberwas considered
ideal, V.A. Newhall,Calgarychief commissioner, in a letter to the ministerof
municipal affairs expressed the opinion that this many could be recruited in
Calgary alone;" by 1955 more than twenty-five thousand Albertans had been
trainedin the basics of civil defence."
In the opinionof somewesternCanadians the governmentshouldhaveintroduced compulsory civil defence training." More often than not these were the
samepeoplewho appealedfor conscription. Training,it was argued,was a fact
of life in neutral countries such as Sweden and Switzerland; if these countries
deemed civil defence so important, why could Canadians not? The western
press used the occasion of the visit to Canada of Sweden's civil defence
organizer, Mr. Sandelin, to reinforce its appeal for compulsory civil defence
training. His speeches were highly publicizedand Canadians were repeatedly
told of Sweden's civil defenceachievements. Everyonein Swedenbetweenthe
ages of sixteen and sixty-five had to take some form of civil defence training.
The result was that 900,000 people had received training-approximately 13
percentof the general population." As Sweden's populationwas sevenmillion
this was a major achievement and westernCanada's daily newspapers readily
emphasized this fact; mostly they encouraged their readers to imitate the
Swedes. To complete their argumentthey claimed it had become all the more
necessary since, according to Barclay Shaw, "our military strength remains
inadequate.' , He went on to state that
we mightwellemulatepeacelovingSwitzerland with its smallerpopulation. Compulsorymilitarytrainingforall males.Result,an armyof 800,000loyaldependable
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reservists, age 18 to 60, each providedwith a ritle at his home and ready for any
defensive emergency to rally withina fewhoursof a nationalalarm.IS

This appeal did not fallon deaf ears. One reader of the Daily Colonist was so
pleasedwith what he read that he wroteto add his voiceto the call for conscription, stressing that it was the only "answer to the present weakness of this
country," and concluding that civil defence preparations should be
accelerated,"
But as the governmentwas unprepared to institute conscription for national
or civil defence, private volunteer agencieshad to playa larger role. The Red
Cross,S1. John's Ambulance, the CanadianLegion,andtheBoyScoutsandGirl
Guides supplemented the corps of trained volunteers." Commenting on the
value of the S1. John's AmbulanceCorps,Paul Martin speculatedthat it could
train as manyas 135,000peoplein first aid.IS
In the February 1951 Federal-Provincial Civil Defence Conference,it was
decidedthat the federal governmentwouldbe responsible for: (1) civil defence
organizations within federal government departments, armed forces and other
federal organizations; (2) coordination withprovincialandlocal authorities;
(3)information regardinggeneralcivildefencepolicy;(4) cooperationwiththe
UnitedStatesand other countries;(5) allocation of officersof the armedforces
to workwithprovincialdefenceauthorities to ensurecooperation; (6) provision
of adequate warning systems in cooperation with provincial authorities;
(7) protection against sabotage of federal works; (8) support for provincial
research and developmentin the area of civil defence; (9) civil defence staff
courses and special ABC (atomic, biological and chemical warfare) courses,
includingpayment of travelling costs to and from, and living expenses of all
civil defencestudents; (10) supportby federal agencies and armedforcesin the
event of attack; (11) provision of training manuals and badges; (12) provision
of radiological and technical instruments, respirators and special protective
clothing in connection with ABC warfare; (13) provision and installation of
sirens and other warningdevicesin cities of over fifty thousand; (14) payment
of one-thirdof the cost of standardization of hose couplings; (15) provisionof
stirruppumps and trailerpumps for trainingpurposes; and (16) stockpilingof
medicalsupplies."The provincialgovernments, on the other hand, in conjunction with municipalauthorities, were to develop their own civil defence plans,
establishprovincialdefenceschools,and allocatethe equipmentreceivedfrom
the federalgovernment.
The Albertagovernmentmade substantialheadwayin developinga provincialcivildefenceprogram,and by 1952it waswellaheadof theotherprovinces.
In August 1950,Premier Ernest Manningreplied to Claxton, asking for more
detailson thefederal government'scivil defencemeasures."He was especially
concernedthatEdmontonbe includedin any federalplan becauseof its airports
and oil refining facilities. Coincidentally Manning had been advised by Fred
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Colborne, a Social Credit backbencher, that the province's oil refineries and the
Alberta section of the Mackenzie Highway were possible targets." After
Alberta, British Columbia was second in developing a comprehensive civil
defence plan." Of the four western provinces, these two established elaborate
civil defence programs; Saskatchewan and Manitoba did very little. As military
targets they were less important. Their sparse and dispersedpopulations, limited
industrial facilities, and distance from the coast provided some security to their
residents.
To a degree, the vulnerability which people in western Canada felt during the
war was caused by their sense of separation from the rest of Canada. For many
British Columbians this feeling was accentuated when the federal government
announced the relocation of the province's antiaircraft batteries to Ontario," a
decision met with derision throughout British Columbia. Installing the batteries
at Sault Ste. Marie, deep within the country's heartland, was pure folly
according to west coast editors. The DailyColonistreported that this left British
Columbia with only one fighter squadron and a few antiaircraft guns, which
could be "counted on both hands."?' Clearly, the federal government considered the mining and industrial facilities of Ontario to be more important and
therefore in greater need of defence.
The situation was exacerbated when the Crescent was transferred to the
Atlantic command. The destroyers Sioux, Cayuga and Athabaskan of the
Pacific command had been transferred to Korea in the autumn of 1950, leaving
the Crescent and a single cruiser to defend the entire west coast. The Crescent's
transfer worsened the situation since cruisers seldom left port unless accompanied by a destroyer escort," The Daily Colonist remarked: "Certainly no
other United Nations participant will have stripped its home defences almost to
nothing. No wonder officialdom does not spur itself about civil defence, what is
the use when there is no adequate military defence?,,2t)
Many people along the west coast feared that their province would be
attacked in a future world war. Its geographic location and the two naval bases
on Vancouver Island made it a likely target. Z1 Long past were the days when the
best defence seemed the strategic mining of the major shipping straits and channels." In an apparent effort to dispel their fears W.T. Strait, minister ofeducation
and civil defence coordinator in the W.A.C. Bennett government, announced
that the province was not in danger, and that, in any event, it would only be a
secondary target in a future war." According to the DailyColonisthis comment
was hardly encouraging and was considered irresponsible and reminiscent of
the thinking which led the Americans to ignore Pearl Harbour's defences." A
surprise attack could not be ruled out. "There will be no warning if another war
breaks out," one concerned Albertan said, "it will be another Pearl Harbour, ,,31
The shelling of the Estevan Point lighthouse on the northern tip of Vancouver
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Island by a Japanese submarine in the summer of 1942 had shown just how
easily a determined enemy could attack British Columbia.
The Saskatoon Star-Phoenix, commenting on Saskatchewan's civil
defences, advised readers "to expect the worst and prepare for it.' ,32 In an
attempt to propitiate critics, Claxton announced that the west coast was not in
any immediate danger of being attacked," This only infuriated critics of the
'federal government's handling of Canada's western defences. If the west coast
was not in imminent danger, why had the United States put its defence forces on
twenty-four hour emergency alert, and why were the American air force and
coast guard conducting around-the-clock air and sea surveillance of the Alaska
and west coast state coastlines?" The DailyColonist wrote:
In Victoria by contrast not a singlecombatplan is housed; in all of the Canadian
northwest thereis not a squadron equippedto duplicateeven a tinyfraction of the
vigilkeptat McCordair forcebase [a majormilitarybasein Washington statel,"

When Prime Minister S1. Laurent stated that as long as he was alive there would
be no world war, the DailyColonist remarked:
Thiswouldaccountfor the half-hearted measures takenabouttheKorean conflict,
and theseeminglackof realityattachedto recruitment for thearmedforces. If Mr.
St.Laurentbelievesnoearlythreatof warexists,it is notsurprising hisregimelacks
thesenseof urgency displayed by nearlyeveryothergovernment committed to the
western alliance,"

Government statements and the stripping of British Columbia's defences made
the federal government appear insensitive to the anxieties of the public; as indifferent in 1950 as it had been in 1903 when Premier E.G. Prior said: "Victoria
is 3000 miles from Ottawa, whereas Ottawa is 30,000 miles from Victoria. ,,37
Expecting the worst, some west coast residents even speculated on what would
happen if the United States was too preoccupied with its own defences to defend
Canada," The Crescent affair had reminded people that the Canadian navy was
ill-equipped to defend the country's shoreline. Consequently a campaign was
begun to force the government to establish a "separate coast guard ... to patrol
coastal waters.'?" Among the most active campaigners were the Vancouver
branch of the Canadian Council of Women, the Victoria Chamber of
Commerce, the DailyColonist and the Vancouver Province.
In anticipation ofattack the federal government distributed seventy thousand
respirators, helmets, anti-gas suits and protective clothing to the provinces. In
addition it published short booklet which listed three alternatives should an
attack be launched: dispersion, evacuation, and the construction of bomb
shelters," This was supplemented by radio broadcasts and newspaper advertisements and feature articles like "Canada Prepares to Deal with Disaster." Over
seventy-five English and twenty-nine French radio stations regularly broadcasted a program entitled "Here's Health," which provided listeners with
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practical information on what to do in the event of attack," In addition, short
informative plays such as "Preparing for Atomic Attack," "Bombed Out,"
,'EmergencyFeedinginDisaster," "Panic," "Civil Defencein Schools," and
"When Disaster Strikes" were heard from coast to coast. The government's
efforts to communicate civil defence information to the public was complemented by a varietyof women's and church groupswhich regularlycautioned
their members to be prepared,"
EarlyinDecember1950,the ReginaLeader-Post warnedthatpanicbombing
might be an importantelementin anyRussianattackon NorthAmerica:
Thereis always the possibility thatwhilethe enemy maysaveits [atomic] bombs
formoreimportant targets thatCanadaoffers,theseotherweapons (incendiary and
missiles) may be used for panicand nuisance raids to disorganize Canada's war
effortanddestroy its efficiency ... Amidall theuncertainties as to thefuture, there
isonecertainty; in theeventofa thirdworldwarcivilians wheretheyliveandwork
willbe in thefrontlineas neverbefore,"

In an address to the AlbertaChamberof Mines,PremierManningwarnedthat
Edmonton, CalgaryandLethbridgemight becometargets." While he doubted
the Russians consideredAlberta's urban/industrial sites as first choicetargets,
he feared Alberta might be attackedif Russian bombers could not reach their
eastern targets. Alberta was within the broad flight plan a Russian bomber
squadronwould follow to targetsin eastern Canada and the United States and
the implications were evident: the Russians might resort to the indiscriminate
bombing of cities and"industrialcomplexes simply to undermine the public's
morale. Manning's analysis was widely publicized and was praised by some
westerneditors."
The consequences of an atomic attack on Canadiancities had not gone unconsidered. According to informed sources an atomic blast over Edmonton
wouldleave 15,000deadand 11,000wounded. Propertydamagewouldalsobe
extensive, with 15,000 houses destroyed and 6,000 damaged. The Alberta
government estimated that 52,000 people would be homeless, while another
36,000wouldhavetorepairtheirhomesbeforetheycouldreturnto them," One
concerned Edmontonian, Louis V. Smith, advised Premier Manning that the
best way to avoid such a catastrophe was to disperse Edmonton's population
into several smaller communities." The government, he claimed, had the
authorityto regulate urban growth, and shouldestablish satellitecommunities
fifteen to twenty miles from the province's major cities. Although Manning
deniedthe government hadsuchauthority, duringhis address to theChamberof
Mines he informed his audience that the provincialdirector of town planning
was drawing up plans to develop small urban centres "separated by main
thoroughfares, greenfarming beltsandother spaces.?" Smithpersistedwithhis
campaignto publicizethe advantages of dispersionand his letterscan be found
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in Manning's private papers, theEdmontoncommissioner'spapers, and on the
"Letters to the Editor" page of the Edmonton Journal and the Edmonton
Bulletin." What effect his personalcampaignmight have had is obviouslydifficult to gauge,but governmentrecords do show that the dispersionalternative
was being considered as a possible defence against nuclear attack. In 1951
Edmonton's chief town planner advised Minister of Municipal Affairs C.E.
Gerhart that the District Planning Commission was investigatingdecentralization as an alternative to the existing urban plan, and that satellite communities
mightbe a reality in twoor threeyears.so Whiledispersionseemedthe idealway
to limit the consequences of attack, it had not been well thought out. The two
mostobviousproblemswerehowto movea significantnumberof peoplewithin
a short period of time and what to do if people and businesses refused to relocate. Whole cities could not be uprooted and dispersedwithoutprior planning
and preparation for housing and other amenities. Western Canadiansliving in
the shadow of another world war simply did not have the time or capital to
developsatellitecities.Dispersion,as a defenceagainstnuclearor conventional
attack,required years of planning and a substantial outlay of capital. Of equal
importance was a calminternationalclimatein whichto plan andmakepreparations;in the charged atmosphereof the early 1950slittle time seemedat hand.
Evacuationwas also based on the questionable premise that there would be
enough time to alert the populationof an attack.But at the time of the Korean
War few Canadiancities were equippedwithair raid sirensor any other typeof
early warning network. Under the terms of the 1951 Federal Provincial Civil
Defence Agreement the federal government was responsible for allocating
sirenstodesignatedtargetareas," Supplyingthesesirenswas a differentmatter,
Edmontonreceiving its twenty sirensonly after the KoreanWar had ended."
Theotherproblemwiththeevacuationalternative wasthatitrequiredaworkable transportation system. In 1950, Vancouver was connected to the rest of
Canada by one rail line. A retired defence officer warned that the scarcity of
bridgesand rail lines would cripple any mass evacuationof the city." To some
concerned Vancouver citizens, among them former Edmonton mayor Harry
Ainly, the provincial government was largely to blame. In a letter to the
Vancouver Province Ainly wrote that the provincial government should have
givenmore thought to the civil defenceneedsand transportation networkof an
importantcity such as Vancouver,"
According to civil defence authorities evacuation, like dispersion, was a
suitablemeansof limitingthe consequences of an attack.The public, however,
wasdivided. WhenEdmontonmayorSidParson,chairmanof Edmonton's civil
defence committee, stated evaucation was a viable defence against nuclear
attack, an editorial in the Edmonton Bulletin criticizedhim for commentingon
a matter about which he knew little.ss Civil defence, the paper reminded its
readers,was best left to the experts.
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Despite these obvious problems, evacuation and dispersion were firmly
entrenched as the appropriate civil defence responses to an attack on Canada. In
consultation with the federal government the provinces designated specific
target (urban/industrial centres) and cushion (rural refuge) areas. 56 Generally the
cushion areas were situated twenty to thirty miles from the target site.
To test the responsiveness of civil defence organizations mock air raids and
blackouts were practiced regularly. ~ Occasionally these exercises were held in
conjunction with similar tests along the American west coast; sirens were tested,
people were evacuated, and the data collected were used to determine the
efficacy of the early warning system. General Worthington stated that "the
importance of [these] tests is that [they] will show just how far the sirens can be
effectively heard. The only way I know to get this information is for people to
listen to the sirens and report to civil defence headquarters. "sa The day of his
statement the results of Winnipeg's siren test came in: "Many people did not
hear the sirens at all. Others heard them only faintly. But in a general way most
of the people in the city did hear them and know what they sound like.""
Although the civil defence authorities thought the test adequate, the results were
not reassuring and the Winnipeg Tribune suggested that future air raid tests be
centrally controlled rather than regionally operated in order to improve
audibility."
The other cornerstone of the government's civil defence plan was the construction of bomb shelters. Information on how to build shelters was published
by the federal government and supplemented with information from private
organizations. However, the government did not propose to build large-scale
shelters. General Worthington, asked when the government would issue information booklets on how to find shelters: replied: "There is no point in
publishing a book telling Canadians to go to shelters in the case of a raid where
actually no shelters are being built. ,,61 Shelter construction required a substantial capital investment which the government was not prepared to make. A large
portion of the government's civil defence budget was spent on items such as
first-aid kits, training aids, blankets, boots, coveralls, steel helmets, stretchers,
anti-gas suits, respirators, radiation detectors and wireless equipment Q
Although this equipment was needed, the DailyColonist sarcastically noted that
it was barely enough to supply the needs of one city."
Defence against sabotage was another facet of civil defence," Western
Canadians were troubled by reports that fifth-column elements were active in
Canada, and they were advised that the best defence against fifth columnists was
to report any suspicious activity to the responsible authorities. The president of
the American Water Works Contractors Association told delegates attending its
1951 convention that Winnipeg's waterworks could easily be destroyed by a
few carefully placed sticks of dynamite." Since the waterworks of other
Canadian cities were just as vulnerable he appealed to municipalities to develop
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emergency water supply systems. What he failed to mention was that these
auxiliaryfacilitiescouldbeas easilydestroyed.WhenEdmonton's civil defence
coordinator, Brigadier J.C. Jefferson, advised Edmontonians to stock
emergencysuppliesoffood, water andother necessities, the Edmonton Bulletin
called the proposal "uneconomic and senseless . . . If the water supply is
threatened, BrigadierJefferson's job is to see that it is adequately protectedand
not to set timorous souls to filling tubs and wash boilersevery clear and moonlit night.,,66 Apparentlythe paper's editor was concernedthat these statements
wereundulyalarming; theycouldonly leadto uncertainandpossiblydisastrous
results. While the Edmonton Bulletin stoppedjust shortof recommending censorship of civil defence information, other western Canadians importunedthe
governmentto publicizewhatevercivildefenceinformationwas available. One
BritishColumbiapoliticianstatedthat
Civildefence is nota matter to keepthewraps on.By its proper direction theduties,
andburdens, andsafety of thecivilian population aredetermined. If in Canada the
importance of civildefence hasbeenunderrated bythose responsible, it maybeas
wellnowratherthanlater-to takestepsto remedy whatcouldprove a veryinconvenient miscalculation. fi1

Anothercivildefenceadvocateclaimedthat if thepublicwas informedon what
to do during an attack, there would be the added benefit that the enemy would
know Canadians werepreparedto deal with an attackon their country.68
The national railway workers' strike of August 1950 appeared to many
westernCanadiansas evidenceof Communisteffortsto sabotage Canada's war
effort.The strikewassaidto be Communist-inspired becauseit was abettingthe
enemy at a time when solidarity was necessary." Once the railway workers
returned to work concernwith a Communistunderground diminished, only to
increase a few monthslater upon publicationof an articlein Maclean's, " The
Reds Are Ready to Wage War Inside Canada," by T.O. McMannis. 70
McMannis, a former executivemember of the Communist party, wrote that in
theeventof a warbetweentheWestand theSovietUnionit washisdutyto transform severalthousand party supportersinto an underground army, The party's
overall objective, to paralyze the economy and the Canadian government,
would be achieved by means of strikes in key industries. McMannis's article
wascontroversial, andreactionin the press suggestedthat Communists be dealt
with quickly. One editor asked: "If communists are known to be plotting
againstthe stateare they traitorsnow, and as such shouldthey not be dealt with
withoutwaitingfor a war to happen?' ,71
Severalweeks after the publicationof McMannis's article a number of fires
werereportedat a Torontoarmory,The army's publicrelationsofficerreported
that Communists werethe suspectedculprits.The DailyColoniststated:
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the Toronto incident is a reminder that communists are ready and willing to
sabotage vitaldefence stores at the slightest opportunity. Perhaps a returnto wartimesecurity measures of identification is due if therearmament program is not to
be toovulnerable to suchattempts at hamstringing thisnation'spreparedness,"

There was considerable speculation on how many Communist saboteurs
were active in Canada. During the 1951 session of the Alberta legislature,
Ministerof MunicipalAffairs C.F. Gerhart guessedthat betweenfive and six
hundred saboteurs were in Alberta waiting for the opportunity to cripple the
province's industries." He had no concreteevidence to supporthis allegation
since there were no public statistics on the numbearof active Communists in
Canada, soheextrapolated usingAmerican statistics. An American government
reportconcluded thatat leastsixty-fivethousandCommunist saboteurs livedin
theUnitedStates.Canada's population was one-tenth thatof theUnitedStates,
andonthisbasisGerhartcalculated thepotentialnumberof saboteurs operating
in Canadaand in Alberta. Elmer Roper, the Alberta CCF leader, objected to
Gerhart'simplication thatthe working classwas a sourceofpotentialsaboteurs
and traitors, believing that traitors were more likely to be found higher up the
economic ladder." Whatever the socio-economic background of these
saboteurs the Albertan, which followed the legislative debates, was sure that
Communists wereto be foundin Alberta. It notedthat in Calgaryalone,during
the previous election, five hundred votes had been cast for Communist candidates. In the Albertan's view this was evidenceenoughto warrantincreased
surveillance of suspected Communists, and it reminded its readers that they
were obliged to spy on their neighbours, and to report any evidence of
Communist underground activity to the prop~r authorities,"
By the end of 1952 western Canadians and the western press had become
complacent. The militarystalement in Korea had lessenedtheir fears; the war
had not escalated as many had predicted. Yet in this subduedatmosphere the
provincial and federal governments continued their civil defence planning.
Withintwoyearsanearlywarning system(thePinetreeSystem) wascompleted,
stretching fromVancouver Islandto Newfoundland. Consisting of thirty radartracking stations, it was thecontinent'sfirst lineof defenceagainstattackandit
complemented the air raid sirenswhichhad beendistributed to Canadian cities
during the Korean War. Developments in long distance aircraft design and
capability would ultimately lead to the development of the Distant Early
Warning and Mid-Canada Line.76 Despite all the criticismof its civil defence
plans,thegovernment maintained thatevacuation, dispersion, andconstruction
of bomb shelters were the best means of civil defence, and the sirens found
throughout Canadaareatestament to a generation whichbelievedanotherworld
warcouldhappenin its lifetime.
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BookReviews
An Act of Faith: The Early Years of Regina College, by James M. Pitsula.
Regina: CanadianPlains Research Center, 1988. pp. 169.

No one ever said that life on the CanadianPlains was easy. Both individuals
and institutions have to struggle to survive in a harsh environment, and sometimes go underin spite of heroic efforts. So it was with Regina College,founded
in 1911 only to lose its independence in 1934. It clung to life as a two-year
college run by the University of Saskatchewan, however, and several decades
later formed the basis of the University of Regina.
Professor Pitsula, who teaches history at the University of Regina, shows in
this interesting and well-illustrated book that the college owed its existence to
two main forces. One was the Methodist interest in secondary and postsecondaryeducation;the other was the disappointmentmany citizensin Regina
felt when the Board of Governorsof the Universityof Saskatchewandecided to
locate that institution in Saskatoon. Regina businessmen,enthusiastic boosters
of theircity, wereparticularlyeager to have aninstitutionof higherlearning.Not
only wasit a sortof urban status symbol,butit promisedto be goodfor business.
Employees of the institution would spend their paychequesin the city; students
attracted to the college from the countryside would also make a contribution to
the local economy.
Families of modest means were aware that it would be cheaper to give their
children a college educationin Regina; educationaland more generallycultural
considerations also played a part. But Methodist commitment and civic determination together formed the essential basis for the institution that opened its
door to students in grades nine through twelve (the last of these was the
equivalent of first year Arts) in the fall of 1911. In 1926 instruction was
expanded to include second year Arts; by 1927just over half of the enrolment
was in universitylevel courses.
Soon after opening, the college experiencedits first budgetarycrisis. It never
had an endowmentincome worth mentioning, and lived chiefly on tuition fees
and donations. The latter, which had to be used for capital as well as operating
expenses, naturally fell off in times of economic trouble such as the pre-war
depression and the early war years. After barely surviving this challenge,
Regina College flourished during the 1920s. The Dirty Thirties proved too
much for it, however:by 1933collapse was imminent. No longer was Principal
Ernest William Stapleford, who had guided college affairs since 1915, able to
keep the college's head above water. His hope that the institution might survive
throughexpandinginto the third and fourthyears of Arts was doomed. Not only
89
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was the money lacking, but the University of Saskatchewan's president, Walter
C. Murray, was adamantly opposed to the scheme and used his influence to kill
it.

If Stapleford is this book's hero, Murray comes very close to being its villain.
He had wanted the university to be in the capital city, but once the decision had
been reached to place it in Saskatoon he used every possible trick to prevent a
rival institution from taking shape in Regina. Above all he feared a competing
claimant on public funds. He could tolerate a private college that straddled
secondary and university education, but anything more ambitious than that he
regarded as a deadly menace. The university's absorption of the college was a
triumph for him, a galling defeat for Stapleford.
Three aspects of Pitsula's volume are particularly worthy of note. The first is
his portrayal of the key role that the music department of the college played in
Regina's cultural life. Without it the city would have been a duller place. The
second is his thorough and sensitive treatment of the college's students and
student life. Two of the chapters are devoted to these subjects; they.are the most
fascinating in the book.
.
Related to the second aspect is the third, the conflict between accessibility
and centralization that underlay much of the difference between Stapleford and
Murray. "Murray's policy of centralization served the interests of the
University of Saskatchewan, which he equated with the interests of the people
of Saskatchewan," Pitsula writes, "Stapleford's policy would have opened
educational opportunities more widely" (p. 148).
Centralization meant that the university got whatever public funds were
available for higher education, allowing it to offer a higher quality ofinstruction
than would have been the case had these funds been spread more thinly. But the
instruction was available to fewer students. A good many students of Regina
College simply did not transfer to Saskatoon to complete their undergraduate
education. The costs of studying in another city were a major deterrent.
Not until 1959 did the University ofSaskatchewan decide to implement a full
degree program at Regina; in 1974 government intervention brought about an
independent university. The expanded instruction was posthumous vindication
of Stapleford's views. The college that Pitsula describes and the university that
eventually succeeded it have served the city and the province creditably with the
means available. A recent McGill graduate wrote in the September 1988 issue
of Saturday Night that the University of Regina lacks justification and should
be closed down. Framed in apparent ignorance of the history of the institution
and the province, and in disdain for the principle of accessibility to higher
education, the opinion has no real merit. Its author, Linda From, ought to read
this book, and not she alone. It is an intelligent account of an institution, its staff
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and its students, and a useful addition to the growing list of books on the history
of higher education in Canada.
Michiel Horn
Department of History
Glendon College of York University

The American West as Living Space, by Wallace Stegner. Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 1987. pp. 89.
, 'The West ... is a splendid habitat for a limited population living within the
country's rules of sparseness and mobility." So wrote Wallace Stegner in this
beautifully crafted study. It is a slender volume distilled from a lifetime spent
exploring the American and (to a lesser extent) the Canadian west.
The book is derived from lectures delivered at the University of Michigan in
1986. In those lectures Stegner dissected three interrelated themes basic to the
American western experience: aridity, mobility and space. He points out the
rigorous limits imposed on westerners by the shortage of water, limits that can
be nudged slightly but not dramatically altered. He dwells on the continuous
mobility of most of the region's people, a mobility that makes a sense of place
impossible except for those small groups living in a few lingering communities.
He laments the lack of a sense of place, a vision of belonging lost in the space of
the great plains and the coastal regions.
Because of these characteristics most westerners did not generally adapt
themselves and their practices to their environment; instead, they sought to
make "country and climate" fit their "existing habits and desires." They
"tried to make the arid West into what it was never meant to be and cannot
remain, the Garden of the World and the home of multiple nations. "
Until recently, Stegner argues, the federal government was a moderating
force in the exploitation of the American west. It created parks, protected
forests, preserved endangered species, and maintained the natural beauty of the
more impressive areas. He then attacks that government, as have others, for its
recent complicity in the overmanagement of water resources: the vast network
of dams that have emasculated rivers, leached lands, depleted underground
water, and created alkali flats. In all of this assault on nature, Stegner points out,
the ultimate conceit was the belief that humans couldignore the gods and control nature in their own interests. The price of that conceit, as he shows, has been
high and, in future generations, the costs will grow.
Finally, he sadly reviews western culture, or the lack of it. The villain of the
piece has been the lack of texture in the regional culture: the victory of space
over place, mobility over permanence, boosterism over reverence, privilege
over democracy, speculation over agrarianism, lawlessness over social order.
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He points out how the mythical hero ofthe west, the cowboy, is a minority figure
and, in fact, rarely if ever existed as he has been commonly portrayed. The result
is that the myth is inadequate to inform an understanding of the region, particularly an understanding of its most recent past. The real west for Stegner is to
be found in those small, often isolated, communities that somehow, despite all
odds, managed to make themselves into places.
It is difficult to argue with someone having a lover's quarrel with a lifetime's
passion. Stegner has roamed his region for decades, sampled its varieties, and
communicated with its people. His approach is that of a writer of literature;
qualitative not quantitative, provocatively declamatory not rigidly analytical.
He deals with attitudes and general assumptions and only selectively with
government policies and the machinations of the capitalist victory over
agrarianism. Someday, disciplined social scientists will write a thorough
analysis of the vast topic Stegner embraced. They will document those forces
that shaped and in some ways emasculated the American west; perhaps they will
be even kinder to the individuals and groups Stegner denounces. It is doubtful,
however, that the essential tragedies Stegner describes will be ignored or
watered down; nor will his view of the importance of continuous mobility,
overly aggressive water management, and a weak sense of place he denied. He
may not have written the definitive word on the American west, but he has
created a powerful vantage point.
A Canadian should not read this book smugly. It is true that Canadians have
a more accurate view of the roles of governments-good and bad-in western
development, largely because many Canadians-even in the 1980s-believe
that governments can responsibly and effectively manage economic and social
change. Canadians, however, are caught in similar romanticism about the rural
west, to the extent that the nature of the modem west is dimly understood.
Canadians, too, embraced the possibility of man's domination over nature to
their cost as David Jones has shown in his studies of southern Alberta. Even
more disturbingly, Stegner's challenge of the American western culture leads
one to wonder about the uniqueness of western Canadianism in a homogenized
world: perhaps only the rhetoric and the eternal note of self-interest remain.
It is, in short, an engaging book, a powerful humanist's summation of the
thought of several decades. It deserves a wide audience.
Ian MacPherson
Department of History
University of Victoria
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Empire ofDust: Settling and Abandoning the Prairie Dry Belt, by David C.
Jones. Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1987. pp. 316.
As drought afflicts southern Alberta and Saskatchewan in the 1980s,
politicians and their media equivalents prattle about the current emergency and
refer to parallels with the 1930s. Only occasionally does an informed opinion
intrude to place the crisis in the broader perspectives of the 1980s and virtually
no one examines the long-term settlement and climatic cycle. David Jones's
excellent book reminds us, among other things, that the history of prairie
agriculture is one of continuous difficulties and disruptions and that times of
stability and prosperity are exceptional rather than typical.
Jones argues that a cycle ofsettlement and disaster occurred in the ' 'dry belt"
of southeastern Alberta and southwestern Saskatchewan from the early 1910s
to the mid -1920s. The text is a narrative about this cycle, concentrating on a triangle of land bounded by Lethbridge, Maple Creek and Hanna and particularly
the hinterland of a townsite between Brooks and Medicine Hat variously called
Langevin, Carlstadt and Alderson. Empire ofDust explains how the' 'planning
of Nineveh" was the result of a great deal of pressure from local entrepreneurs
and land hungry farmers as well as scientists, businessmen and politicians.
Boosterism led to settlement and a very brief period in which full crops were
produced when high prices and an anomalous rainy spell coincided. By the end
of the 1910s, normal low rainfall triggered a crisis in which farms were abandoned and people left in droves, much more so proportionately than at any time
or in any place in modem prairie history. The volume examines both the broad
pattern of farm abandonment and the informal and organized responses to this
ordeal. These responses ranged from the useless, such as hiring rainmakers and
promoting further irrigation, to the remarkable, including the reorganization of
local government and the legislation of debt adjustment. The centre of the dry
belt was subject to major administrative intrusions. Edmonton imposed a kind
of trusteeship over the Hanna and Alderson areas for many years and Ottawa
simply removed the remaining farmers from the Tilley East block when it
created the Suffield Experimental Range in 1940.
Jones wants this book to appeal as both popular and academic history. He has
succeeded splendidly in his intention and he is fully justified in taking the
stylistic and methodological chances it requires. He relies on a vast range of
anecdotes about individuals and institutions as he shifts among the themes of
settlement and boosterism, social organization and institutional responses. The
themes he addresses are important as are his discussions of the origins and adaptation of farmers to the environment, of their social life and institutions and of
the political and economic consequences of the disaster of the 1920s.
Although this is one of the most engaging and stimulating books on western
history written in the past decade, it can be criticized on two or three points.
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First, important as his argument is in disspelling the great depression-centred
historiography, Jones tends to create another myth about early settlement. His
account of the 1920s disruption is both arresting and convincing, but Jones does
not necessarily show that the difficult experiences ofdrought and farm abandonment were any more disruptive economically or socially than their prior
experience. Farm families were used to lives of great toil, heartbreak and, it
appears, considerable disruption. Jones's anecdotal recounting of difficulties,
then, may be challenged because he does not establish whether they were
abnormal or not.
Second, like much contemporary scholarly and popular writing, Jones overstates the extent to which his book revises informed study of the settlement
experience. Excellent works from the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s, studies that
Jones certainly acknowledges and praises, have dealt with aspects ofthe dry belt
disaster, notably W.A. Mackintosh's economic geography, Jean Burnet's
sociology and Wallace Stegner's memoir. It is striking nonetheless that denial
of this vein of writing as well as ignorance of personal experience in the
thousands and local histories by the score are found in mainstream and popular
history as well as media claptrap. Jones's book leaves scholars with no further
excuse to oversimplify prairie settlement.
Finally, Jones's brisk narrative raises further questions about the important
institutional changes that the crisis induced. Were there pressures from other
sources on the Alberta government and was the Alberta case unique? Debt
adjustment is historically interesting in reshaping Alberta credit and relevant to
the contemporary farm crisis. Much more can be done on it. Jones's discussion
of the reform of educational curriculum and the imposition of "consolidated"
school boards in the drought areas is fascinating. It is hardly a criticism ofJones
that he makes it clear we need further works on the schools and farming,
including the sheep ranching industry he all too briefly discusses.
Pedants should be warned that Jones does not construct a systematic base of
evidence from which he develops these themes. Rather he culls a broad range of
descriptive sources like newspapers and memoirs as well as government reports
and surveys to make his arguments. He refuses to follow the typical academic
models of economy-class plain prose or first-class obfuscation. He also dares,
successfully, to use metaphor and adjective to elaborate his narrative.
Jones's book joins a distinguished list of local studies in Alberta history,
older works like Jean Burnet's on the Hanna district and Carl Dawson's on the
Peace River country and recent studies like Andrew den Otter's on the Galts and
Lethbridge, and Paul Voisey's on settlement in the Vulcan district. In its own
terms and as part of a fine historiographical pattern, Empire of Dust helps to
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break down the image of stifling uniformity and smug prosperity that modern
Alberta has acquired.
Barry Ferguson
St. John's College
University of Manitoba

Vulcan: The Making of a Prairie Community, by Paul Voisey. Toronto:
University of Toronto Press.
The principal thrust of Canadian historical scholarship traditionally has been
on industry and urban development as indicative of progress. Even such timehonoured subjects as the confederation movement still stress that this
constitutional event paved the way for industrial growth, and those "fathers"
who perceived it that way get the most press. Likewise, "social history" is often
defined simply as labour and working-class responses to industrialization in its
various forms. The reality, not yet adequately represented in scholarly writing,
is that only select parts ofparticular regions are even now predominantly urban,
while for the remainder the "country" is seldom far from the doorstep.
To be fair, there is increasing interest in rural studies which are not of the nostalgic variety, with French Canada leading the way because writers there realize
that to adequately understand change in that delicate cultural environment
requires a penetrating examination ofits rural roots. Similar studies also attempt
to penetrate agricultural Ontario's past. Yet, despite the extensive historiography of the western Canadian region, which is arguably the most rural part of
the country, Paul Voisey's Vulcan: The Making ofa Prairie Community is the
first really systematic historical dissection of even part of prairie society.

Vulcan is more than just the first of its kind; it is one of the most important
volumes on western Canada to appear in the past decade because its approach
will contribute eventually to our understanding of the entire region. Not only
does Voisey take serious exception to some interpretative icons as he subjects
the historical development of this thousand-square-mile southern Alberta
region to the microscope, but his meticulous analysis provides the reader with
an extremely useful encyclopedia to evaluate the multitude of factors
influencing prairie agriculture.
Voisey admits that the Vulcan area was ideally suited to detailed scrutiny. It
was relatively homogeneous, being geographically uniform and conveniently
distant from major urban influences. Moreover, as the book's first section on
pioneers relates, Vulcan's founding settlers were of similar background, all
being speculators of modest means and surprisingly mobile. Yet most of them
came from English-speaking areas either in the United States or Ontario and
thus they shared the same progressive attitudes and beliefs in modern scientific
methods. Since they came from a variety of occupations their initial desire was
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not to settle like nineteenth-century yeomen, but to profit from the unique
opportunity for good cheap land which western Canada provided. Voisey's
figures on absentee landowners are proof positive of this assertion.
In the growing number of villages and towns which sprang up to serve
Vulcan area pioneers the same desire to gamble for high stakes prevailed. Thus
self-promotion (' 'boosterism' ') was common as all communities sought a competitive edge which would attract services, amenities, and newcomers which
would in tum drive up land prices. Consequently, townspeople even promoted
natural calamities like the Vulcan tornado to get their community "on the
map." Unfortunately, while they also worked hard to be connected to rail lines
and roads, once these came they undermined community viability by opening
up the local market to outside competitors. However, the depression of 1913 did
the most to temper their opportunism because considerable vacant urban land
was abandoned by speculators. Thus some town dwellers, like the farmers
around them, realized their dreams early, while the rest were forced to stay and
develop the community which is the focus of this study.
Above all Voisey argues that Vulcan area society evolved as a result of its
people adapting past experience to existing conditions. For example, the cultural baggage Vulcan area farmers brought with them argued for mixed farming,
but factors like high land prices, chronic labour shortages, and a series of good
harvests which sold out at a considerable profit meant that King Wheat became
the dominant crop. Yet all the while they persisted in paying lip service to diversity of product development. Meanwhile, their views on the advantages of the
economies of scale inherent in mega- farms also evaporated early in favour of a
farm unit consisting of two to four quarter-sections on which a single family
could grow wheat profitably with a minimum of constraints. Similarly, local
conditions forced them to abandon neat but destructive dry farming techniques
practiced elsewhere in favour of trash farming which left the soilless susceptible to the strong winds from the nearby foothills.
The same adaptation of external practices to local conditions prevailed in the
social institutions Vulcan area residents enjoyed. Low population density
resulted in few facilities and even these had to serve a number of social functions. Schools for example, as elsewhere in the region, were of the
interdenominational, one-room variety to give everyone relatively easy access,
with the consequence that the education provided was rudimentary and underfunded with a high turnover of inexperienced teachers. Only the bigger towns
had better. As for religious observances, Voisey concludes that "church going
had little to do with religion" and more to do with social intercourse as churches
became simply places shared by all those who lived near by. What developed
instead was a practical ecumenism as clergymen, also poorly qualified and
poorly paid, kept their message intentionally vague so as not to offend paying
parishioners. For similar practical reasons, most social organizations served up
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a variety of often unrelated activities to justify the time and effort made by those
present to attend. For this reason golfing devotee Voisey admits that curling
became the region's most popular sport because not only did it conform to the
fanners' work schedule but it combined competition with an opportunity to
"visit.' ,
Practical considerations based on local circumstances governed the nature of
the Vulcan area social structure as well. By their own admission, whether they
lived in town or on the farm, residents considered themselves "in the same
boat" as everyone else and therefore mutual dependence was essential to
preserve the few social institutions they had. That, plus shared experience,
reduced to insignificance traditional points of friction prevalent in older, more
heavily populated areas. Voisey contends that disputes over weed and animal
control created the only serious arguments among neighbours. Moreover, class
lines blurred because circumstance often erased differences between farm or
business size and relative wealth, "ne'er do wells" and itinerant farm workers
being the only ones considered to be of lower status. To compensate, residents
generally focussed their animosity outward against anonymous forces like the
CPR. While this reviewer has trouble imagining such a stress-free environment
anywhere in the region, who should know better than the author, himself a
native of the Vulcan area. Besides, this point alone serves as an excellent yard
(metre) stick against which to measure other areas in the prairie region.
To conclude, Paul Voisey's portrait of the Vulcan area is of a progressive,
egalitarian society with democratic instincts. While this description appears to
confirm the frontier interpretation first posited by Frederick Jackson Turner late
in the last century, Voisey refuses to make this association. In fact, he is even
reluctant to give primacy to anyone of a number of factors related to "heritage,
metropolis, frontier and environment," all of which he considers important in
shaping Vulcan area society. Instead, he recognizes that the complexity of the
past eludes simple explanation and that there were a number offorces, including
Lady Luck, at work at anyone time and their relative importance depended on
individual circumstances and personalities. In fact it is the extremely adaptable
pioneer who emerges as the principal formative influence on Vulcan area
society in Voisey's study. He challenges others to measure other areas using the
same degree of care and attention.
What will the legacy of this seminal work on prairie society be? One hopes
that Voisey will be able to spawn at least a small industry employing a cadre of
graduate students beavering away on similar studies of other narrowly circumscribed areas of the prairies using his careful, painstaking methods. To do
the job for the entire region, however, is too great a job for one advisor alone.
Hopefully other scholars, both those who concur and those who resist Voisey' s
conclusions, will scrutinize different regions which are, by virtue oftheir greater
diversity, less easy to study than Vulcan is. From the composite should emerge
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a synthesis which helps to explain Canada's rural past not as a period that was
put aside in favour of progress but one from which modern Canada continues to
emerge, and which still contributes to its changing personality.
Joe Cherwinski
Department of History
Memorial University of Newfoundland

Scalping and Torture: Warfare Practices Among North American Indians.
Ohsweken: Iroqrafts Reprints, 1985. pp. 225; Hair Pipes in Plains Indian
Adornment, by J.C. Ewers. Ohsweken: Iroqrafts Reprints, 1985. pp. 85.
Scalping and Torture reprints three essays that have become classics: Georg
Friederici's "Scalping in America, " Gabriel Nadeau's' 'Indian Scalping Technique in Different Tribes, " and Nathaniel Knowles's "The Torture ofCaptives
by the Indians of Eastern North America." Friederici's essay is an extract from
his doctoral dissertation, first published in German in 1906; Nadeau's was read
before the seventeenth annual meeting of the American Association of the
History of Medicine in 1941; and Knowles's first appeared in Proceedings of
the American Philosophical Society 82, no. 2 (March 1940). Nadeau's essay is
descriptive and technical in nature.
Since neither scalping nor torture were unique to Amerindians-indeed, both
were practiced in Europe-the question immediately arises as to why so much
attention has been paid to these phenomena in the Americas. Few European
histories include Herodotus's description of Scythian scalping, published in
1502; neither do they dwell on the techniques oftorture that were an integral part
ofinstitutional judicial systems until well into the eighteenth century. But in the
Americas, until recently, colonial histories have routinely included the subject
of Amerindian torture, some of them going into grisly detail. The answer lies
partly in the fact that in Europe scalping had been an ancient practice in a limited
region and had fallen into disuse; it was not remembered or even known except
to the elite few who read Herodotus. As for torture, it was practiced in the
Americas in a different context than in Europe, which Europeans found
horrifying. In their view, the image of Amerindians as brutal savages, living
without faith, law or king was reinforced by detailed accounts of their bloodier
practices. Seventeenth-century Europeans, in the process ofestablishing nationstates, regarded torture as necessary for the administration of law and order,
using fear to inspire respect among their citizens for state authority, personified
by the king. Indirectly, it was also used for the maintenance of the faith. Most
Amerindians who practiced torture belonged to non-state societies, and used it
against outside enemies, thus demonstrating their community solidarity and
superiority over hostile outside forces. One of the most ironic passages in the
JesuitRelations describes Father Jean-Paul Mercier's attempt to explain that the
French use of torture was' 'civilized," while that of the Hurons was' 'savage."
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Europeans wanted to believe in Amerindian savagery; for one thing, it justified
(at least in their own eyes) their colonization of the Americas. Judicial torture
was a feature of colonial government in the Americas, and was practiced by all
the colonizing powers.
Friederici says that while scalping was being practiced in North America
when Europeans arrived, it was on a regional basis. With the introduction of
firearms and the steel knife, and later ofbounties paid by Europeans, its practice
became nearly universal north of Mexico, except for certain points on the
Pacific slope and among the Inuit and Athapascans of the north and northwest
Scalps were only one of the war trophies that could be taken from the human
body, on the principle that the part represented the whole. The "whole," incidentally, included not only the body but also the soul. Originally, only the
enemy could be scalped; Amerindians who had been executed by their own
people were not treated in this way. That scalp trophies evolved from head
trophies is indicated by Native pictographs, in which scalped bodies are represented as headless. Friederici points to the Puritans ofNew England as being the
first to pay bounties, in 1637-in that case for heads, as scalping was not yet
practiced in that region. Later, as the colonial wars dispersed populations, the
custom appeared in the Caribbean and parts of South America. Interestingly
enough, it was never adopted by the Inuit, even though they often suffered that
fate at the hands of neighbouring Algonquians.
Scalping was also part of the torture complex. Nathanial Knowles discerns
three distinct patterns of behaviour in this regard. In the "Old Southeastern
Pattern," extending from Texas to the Atlantic seaboard, scalps or heads were
used as sacrificial offerings to the supernatural; acquiring these trophies was
more important than bringing back captives. Torturing was generally· absent,
except on the lower Mississippi, where it was strongly oriented toward religion,
and took the form of. attaching the victim to a frame. When captives were
tortured, they were often ceremoniously scalped beforehand. Cannibalism was
not a part of this tradition, except among southern Caddoans. Along this
region's Atlantic seaboard, there were no reports of torture until long after the
European intrusion-in some cases as long as two centuries later. When it did
finally appear, it seems to have been as a retaliatory measure.
The' 'Intrusive Southeastern Pattern," which is roughly identified with the
Muskhogean peoples, also emphasized the value of scalps over that ofprisoners.
This importance was connected with placating the ghosts ofthe dead, and scalps
were given to mourning relatives rather than being offered to the supernatural.
Also, as with the Atlantic coast, there is no indication of torture until two
hundred years after European contact, and when it does appear, it is in the
European pole and stake pattern. There may also have been some Iroquois
influence.
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The" Iroquois Pattern" placed a different value on scalps than those we have
been considering. For the Iroquois, they were badges of merit, proofs of valour.
However, captives were more important; those who were not tortured were
adopted, a practice the Iroquois carried further than any other eastern tribe. Their
platform torture appears to have been derived from human sacrifice to the Sun
or War God, and became more intensive with the upsurge of war during the
colonial period. Neighbouring Algonquians borrowed some of its practices.
The conclusion to be drawn from these essays is that while the origins of
Amerindian scalping and torture are lost in the mists of time, these practices
were greatly encouraged and developed by the advent of Europeans. This
occurred because of the introduced technology, but also because of European
example and war policies.
The "hair pipes" of I.C. Ewer's survey are the long, tapering shell beads,
also called' 'hair bobs," which became so popular among Plains Amerindians
during the nineteenth" century. Prehistorically, tubular ornaments had been
made by Eastern Woodlands Amerindians from shell, bone, stone, and copper,
and had been worn as hair ornaments, as well as ear pendants, chokers, and
necklaces. Specimens have been recovered archaeologically that date back four
thousand years. European traders sought to improve on the Native product, and
began offering tapering, cylindrical beads made of glass, brass and silver.
However, the glass proved fragile, while the silver was expensive; little is
known of the brass beads, which are very rare. It was not until some enterprising
colonists in New Jersey mechanized Amerindian techniques for producing the
beads from conch shells that they became available in the quantity and quality
that made them acceptable for a widening trade during the nineteenth century.
Plains Amerindians, in particular, favoured them for breastplates, which
became more and more elaborate. Hair pipe ornaments in one form or another
became characteristic ofPlains Amerindian dress. In other words, industrialization combined with a traditional craft to enhance an Amerindian fashion that is
still with us.
Iroqrafts are to be congratulated for their initiative in making such studies
easily available.
Olive Patricia Dickason
Department of History
University of Alberta

Out of the Background: Readings on Canadian Native History, edited by R.
Fisher and K. Coates. Toronto: Copp Clark Pitman Ltd., 1988. pp. 294.
This reader is part of an inexpensive series, "New Canadian Readings."
designed to provide the student with a cross-section of scholarly writings in
Canadian history. Its fourteen articles cover Canadian Indian history in various
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geographic areas: British Columbia, the Prairies, the Yukon and the Maritimes.
Other issues are covered, including the fur trade, Indian women and the Fourth
World.
Bruce Trigger's "The Historian's Indian: Native Americans in Historical
Writing from Charlevoix to the Present" looks at developments in the field of
ethnohistory and notes the challenges faced in overcoming rigid interpretations
of the past. He emphasizes the need to recognize and understand the validity of
Native perceptions of history. L.F.S. Upton's "The Extermination of the
Beothuks of Newfoundland" examines the events leading to the extermination
of that Newfoundland group. Upton comes to the unusual conclusion that the
Beothuks may have survived had they chosen to make greater contact with, rather than isolate themselves from Europeans. Calvin Martin's' 'The European
Impact on the Culture of a Northeastern Algonquian Tribe: An Ecological
Interpretation" looks at the disruptive impacts of disease and European
colonization upon the Micmacs. Martin argues that in the process of adjusting
to an altered environment, traditional Indian values were compromised. Bruce
Trigger's' 'The Road to Affluence: Reassessment of Early Huron Responses to
European Contact" argues that archaeological data provide evidence that major
changes were occurring among the Hurons prior to European contact, and that
such dynamics must be taken into account in interpreting Indian-French history.
Cornelius Jaenen in "Amerindian Views of French Culture in the Seventeenth
Century" notes the difficulties associated with interpreting Indian attitudes,
particularly when faced with reliance on European written records. Jaenen observes that Indians held both positive and negative attitudes towards the French,
being impressed by aspects of their technology, religion and medicine but
unimpressed by French physique, stamina, hygiene and social attitudes. He concludes that Indians were not convinced that Europeans were superior. In
"Indians as Consumers in the Eighteenth Century" Arthur Ray argues that Indians were economically astute. They were shrewd bargainers, capable of
manipulating competition and keenly aware of the quality of trade goods they
received. Sylvia Van Kirk in "Women in Between: Indian Women in Fur Trade
Society in Western Canada" explores the worlds of the Natives and the role of
women in their relationships with the trading companies. Robin Fisher's "The
Image of the Indian" documents the deterioration of attitudes towards Indians
which occurred during the rapid shift from the fur trade to a settler society on
Canada's West Coast. In "Canada's Subjugation of the Plains Cree, 18791885" John Tobias dismisses the notion that Canadian Indian policy was
honourable and just. He points out that Indians did in fact take a politically active role in attempting to resolve their differences with the Canadian
government. Clarence Bolt's' 'The Conversion of the Port Simpson Tsimshian:
Indian Control or Missionary Manipulation1" examines the Indian responses to
missionary presence and argues that Indians followed an agenda of their own
making. Ken Coates's "Best Left as Indian: The Federal Government and the
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Indians of the Yukon, 1894-1950" describes how Indian policy in the Yukon
differed from that in other parts of Canada. In the Yukon there was not such an
intense effort to assimilate the Indians. "Maps of Dreams" is an excerpt from
Hugh Brody's Maps and Dreams: Indians and the British Columbia Frontier
(Vancouver: Douglas and McIntyre, 1981). He reveals Indian concepts which
are somewhat analogous to the white man's mapmaking. In "Negotiating the
Indian Problem" Noel Dyck points out that historians play an important role in
interpreting the past to bring about positive contemporary change. George
Manuel, a Shuswap Indian and former president ofthe National Indian Brotherhood, argues in "The Fourth World" that there is a need to recognize aboriginal
populations as distinct groups. This section is from the book of the same name.
Overall, the book offers a good variety ofselections by geographical area and
topic. One important area it does not address, unfortunately, is theory and
methodology. The study of Indians is unique in terms of a broad ideological
context, and the value of such study needs to be assessed. It would have been
desirable to include Native scholars who are interpreting Indian history from an
Indian perspective. One of the other weaknesses of the collection is that many
of the articles are old and overused. Seven of the fourteen articles were
published between 1974 and 1980, and of the remaining articles the two most
recent were published in 1986. As a 1988 publication, there should have been
recognition of the significant amount of other recent historical writing on
Indians.
A. Blair Stonechild
Saskatchewan Indian Federated College
University of Regina

"The OrdersoftheDreamed": GeorgeNelson on Cree andNorthern Ojibwa
Religion and Myth, 1823, by Jennifer S.H. Brown and Robert Brightman.
Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 1988. pp. 226.
In the spring of 1823, a Hudson's Bay Company clerk at Lac la Ronge (northeastern Saskatchewan) sent a letter journal to his father in Lower Canada. In it,
he described what he had learned about Indian religion and oral tradition during
his previous nineteen years of service. Jennifer Brown and Robert Brightman
present Nelson's observations in conjunction with their own biographical introduction and a chapter on "Northern Algonquian Religious and Mythic Themes
and Personages. " They also present a personal commentary by Cree writer,
Stan Cuthand, and a perspective on publishing historical documents by Native
scholar Emma LaRocque.
Nelson's journal is more than a documentary source ofinformation on the fur
trade economy. It is more, even, than a piece of social history describing fur
trade practices. It is, in fact, a piece of interpretive ethnography. Nelson writes
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in the voiceof participantobserveras in the following passagefrom whichthe
bookderives its title:
Theymakethemselves a bed ofGrass, orhayaswetermit,andhavebesidesenough
to make thema covering. Whenall thisis done-and theydoit entirely alone,they
stripstarknakedand put all theirthingsa good way off and thenreturn, lyon this
bedandthencoverthemselves withtherestof theGrass. Heretheyremain andendeavor to sleep, which from their nature is no very difficult task. But during
whatever time that may remain, they must neither eat or drink. If they want to
Dream of the Spiritsabove, their bed must be made at some distance from the
Ground. Heretheylyfora longeror shortertime,according to theirsuccess, or the
orders of theDreamed. (p. 34)

Nelson'svoiceresonates bestwiththevoicesof figures in Cree-Ojibway oral
tradition. He knowsthemasheknowshimself. Nelsondescribes hisowndream
experience, for instance, in order to explaina conventional Indianvisionof the
Sun as it appears in the heavens in humanform.This authorwasnot a "hit and
run" ethnographer, in the fieldfor onlythetimerequired to establisha position
withinthe academy. He spokeIndianlanguages, was healedby Indiandoctors
and was sustained by an Indianwife. Nelson's accountof the shakingtent and
the legendary characters conjuredwithinit provides a uniquely thick description of northern Algonquian ceremonial practice. Through Nelson's eyes we
enter the world of Cree and Ojibway ritual theatre. Flying Squirrel, we learn,
speaks in a contrary tongue like that encountered in dreams. "You must take
everything he says," Nelsontellsus, "as wedoourDreams,i.e.,theopposite."
Everyone jokesaboutLoon's cry, "I wanttohavea wife," butonlytheconjurer
caninterpret Buffalo's hoarseandrough speech, No onedaresspeakof him "in
a sarcastic or contemptuous manner. "
BrownandBrightman appenda convenient dramatis personae summarizing
the attributes of more than thirty characters whoappearon theconjurer's stage.
Theyalsoanalysemotifsandplotelements in convenient tabularform, Following Nelson's narrative, they give us a sixty-six-page essay on Northern
Algonquian mythic themes and personages. Their familiarity with Northern
Algonquian termsandconcepts makesthissectiona thoughtful essayoneastern
Subarctic cosmology. They point out that among the Northern Algonquians,
"mythic beingsare not confined to anotheror ancientworld,and their revelationsarenot a closedbook. Suchbeingsappearin dreamsandvisionsandin the
divination rituals of the conjuring or shaking lodge, and they may predictably
takeon a varietyof human, animalandotherformsin real-lifeencounters. Since
theyparticipate in the socialandmentallifeof ordinary humanbeings,theymay
be thoughtof as personsandclassificatory relatives" (p. 120).
Thebookis trulymultivocal in that we hearnot onlyNelson's voiceand that
of his editors,but alsothoseof contemporary Nativecritics,the descendants of
his nameless informants. Emma LaRocque points out that the Nelsonjournal
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is "both marvelous and problematic" in that it is rich ethnographically but
"eurocentric" in its interpretive categories. The implications of these
categories, she says, are radical. "Because Indians are supposedly within the
confines of a savagestate,theyremain'superstitious' whilecivilizedEuropeans
have'greatreligions'." As a memberof the editorialboardthatreviewedpublicationof Nelson's journal,LaRocquereviewsquestions' 'regardingethicsand
balancein scholarship" (p. 202). She concludes with the positive observation
that the religion,legendsand mythsdiscussedby Nelsonwere still beinglived
and recited in the community in which she grew up in the 1950s and 1960s.
"Scholars," she concludes, "are not solely dependent on the problematic
originalsources... culturalinformation can be receivedand tested againstthe
livingknowledge of many nativepersons" (p. 201).
Stan Cuthand, a Cree who was also an Anglicanpriest at La Ronge in the
1940s, givesa similarlypersonalperspective. In contrast to the rote learningof
his residential school training in the "precise factual world of the Anglican
church," at home he experienced "the free and allegorical [Cree] world ....
peopledby the heroesof the plains and the mythic beings of Cree spirituality"
(p. 189). Nelson's journal,he concludes, "shows a starkerreality" thantheharmony that is "the ideal we all strive for" (p. 197). "Story telling," he points
out, "takes time. Thatkind of time is not availableto manyof us now and so it
is necessary to commitsomeof thosestories topaperasNelsonhasdone ... His
text mayremind us of half forgotten tales,ideas and concepts, so that they can
be savedfor anothergeneration" (p. 198).
BrownandBrightmanhave givenus a sophisticated and multivocal reading
of whatmay be at onceone of the earliestand one of the most detailedwritten
textsfromthecomplexNorthern Algonquian thoughtworld. Theirbookislively
and elegant. Their scholarship includes Native as well as non-Native critical
perspectives. The toneof theirbookis nicelysetby a colourplateshowingapictograph from northern Saskatchewan. It is both a good read and an essential
reference work.
RobinRidington
Department of Anthropology and Sociology
University of BritishColumbia

Governments in Conflict? Provinces andIndian Nations in Canada, edited by
J. Anthony LongandMennoBoldt.·Toronto: University of TorontoPress, 1988.
Thisanthology surveys relationsbetweenprovincialgovernments andIndian
peoples in Canada, and includes contributions from senior government officials, Indian and non-Indian leaders, and prominentscholars in the field. The
bookis an updatedandexpandedversionof theproceedings of a conferenceon
Indian-Provincial Government Relations, sponsored by the Alberta Law
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Foundation and the University of Lethbridge in April 1986. The proceedings,
entitled Indian-Provincial Government Relationships, were edited by Boldt,
Long and Leroy Little Bear.
The historic relationship of Indian peoples to the federal government,
referred to in subsection 91(24) of the Constitution Act, 1867 (in which the
federal government is awarded jurisdiction over' 'Indians and land reserved for
the Indians' '), is juxtaposed with the major theme of the book-that the federal
government is attempting to transfer an increasingly large part of its responsibilities for Indian peoples to provincial governments. The role ofthe provinces
in future Indian policy, the editors argue, was set in the Constitution Act, 1982,
which gave provincial governments a central role in the development of future
Indian policy. The effect is a move from bilateral to trilateral (federal, provincial
and Indian) relations.
The readings are divided into six sections. The first addresses federal Indian
policy and the provinces, and contains an article entitled' 'Native Indian SelfGovernment: Instrument of Autonomy or Assimilation?," Boldt and Long's
major substantive contribution to the volume. It is a critical and hard-hitting
analysis. The authors focus on the institutional assimilation of Indians, from
"civilizing Indians" to the most recent effort of "self-government for
Indians, " which they characterize as municipal status within the framework of
Canadian federalism. They regard the constitutional process as a federal
government' 'side show, " which holds the attention of Indian people while the
real action takes place in the administrative arena, under the name of "community negotiations" for self-government. The objective of the federal
government is to incorporate Indian collectives into provincial government
structures and federal government line departments. Boldt and Long recommend that Indian people take a "grassroots approach," and bring their own
governments into being by unilateral, collective acts of will at the band or tribal
level. While the analysis is biting, the prescription is somewhat vague and less
convincing.
The next two sections focus on the role of the provinces in the constitutional
negotiations on aboriginal rights, and on provincial policy-making, structures
and programs. In the latter section, Eric Gourdeau crafts a superb summary of
Quebec's experience, from the status of land claims to the Income Security
Program of the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement. He also provides
us with excellent examples of how provincial governments can affect policy in
this field, as when, in 1980, the government of Quebec renounced the federal
distinction between status and non-status Indians in the application of provincial
taxation.
Sections four and five examine provincial governments and Indian land
claims. In the latter section, Douglas Sanders produces a superb summary of the
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issues in an article entitled "The Constitution, the Provinces and Aboriginal
Peoples."
The final section, on comparative perspectives on aboriginal peoples in
federal systems, is perhaps the strongest. It is also, coincidentally, a part of the
field most in need of solid work. David Getches writes on the American
experience of tribal and state governments, and describes the challenge
presented by the jurisdictional collage of three sovereignties: federal, state and
Indian. Brad Morse describes the Australian experience, and analyses its
implications for Canada. Gurston Dacks explores the relations between
aboriginal peoples and the government ofthe Northwest Territories. In addition,
this anthology includes appendices which provide an excellent selection of key
documents on Indian-provincial government relations.
To sum up, the volume is a fine introduction to a subject area which has
received little attention to date. The issues are well surveyed; the articles, while
somewhat uneven, are knowledgeable and provocative; the comparative
perspective is most welcome; and the appendices contain a useful collection of
reference documents. Governments in Conflict? will find an eager readership
among those interested in Native affairs, Canadian federalism and intergovernmental relations, and provincial governments.
David C. Hawkes
School of Public Administration
Carleton University

Continuity and Change Among Canadian Mennonite Brethren, by Peter M.
Hamm. Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1987.
Hamm has done an excellent job in this book of setting out the theoretical
framework for his analysis, providing the historical background to the Canadian
Mennonite Brethren Community for readers not familiar with the history, and
analysing the material in the light of his hypothesis.
The author hypothesizes that the viability of a sectarian group can be
examined by empirically measurable factors that contribute to the continuity of
a movement. The analysis of the Canadian Mennonite Brethren becomes a case
study. To explain the persistence ofthe sect, he analyses the process ofsacrelization within the Canadian Mennonite Brethren Church which ensures identity,
and the process of secularization which erodes identity, boundaries and structure. Hamm concludes that secularization is not excessively disruptive nor
· sacrelization only unifying. The balance between the two processes is important
to a continued viability and even vitality in a sect. "It is this dialectic ofintegration and differentiation which accounts for the continued viability of the
Canadian Mennonite Brethren. "
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The book, however, is more than a case study to test the utility of an identity
theory of religion. It is also a self-study in religious sociology. There are two
basic sources of information that have been used for the study. First of all, the
empirical data gathered in 1972 in a Church Member Profile of five Mennonite
and Brethren in Christ denominations. The second source of data comes from
the Conference yearbook.
The sources used in every aspect of the book are of the highest quality. The
thesis which formed the basis of this book was done at McMaster University
under Dr. Hans Mol who is a well-known authority in the sociology ofreligion.
Other sources are equally of high quality. The section on "Historical Background" uses recognized authorities in the field.
The book is written for the person who has a serious interest in the field. It is
not a book for the casual reader or for someone who has only general interest in
the subject.
Otto H. Driedger
Faculty ofSocial Work
University of Regina

Ethnicity on the GreatPlains, edited by Frederick C. Luebke. Lincoln: Center
for Great Plains Studies and University of Nebraska Press, 1980. pp. 237.
This book is an edited collection of twelve papers selected from the proceedings of the second annual symposium sponsored by the Center for Great Plains
Studies, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, held in April 1978. The symposium
attracted a wide variety of American, as well as some Canadian and European,
scholars from virtually all of the academic disciplines in the humanities and
social sciences concerned with ethnic studies. In order to encapsulate this
heterogeneity, the editor used several criteria in selecting the essays for publication in this volume. First and foremost, as explained in the preface, an attempt
was made to maintain a balance between academic disciplines, ethnic groups
treated, and geographical subregions of the Great Plains. Larger ethnic groups
were purportedly emphasized, also essays focussing on the interplay between
the physical environment and ethnic cultural patterns, and essays comparing
two or more groups.
But to what extent has the editor really succeeded in accomplishing these
aims? Apart from the introduction, which is written primarily from an
historiographical standpoint, of the twelve substantive contributions, four are
by historians, three each by geographers and anthropologists, and one each by a
sociologist and a folklorist. Given the fact that, of these disciplines, sociologists
seem to have traditionally devoted the most attention to ethnicity, ethnic groups,
and ethnic settlements, there would seem to be something of a bias in favour of
history and geography in this volume. Perhaps the geographical bent is
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understandable,in view of the editor's interestin environment-culturelinkages,
and as an historian himself who decries the dearth of specificallyethnic studies
withinthat discipline,perhaps the book reflects the editor's desire to popularize
ethnic history. Still, it is surprising to find so little sociology in the volume,
while several academic disciplines well represented at the original symposium
are not found at all in the book; the reader is simply informed that literary contributions would be published in a future volume.
Frederick C. Luebke's primary interest as an ethnic historian would, in turn,
seem to be focussed on German ethnoreligious groups, particularly Russian
Germans. It comes as no surprise,then, to find that he has selected three essays
concerned exclusively with German groups, plus a fourth almost exclusively.
Two essaysdeal withIndians,twomore withCzechs,and thereare singleessays
on Swedes and Hungarians. This leaves only the introduction and a couple of
essays on cross-cultural topics, despite the editor's plea for more comparative
work. A number of interesting comparativepapers presented at the symposium
were not selected for publication in this volume, nor were papers specifically
concerned with other ethnic groups. So this book does not really go very far in
portraying the vast ethnic heterogeneity found throughout the plains physical
region.
The few generalthematiccontributionsto the book are intentionallythoughtprovoking, although to practiced scholars specializing in plains ethnic studies
they are rather less informative. Luebke's editorial introduction is generally
well written, going well beyond merely introducing the reader to each substantive essay. Before introducing each essay, not only has he briefly reviewed the
literary and other scholarly attention paid to the Great Plains region, but he has
also discussedthe relativity of the boundaries (real or imagined) of this region,
althoughperhaps he could have gone furtherin describing the region's physical
diversity rather than uniformity, And Luebke has provided an interesting array
of historical demographic data on ethnic groups in the plains states. Unfortunately, the subsequent papers reveal a lack of pertinent demographic
information,Moreover, from a Canadianviewpoint,it is strikingthat these data
are only American; while the editor admits that the plains region extends far to
the north into the vast Canadian Prairies, this is not recognized in his
demographicanalysis. Nor is the fact that, whileLuebke makes a plea for more
interest from professional American historians in ethnic studies, he tends to be
unawareof the not inconsiderabledevotionof their Canadianacademiccounterparts to ethnic history.
The same could be said ofK.N. Conzen's paper on "Historical Approaches
to the Study of Rural Ethnic Communities." This author concisely reviews the
concepts which American scholarshave used in analysing immigrant groups in
rural environments,without ever referring to Canadian studies. She stresses the
significanceof such variables as the availabilityof land, opportunities for non-
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agricultural employment, land acquisition patterns, family size, age cohorts,
and cultural factors in influencing the adaptation and integration of rural plains
ethnic groups. Much of her analysis could be applicable to the Canadian Prairies
(which she never mentions).
The only other truly cross-cultural contribution to the volume is the
collaborative survey by sociologists A. Williams Jr., D.R. Johnson and M.A.
Carranza, "Ethnic Assimilation and Pluralism in Nebraska." While assimilation theories are often regarded as outmoded in contemporary sociology,
nonetheless this study does seem quite penetrating and employs some fairly
novel modes of analysis to reach a carefully qualified conclusion. The authors
have initially suggested that
the past tendency to focus on specific groups rather than conduct comparative
studies, the restricted geographical coverage of paststudies, and thedearthof researchonnationality groups ingeneral explains whythereislittleconsensus among
scholars regarding thecurrent importance ofethnicity inAmerican society. (p. 210)

Then why, the reader might ponder, by the time he reads this fmal essay in the
book, has the editor not included more comparative (particularly sociological)
studies, when a number of papers presented at the original symposium were
explicitly cross-cultural? Again, there is no reference made to the quite extensive Canadian comparative sociological research on ethnic groups (including
this reviewer's own published work, going back for more than a decade before
the publication of this book, comparing assimilation-or lack of it-among
French Catholics, German Catholics, Mennonites, Hutterites, Ukrainian
Orthodox, Ukrainian Catholics, Polish Catholics, Russian Doukhobors, and
Scandinavian Lutherans in Saskatchewan).
Turning now to a critique of papers on specific ethnic groups, the largest
number of papers are on German ethnoreligious groups. T.J. Kloberdanz's
description of "Plainsmen of Three Continents: Volga German Adaptation to
Steppe, Prairie, and Pampas" is informative despite its brevity and geographical
range; it describes German settlement on the Volga in" Russia, then Volga
German descendants' resettlement in several American states, Canada and
Argentina. In "The Old Order Amish on the Great Plains: A Study in Cultural
Vulnerability," J.A. Hostetler, an eminent scholar of Anabaptist groups, has
again provided a succinct yet detailed study of successful vs. unsuccessful Old
Order Amish colonies in several states. T.G. Jordan has contributed "A
Religious Geography of the Hill Country Germans of Texas"; this is a carefully
researched analysis of relative concentration of German Lutherans, Catholics,
Methodists, freethinkers, evangelicals and reformed within a single belt of
German settlement in Texas. B.H. Baltensperger's paper on "Agricultural
Change Among Nebraska Immigrants, 1880-1900" would purport to be a
general thematic contribution, however it focusses almost entirely on Russian
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German settlers. While Kloberdanz makes the only passing reference to
Canada, all four papersare potentiallyinterestingto Canadianreaders, in view
of the heavyimprintof German settlementon the Canadian Prairies.
Although the editor is to be credited with not having forgotten that Native
Indians were in fact the first settlers in the plains region, perhaps having two
papers on Indians would seem something of a luxury when many other significantethnicgroupshavebeenignoredin thisvolume. Nevertheless, theseare
interesting, scholarlycontributions: A.M. Gibson's unique "The Great Plains
as a Colonization Zone for Eastern Indians," and R.J. DeMaillie's detailed
paper, "Touching the Pen: Plains Indian Treaty Councils in Ethnohistorical
Perpsective." Again, Canadais omittedin these studies.
Other ethnic groups represented in this book are two historical studies of
Czechs: B.M. Garver's study of "Czech-American Freethinkers on the Great
Plains, 1871-1914," and J.J. Barton's "Land, Labor, and Community in
Nueces: Czech Farmers and Mexican Laborers in South Texas, 1880-1930."
R.C.Ostergrenhascontributedaremarkablydetailedanalysisofpreciseorigins
and settlementpatterns within a single Swedish settlementin South Dakota:
"Prairie Bound: Migration Patterns to a Swedish Settlement on the Dakota
Frontier." AndLindaDegh is the authorof the only specifically Canadiancontribution in the volume, "Folk Religion as Ideology for Ethnic Survival: The
Hungarians of Kipling,Saskatchewan." Unfortunately, therewould seemto be
some factual as well as editorial problems with this latter paper. For example,
the authorclaims that' 'Kipling/Bekevaris essentiallya Hungarianvillage,the
largest andoldestrural settlementof Magyarsin NorthAmerica''; in a footnote
she mentions thatout of a populationof 1,000-1,200 in 1971,only275residents
were not Hungarian. Apart from rather curious wording here (Magyars are
Hungarians; Kipling is officially a town, not a village; and Bekevar is the surroundingHungariansettlement), in 1971 actuallyonly 380of the 960 residents
claimedHungarianorigin.This colonyis certainlynot the oldest,much less the
largest rural Hungarian settlement, even in Saskatchewan alone. By the time
Bekevar was established (1900), the far larger Esterhaz-Kaposvar colony
(1885-86) and smaller Otthon colony (1894) had already been founded;
subsequently other Hungarian settlements would come into existence:
Szekelyfold-Magyar, Pinkefalva,and the S1. Laszlo-Matyasfold-DunafoldvarBuda series which eventually spread over a far more extensive area than
Bekevar.This reviewerdoes not have the knowledge to effectivelyquestionin
such detail the writing or editing of most other papers contributed to this
volume, yet it is noteworthy in the Degh paper that the name of at least one
author well known in Canadian ethnic studies is misspelled; moreover, no
mention is made of the substantialwork of Martin Kovacs or N.F. Dreisziger,
both prolificresearchersin Hungarian-Canadian studies.The careful reader is
inevitably led to concludethat both this author, from an Americanuniversity,
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and the editor seem to be unfamiliar with Canadian work in ethnic studies.
Hopefully Luebke and the other contributing authors have been more careful in
citing American work.
Despite some editorial improvements which could obviously have been
made, the volume as a whole is an interesting and ambitious collection, a useful
contribution to interdisciplinary studies of ethnicity on the Great Plains.
Alan B. Anderson
Departments of Sociology and Religious Studies
University of Saskatchewan

Edible Wild Plants of the Prairies: An Ethnobotanical Guide, by Kelly
Kindscher. Lawrence, Kansas: University of Kansas Press, 1987. pp. 276.
A few nature devotees and advocates of wild plant foods have always been
with us, but the current interest in things environmental has spawned a spate of
activity and literary endeavour in the subject. This is especially so in the area of
ethnobotany. As the author states, there are many books about the edible plants
of eastern North America, and some about those of western North America.
Edible Wild Plants ofthe Prairies attempts to highlight the region in betweenthe prairie bioregion.
The most satisfactory way to absorb the feel of a place is to explore it on foot,
to climb its hills, to smell and sample its plants, and to breathe its air. The author
did this. In the spring of 1983 he and a friend set out on an 80 day, 690 mile
(1,110 km) odyssey. They crossed Kansas and eastern Colorado from the mouth
of the Kansas River to the foothills of the Rocky Mountains south ofDenver. As
they travelled across country parallel to the Santa Fe and Smoky Hills Trails, the
author made extensive notes on the edible plants and sampled most of them. The
experiences thus gained became the basis of his book.
The work suffers from a rigid format. The greater part ofthe text is comprised
of "plant chapters," each devoted to a single species. As a result, references to
equally important related species are either lacking or buried. It would be more
appropriate in many instances to treat species groups or genera as a whole. For
example, the discussion of lamb 's quarters is headed Chenopodium berlandieri,
although this is but one of several species in the goosefoot complex found on the
Prairies and used as food.
The author informs us that the species featured had significant food use. If
this is meant to refer to native use, we are left to wonder that 22 of the 49 featured species either had no Indian name, were seldom mentioned in any
literature, were at best minor food sources, or were used by Natives outside the
prairie region and, by inference, might have been used by prairie Natives. It is
likely that such plants as spring beauty tClaytonia virginicai, devil's claw
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(Proboscidea louisianica), and white dog's tooth violet (Erythronium mesochoreum) were just too scarce to be a significant food source. Prince's plume
(Stanleya pinnata) was too poisonous under most circumstances to be tnisted.
A brief and generally adequate description of each plant is given, but what
the author calls common evening primrose (Oenothera biennisL.) is described.
as having white petals. We know it as yellow evening primrose, and so far as I
am aware, it is not known to be white.
Drawings by Carol Kuhn illustrate each of the major entries. The drawings
portray the plants recognizably, the exception being wavy-leafed thistle (Cirsiumundulatum), which is not distinctiveenough. The stipplingtechniqueused
by the artist, although pleasing to the eye, does not always convey the true morphology of the plant and certainly breaks with traditional botanical drawing
practices. For example, fresh rose hips are hard and shiny, but the drawing
suggests a fruit that is somewhat furry and the same can be said for wild plum.
Many of the illustrations show stems and flowers with broken edges, giving an
impressionthat is too ethereal to be accurate.It does, however, work admirably
well to convey a fuzzy surface.
Palatability of wild foods is subjective and does not always coincide with
edibility. But since the author has, by his own admission, sampled most of the
plants dealt with, we can only take his word for the assessment. Descriptive
words for taste sensations are lacking in our language and so we must rely
heavily on comparisons. The wild food devotee would, it seems, be lost were it
not for spinach and asparagus.
Habitat information is given for all species to aid in finding them and to
provide requirements for their cultivation, if one should be so inclined. Wild
flower and herb cultivation is a growing hobby.
Although little found in the text is origial, the author has presented a great
deal of information, and has unearthedand assembled a creditablebibliography
that is likely to be useful to students of ethnobotany. The book is pleasing in
appearance, and once botanists overcome the unorthodox arrangement of the
chapters-alphabetical by scientific name-easy to use. Typographical errors
are rare; only the misspelling of Omaha on page 47 was found. The author
should be commended for limiting his work to native species and not including
introduced species such as dandelion and burdock.Only one near miss is made,
and that is the inclusion of the introduced nodding thistle (Carduus nutans) in
the chapter on wavy-leafed thistle.
The book, though somewhat introductory, should have some appeal to
amateur wild food gatherers and students of ethnobotany in the midwestern
states, especially those of the Kansas-Colorado area. Although some of the
speciesfeatured, or related species, are found on the CanadianPrairies, it is not
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ofparticular interest here. It is a nice book, but not one to covet and certainly not
a priority item.
Murray G. Maw
Agriculture Canada (retired)
Regina, Saskatchewan

State Capitalism: Public Enterprise in Canada, by Jeanne Kirk Laux and
Maureen Appel Molot. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1988. pp. 250.
This is a timely book by two Canadian political scientists about a topic that is
very much on the national agenda these days. Their historical review of the
evolution of state-owned enterprises in Canada is important in light of the
general move toward the privatization of such corporations. Also vital is the
amount of information provided on public enterprise in the western provinces,
especially during the expansionist period of the 1970s.
The authors argue that state capitalism, by which they mean governmentowned businesses that compete in the marketplace, has become an inherent part
of general economic development in capitalist countries other than the United
States. They claim that this results from the fiscal needs of the state in its efforts
to keep its national economy competitive in the international marketplace. They
predict that the trend toward state capitalism will survive in Canada in spite of
privatization rhetoric because the basic conditions that spurred the development
in the first place are still relevant. They do not foresee a return to nationalization, however, but rather a streamlining of the public enterprise sector. Recent
developments (1988) such as the half-privatization of Air Canada by the federal
government seem to support their thesis.
The authors place the issue of state enterprise in an international context with
their main focus being Europe, where they consider state capitalism as having
been consolidated most clearly. They point out the limits of Thatcher's
privatization program and contrast it with the situation under Mitterand in
France. They feel that Canadian development has many similarities with that of
Europe.
The growth of public enterprise in Canada has resulted, they claim, from the
high levels of foreign ownership, poor export performance of manufactured
end-products, and a dependence on imports of finished manufactures that
characterize the Canadian economy. Beginning with the National Policy in the
nineteenth century, which favoured import-substitution and created the
framework for western settlement, the authors trace the history of government
intervention to the end of World War II. In the post-war period they point out
that the regional nature of economic production (manufacturing in central
Canada and agricultural and resource staples from the west and east) was further
augmented by patterns of American investment.
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In response to this situation, the provinces took major initiatives in the area
of public enterprise. The authors note that 72 percent of the several hundred
provincially owned corporations were created since 1960, far outstripping
federal initiatives. The trend has been toward commercial enterprises that vie for
export markets, capital and offshore contracts.
In a chapter entitled "The State in Business: Beyond Profits," the authors
compare Saskatchewan and Quebec government takeovers of profitable
resource corporations in the 1970s and they find the actions similar since both
were guided by an economic development strategy that viewed the state as a
leader in this area. Overall they put thewestem provinces in the mainstream of
contemporary state capitalism and they point out that the retrenchment currently
in effect is also reflected in the provinces, with such federal moves as the
privatization of Teleglobe, Canadair, and De Havilland having ramifications in
provincial government approaches. These approaches have not resulted in a
wholesale dismantling ofpublic enterprise but in its "rationalization. "
What the authors fail to provide is an assessment of the impact of the free
trade deal on public enterprise. They acknowledge that fully three-quarters of
Canada's trade is now with the United States (up from two-thirds a decade ago),
but they do not study the implications of this for the crown corporation. Will it
be a part of the Canadian political economy that will disappear or will it offer a
bulwark for the Canadian identity in a continental trade pact? In fact, the whole
issue of continentalism is not dealt with directly other than as an aspect of
foreign ownership that has spurred public enterprise as a response. This may not
be possible under free trade.
To be fair to the authors, their manuscript may have been complete for some
time before its publication in 1988, but even so any new edition will have to
address the issue. State capitalism may very well have been a positive response
to the international division of labour, but its future in Canada may be very
different from what the authors predict.
George Melnyk
Past Executive Director
Alberta Foundation for the Literary Arts
Calgary, Alberta

Medicare atMaturity: Achievements, LessonsandChallenges, edited by Robert
G. Evans and Greg L. Stoddart. Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 1986. pp.
480.
Governments are at their wits' end over what to do about health service costs.
According to The Economist (16 July 1988), "one of the most urgent tasks for
rich countries over the next decade is to make their health care systems less
costly and more effective" (p. 19). In Saskatchewan and other provinces, task
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forces have been commissioned to come up with solutions. The reason for concern is implicit in the figures. In the prairie provinces, health costs have
increased by 200 percent over the period 1975-85. (Granted, there has been a
constant (1981) dollar increase of only 60 percent.) However, in 1985, on a per
capita basis in Saskatchewan it cost $131 per month for health care. The comparable 1960 burden would have been about $85. Have people become that
much sicklier in a quarter of a century? Where do all those extra dollars go? Are
they buying value for money?
Many if not most of the answers to these questions are to be found between
the covers of Medicare at Maturity, a book taken from the proceedings of the
Health Policy Conference on Canada's National Health Care System, held in the
summer of 1984 in Banff, Alberta. Theodore Marmor, in a foreword, sums it up
nicely when he says:
This bookis unusual-in its origins,contentsand anticipated audiences. A broad
surveyof Canada's medicalcircumstances in the 1980's, the work, thoughcomprisedof chaptersby differentauthors, is of high quality,intellectually coherent,
capablyeditedandaccessible to thosereadersinterestedinCanadianMedicineand
thepreoccupations of NorthAmericanhealthpolicydeliberations. Carefulreading
of it would improve the quality of medical discussion on both sides of the
Canada/United Statesborder.

Reading this book would not merely improve the quality of medical discussion, it would revolutionize it. This is because the papers, although written by
an assortment ofprofessionally trained people-medicine, economics, political
science and administration--came to a similar conclusion, namely that the
problems are mainly medical in origin and will be solved to the extent that
medical doctors want them to be.
Malcolm G. Taylor's paper, "The Canadian Health Care System 19741984," builds "on the analyses, expositions, insights and forecasts so cogently
presented" at an earlier conference. He goes on then in some thirty-five pages
of excellent reading to review the background and bring us up to date. This
paper, like others to be mentioned, is worth the cost of the book by itself (a mistake in the date of the Medical Care Act on page 26 notwithstanding). Having
been consultant to the Hall Commission in the early 1960s, having engaged
similarly in the Hall Review of 1979, and having written authoritatively on the
subject elsewhere, Taylor was a perfect choice for this background paper.
The second paper, "Riding North on a South-Bound Horse? Expenditures,
Prices, Utilization and Incomes in the Canadian Health Care System," by
Morris Barer and Robert Evans, is what superlatives were invented for. Comprising one-quarter of the volume, it introduces innovative statistical analysis to
try to sort out, from data collected for purely administrative purposes, what are
the reasons for increases in costs. Are people abusing the system? Are doctors
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ripping it off with high fees? No, to both suggestions. There has been a tendency
to increase the servicing to patients, resulting in higher institutional'and medical
costs. They conclude that governments will have to move from "blunt instruments, " like budget control, to initiating changes in patterns of medical
practice, but that they may find the political heat in such attempts unhealthy and
therefore do nothing.
Battista, Spasoff and Spitzer present "Choice of Technique: Patterns of
Medical Practices." When three medically trained people come up with a conclusion almost identical to that of the two economists just considered, the idea
gains considerably in credibility. They conclude, interalia, that' 'the choice of
technique has not been strongly influenced by the development of universal
health insurance ... But if the system is to improve in terms ofeffectiveness and
efficiency, it will be necessary for governments to seek greater influence on the
choice of technique." By "technique" in the latter instance they mean health
care organization.
Manpower policy is examined by Lomas and Barer in "And Who Shall
Represent the Public Interest? The Legacy of Canadian Health Manpower
Policy,' and by Contandriopoulos, Laurier and Trottier in "Toward an
Improved Work Organization in the Health Services Sector: From Administrative Rationalization to Professional Rationality." Here, a new note is
introduced. Although it is recognized that change must take place in the way
health care service delivery is organized, evidence is presented that the
stumbling block is the medical profession itself.
As for how medical care delivery might be organized, we tum to a most
erudite and well-written paper by two professors of medicine at the University
of Toronto, Hastings and Vayda, who presented' 'Health Services Organization
and Delivery: Promise and Reality. ' , They layout a plan for better organization,
and in doing so review all of the important studies in the various provinces that
have been done in this area. They speculate on why the Hastings report in the
1970s, recommending community health centres, got so much enthusiastic
input from health professionals at "the onset, and then was turned down
decisively at the end. It is a sad story, demonstrating that' 'when reason meets
unreason, unreason always wins."
All of this leads up to an analysis of "Conflict and Accommodation in the
Canadian Health Care System," a paperpresented by Carolyn Tuohy, a political
scientist. She examines the health insurance system in Canada from a constitutional viewpoint, pinpointing the legal hang-ups in a federally organized
country, and the manner in which accommodation has been effected. She then
turns for comparison to the United States, and its largely privately funded health
care system. She concludes that "the public policy gap between the two
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countries will narrow somewhat in the future ... Many of the efficiency and
distributive issues will be similar, and our experience mutually instructive."
Bruce Vladeck, president of the United Hospital Fund of New York, sums up
the conference from the American standpoint, while Richard Van Loon, professor of Administration at the University of Ottawa, does so from the Canadian
point of view. If a person were pressed for time, these are the two papers to read,
but nothing should deter teachers, administrators, health care providers and
students from reading the book in its entirety-several times.
Nothing has been said so far about the first-class comments of those
delegated to respond to the papers after being presented. They are all well done
and add much to the overall feast. Finally, the lists of references are valuable to
all students of this fascinating and frustrating field. That appearing at the end of
the Hastings/Vayda paper is particularly well done.
The book is outstanding in terms of editing. There are two notable omissions:
no mention was made of the work on health costs done by Lou Auer of the
Economic Council of Canada, and there is no index. Finally, two years is at least
twice as long as it should take for a conference proceedings to appear. However,
in the case of this book, which will be on reading lists for years to come, and
which has been so well edited, the delay should be overlooked.
Jack Boan
Department of Economics
University of Regina

Electrifying Calgary: A Century of Public and Private Power, by W.E.
Hawkins. Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 1987. pp. 271.
Authored by a former official of Calgary's municipally owned electrical
utility, this book has as its main themes the origin, growth and operation of
electrical facilities owned by the city of Calgary; the creation and evolution of
privately owned electrical utilities intent on capturing the Calgary electricity
market, and relationships between the city and the various companies which
sought to supply or supplied the community with part or all of its electrical
needs. Also treated at some length are activities of the Alberta government as
they affect Calgary's electrical supply, and touched upon are such matters as the
growth of the city, the Alberta petroleum industry, the two world wars and the
Depression. In short, in the author's words, the book seeks to "underline the
political, social and economic factors which have interacted for almost a century
to provide electricity for Calgary. "
Receiving greatest attention is the city-owned system. Six of the book's ten
chapters deal almost exclusively with such subjects as street lighting, which
precipitated entry by the municipality into the electrical field; the establishment,
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growth and closure of the city's thermal (it never possessed any hydro)
generating facilities; arrangements for the purchase and distribution by the
municipality of electricity generated by privately owned firms, most notably
Calgary Power, now TransAlta Utilities; roles played by numerous individuals
in the system's planning, management, financing and improvement, and the
present status of Calgary in the overall operation of electrical utilities in the
province.
In developing his second and third themes, Hawkins discusses the attitudes
of Calgarians as regards competition and the ownership ofproductive facilities.
He then examines the origin and operation of the first privately owned firm, a
lumber company, to produce electricity in Calgary; plans and proposals of and
competition among various parties generally intent on harnessing the Bow
River and selling at least part of the energy produced in Calgary; and the
activities of such individuals as R.B. Bennett and Max Aitken, which led to the
realization of those objectives and the creation of Calgary Power. And finally,
he shows how through modification of contracts and faulty decisions by city
council, the municipality became "locked in" to Calgary Power respecting
future electrical requirements.
The three principal themes are developed, as the study progresses, in a fully
satisfactory manner. Readers will be rewarded by Hawkins's discussions of
such matters as early utility operators and the origin of Calgary Power, which
are both interesting and instructive, even though they will likely detect a definite
bias toward municipal control of electrical utilities and may at times feel overwhelmed by details concerning substations, street lighting and the like. All in
all, the book should be appreciated by, among others, students of Canada's
urban past and prove very useful in any future broader or all encompassing
examination of Alberta's electrical utilities.
Insofar as Electrifying Calgary has weaknesses, they are less in what is said
than in what might have been said. That is not to imply that the author should be
faulted for limiting his study to the Calgary area. Rather, he might simply have
expanded on what he has treated as a secondary theme. At various times he mentions activities of the Alberta government respecting the province's electrical
facilities, particularly the workings of its Public Utilities Board and its Electric
Energy Marketing Agency, and its actions or more often lack of action on integration of the systems owned by different parties. Their ultimate combined
effect, Hawkins concludes, was to deprive the city of Calgary of its last
advantages when bargaining to obtain the most economically priced electricity
possible for its citizens and business concerns.
When discussing the role and procedures of the Public Utilities Board, on
which Albertans lavish large sums of money, Hawkins comments: "The
ultimate cynical view is that the proceedings are nothing more than self-serving,
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guaranteeing the fmancial future of the applicant ... The truth of the matter is
that all of the parties to one of these hearings are victims of the economic and
operating technology of the whole enterprise." Proof that all parties,
particularly the privately owned utilities, are victimized is highly desirable since
information contained in their annual reports suggests that the board may in fact
have served their purposes very well.
In the early 1980s, the Opposition in the Saskatchewan Legislature introduced a resolution calling for creation of a Public Utilities Review Commission.
The move led this reviewer, then a member on the government side, to research
operations of the Alberta board and to become the chief critic of the proposal.
Some noteworthy data were collected. Between 1972, when Calgary Power
came under the Public Utilities Board, and 1980, the value of its net assets rose
by 342 percent. Meanwhile, its net income increased by a much larger amount,
617 percent. The portion of each dollar received from its customers and ending
up as net income also markedly rose, from 18.93 cents in 1973 to 25.59 cents in
1976, and to 28.46 cents in 1980. Alberta Power fared similarly. Between 1972
and 1980 its net assets increased by 272 percent and its net revenue by 421 percent. Percentile proportions ofeach electricity dollar becoming net income also
went up appreciably, from 19.49 to 20.24 and to 25.69 for 1973, 1976 and 1980
respectively. If such bottom-line statistics are indicative of victimization from a
financial standpoint, what monetary returns to companies would be characterized by generous treatment?
Discussion of integration of electrical facilities, as a further example, could
also be strengthened by viewing the subject from a broader perspective. On
more than one occasion, Hawkins takes the provincial government to task for its
handling of the matter. By briefly contrasting its approach with that of other
provinces, the relevance ofhis criticism would have been more apparent. In concluding he might have asserted somewhat as follows: though Calgarians largely
through their own efforts lived on some of the best lit streets in Canada, where
integration of electrical facilities was concerned, Albertans in general, unlike
most other Canadians, continued to exist essentially in the Dark Ages.
Clinton O. White
History
Campion College
University of Regina

BibleBill:A BiographyofWilliamAberhart, by David R. Elliott and Iris Miller.
Edmonton: Reidmore Books, 1987.
William Aberhart was one of the most colourful politicians that Canada has
produced and it is indeed surprising that a serious biography of this eccentric
premier has not been produced earlier. Elliott and Miller do a credible job of
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explaining the rise to premier of Alberta of an Ontario farm boy whose profession before becoming premier was teaching and whose passion was evangelical
Christianity.
The Social Credit movement and its major personalities have never found a
kind audience among academics and this book maintains an openly critical
stance towards both Aberhart and the political movement for which he became
the major Canadian spokesman. But this is no mere hatchet job. A painstaking
attempt is made to present Aberhart's religious and political evolution and to
demonstrate what made the man tick.
What emerges is a portrait of an oratorical spellbinder and workaholic whose
ideas were riddled with never resolved contradictions. Desirous of order in all
things, Aberhart subscribed to rather bizarre religious and later political notions.
His religious views were' 'ultra-dispensational" (p. 35), that is they involved
a defence of the Bible as literal truth and claimed to find in the Bible a map of
human history-to-be until the coming of the millennium. Dispensationalism, by
its very nature, was opposed to social action to improve conditions of life on
earth (p. 17). But Aberhart's professed political views in the 1930s had greater
affinity with the views of social gospellers, who wanted to establish God's
Kingdom on earth, than with the views of millennialists (pp. 116-17). Yet
Aberhart, whose mind seemed to be able to compartmentalize knowledge such
that glaring contradictions became unproblematic (p. 219), remained as
extremist in his religious views in the 1930s as ever.
The authors emphasize Aberhart's authoritarian predilections in all spheres
of his multifaceted life. As a young school teacher, he "assigned each of his
students a three-digit number by which he addressed them rather than by name"
(p. 15). As an activist in a variety of church groups, he "was a master of
manipulating people" (p. 56).
This authoritarianism was later reflected in a variety of bills which he placed
before the Alberta legislature, particularly legislation that would have curtailed
freedom of the press in the province.
The roots of such authoritarianism within an individual are, of course,
difficult to trace and, unfortunately, some of Elliott's and Miller's attempts to
explain Aberhart's limitations and his strange ideas border on gratuitous
attacks. Early in the text we are told that Aberhart' s photographic memory" had
a deleterious effect: he never came to value inductive reasoning" (p. 5). Even
more below-the-belt is the claim that' 'some of his critics suggested that his
religious overzealousness was a sublimation of strong sexual needs that were
not being met by his wife" (p. 50). The authors have no evidence of what
happened in the Aberharts' bedroom and it seems rather silly to give credence
to the speculations of those who preferred to deal with Aberhart via ad hominem
attacks than a serious engagement with his views.
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At other times, however, the authors, having established that Aberhart was
an authoritarian sort who liked rigid systems and tight discipline, appear unduly
willing to give others the blame for his ham-fisted approach to political questions. For example, a communist who aided Aberhart, a semi-literate despite his
high school prlncipalship, in producing an early Social Credit pamphlet, is suggested as a possible source of ' 'some of the authoritarian overtones" (p. 111) of
the pamphlet.
Despite such lapses, Elliott and Miller do provide a convincing portrait of
Aberhart's ideas and activities. The book is less successful however in placing
Aberhart's political movement within the context of Alberta political and social
history. Indeed the overemphasis on the' 'great man' , in question (even if much
of the attention is critical) weakens the third or so of the book which deals with
Aberhart's political career. There is little on the labour movement in the cities
and little on the impact of the early CCF on Social Credit's career as a reformist
movement.
Some of the material on political life in this period betrays a rather unsophisticated political analysis. The People's League, which Meir Serfaty and others
have demonstrated to be the handiwork of conservative business interests, is
presented purely as a reaction to "fears about what Aberhart and his government would next do to erode civil liberties " (p. 270). It is also wrongly stated to
have been' 'a coalition of all opposition political parties" (p. 270) when, in fact,
the CCF stayed out of it and denounced its policies as being even less progressive than Social Credit's.
The federal government's disallowance of Social Credit legislation is
presented in too matter-of-fact a manner. It is noted that R.B. Bennett claimed
that" Alberta was being discriminated against because some of Ontario's legislation had not been disallowed" (p. 277). But such a claim is presumably
regarded as too spurious by the authors for them to indicate to what legislation
Bennett referred. Certainly, Ottawa's zeal in disallowing Alberta's legislation
of 1937 and 1938 directed against banks and newspapers was in marked contrast
with its unwillingness to disallow or challenge in court Quebec's infamous Padlock Law of 1937. The latter also allowed newspapers to be shut down and
represented a provincial government attempt to define criminal acts, a power
reserved for the federal government. But the Padlock Law was only directed
against communists and other radicals while Aberhart's laws were directed
against business interests.
Political analysis, in short, is not a strong point of this biography. Aberhart,
we are told rather unhelpfully, was "a left-wing fascist" (p. 320) and what
follows and precedes this claim suggests a rather vague notion of what
constitutes fascism and some inconsistency about the term' 'left-wing."
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Shortcomingsin political analysisin this book, however,shouldnot be overstated.DavidElliott has,in a varietyof articlesaboutAberhart,donea greatdeal
to cause a rethinking of notionspopularamong scholarsin the 1950sand 1960s
that Social Credit was a uniformly right-wing creation. He and his co-author
have produced a lively account of the life of the major early Canadian Social
Credit figure. They have also provided some perceptive insights into the ideas
andthe activitiesof evangelicalChristiansin Albertain theperiod beforeWorld
War II.
Alvin Finkel
History
AthabascaUniversity

Vignettes cfl.ife: Experiences andSelfPerceptions ofNew Canadian Women,
by CatherineE. Warren. Calgary:DetseligEnterprisesLimited, 1986. pp. 128.

Vignettes olLife is a remarkablebook.It is an accountof the experiencesand
self-perceptions of new Canadian women, seventeen of whom recount their
stories to skilled interviewers. The author intended Vignettes to be policy
oriented:shepoints out the need for certaingovernmentpolicieswith respectto
immigrant women. In this she succeedsin making a good case for her recommendations. But beyondthat goal, the book achievesmore.These women,from
theirveryindividualperspectives,lookatmodernCanadiansocietyand seehow
they may be included and what they need to do first, The book provides a story
of human interest but also gives a fascinating account of how a Canadian
identity is assessed by people whose testimonyis rarely heard.
Aboveall,thesewomenwantto fit in. However,theydo not surrendercritical
judgement,nor do theydenytheirown histories.In mostinstances,the initiative
to immigrate came from their husbands or other family members, so they
approachCanadian societywithout a need to exaggeratean espousal of a brave
new world, or a rejection of the old. Many expressregret for the lives, stability,
family and sense of place they left behind. One suspects that their husbands
would be less likely to acknowledgethis backward pull. Most register a stoic
enduranceof the difficultiesinitiallyencountered,andoftenremainingfor them
as first- generationimmigrants.They cast a beadyeye over their own, and their
children's, life chancesin thefuture.Eminentlyrealistic,rootedin practicaldayto-day existence, few have high flown ambitions.One suspects they provide a
pragmatic counterpoint to the more visionary, and perhaps romantic, goals of
theirmen.
The particularwomenin Vignettes came togetherfor thisproject arrangedby
the Calgary Immigrant Women's Centre in 1982. Altogether, twenty-four
women were interviewed. They had all lived in Canada for at least two years.
Fluencyin English vaned, but seventeenwomengave a life history' 'with some
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reconstruction by the interviewer. " These women therefore reflect their own
situations, which in several respects may differ from immigrants' experiences
in other parts of Canada, in available programs for assistance, for example, or in
the sorts of jobs available to newcomers. Catherine Warren discerned several
common denominators in their experiences.
Language played a crucial role, for their social life and mental health, as well
as for their employment opportunities. Many had gone through a grieving
process for their past lives and they now all sought a community to which they
could belong. They were sensitive to the opinions of others and resentful of
attempts to stereotype. Many missed the comforts of female companionship.
Many experienced stress within the family as a result of initial isolation, before they had made new friends. Most appreciated the improved standard of living
and material opportunities found in Canada, but not universally; some would
have known higher status, or wealth, in the old country. Several women welcomed opportunities for individual enterprise for themselves, or their families,
which their former cultures would have denied. The ·two most important
features of their new lives were ability to speak English, and the opportunity to
drive a car. One or two relished the "real woman freedom" they found.
Warren wisely lets the women speak their own stories. It is an optimistic collection, permeated with a sober confidence that for most of them, life will be no
worse, and usually better, than in the old country. Warren stresses the importance of accessibility to English as a Second Language programs, a need
supported by these accounts. Additionally, the reader becomes acquainted with
a group of individuals whose tales furnish evocative anecdotes fmnly rooted in
personalities. Both the general and the particular are revealed in a highly satisfying way but alas! this immigrant woman (1965) looked in vain for the
meaning of ' 'Canadian identity. "
Mary Kinnear
Department of History
81.John's College
University of Manitoba

Alberta Bound: Thirty Stories by Alberta Writers, edited by Fred Stenson.
Edmonton: NeWest Publishers Ltd., 1986. pp. 337.
The stories in this anthology are traditional in form and in conception; only
Catherine Simmons, "Eva and the Apple Tree, " might be called experimental,
and as might be expected, there is a wide range of technical skill from the work
of masters like Rudy Wiebe, Sam Selvon and Henry Kreisel, and well-known,
gifted writers like Merna Summers, Diane Schoemperlen, Gloria Sawai and
Caterina Edwards (whose story I especially liked), to writers who are talented
beginners (Nancy Holmes and Christine Bye, to give two examples).
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Most of the characters in these stories are working class or are on the way to
somethingbetter out of working-class backgrounds,to which they are stillemotionallytied, and although the settingsrange allover the world, only fewer than
a third might be described as set in rural Alberta, while the remainder are more
or less urban. Yet there is little urban malaisedescribed here, little that focusses
in on the problems of life in the 1980s in the cities of Alberta, which are big
enough now that a reader might expect something of that sort. The writers of
Alberta, as represented by this anthology (as in Saskatchewan anthologies),
leave behind an impression of consciousnessesthat are not yet urbanized.Even
the stories with urban settings focus on other things, with the city itself there as
a vague, non-specific background. It is worth pointing out, too, because it is a
surprising statistic, that more than two-thirds of the stories were written by
women.
But, since all the stories were written by Albertans, it seems reasonable to
expect to find a distinctivelyAlbertaflavour.Albertais a province that has cowboys, the Calgary Stampede, an oil industry and mountains, and presumably
therefore a mountain culture of some kind. (The work of Sid Marty comes to
mind, but as he is not represented here, perhaps he does not write short stories.)
But the majority of these stories have nothing to do with any of the above,
althoughElona Malterre's story does have a buffalo in it, although stuffed and
in a museum,and the Stampedeparade is describedin Edna Alford's otherwise
excellentstoryabouttwo renegadeold womenwhohave goneto watchit, where
it soundspretty boring, as if the writer herselfwas bored by it and only put it in
because it is "distinctively Albertan," and gives her an excuse to tell the real
story.
When I think the thirty stories over, searching for something that feels
Albertan to me, the one that comes to mind is Aritha van Herk's rambling story
about a truantmagician's assistant (becauseonce you area magician's assistant,
you know, you can never stop being one) who has come to Calgary before and
staysduringStampedeweek. Van Herk is the sole contributorwho, to my mind,
and if this matters at all, has caught the feeling I have about Alberta; a wild and
woollyplace, half hoopla and vulgarity and lies, half the real thing-a beautiful
and mysteriousplace, wide open, full of possibilities; the two intermingled so
there is no separating them, so that one knows finally that it is best to let
whatever Alberta might be simply engulf one, like the craziness at Stampede
time, and not fight it. I have some quarrel with the wordinessand loose shapeof
"Waiting for the Rodeo," but for the flavour of Alberta, I think van Herk has
found it, and I applaud the editor's decision to place it last where it beautifully
sums up an Alberta collection.

Mr. Stenson must have wanted to start with a bang too, because he opened
with a story by W.O. Mitchell about another prairie institution,the town drunk,
andabouthis goats and thechaos theycause in anotherwiseorderlycommunity.
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It is a very funny story and makes for a great opener, and too, Mitchellknows
how to end a story; what seems like nothing more than a bit of nonsense
suddenlymakes sense, suddenly one sees how all of this fits into the order of
things.
This is what is missingfrom the less accomplished storiesin this anthology.
They are not badly writtenor boringor unfeeling, but they lack the complexity
andpolishof thematureartists' offerings.They are writtenby writerswho have
not yet garnered sufficient maturity to really understandtheir own stories, so
that the endings,which shouldleave the reader, not necessarilywith a senseof
closure(Ilike bestless conclusiveendings),but witha notionof how all that the
storieshave said might help the reader make senseof the world.
I think it has to do with all of us strugglingagainst being swallowedup by
chaos or, as in Mark Jarman's very competent story, inviting it, or at least
thinkingwe are until it opensits jaws and we find it is too late to stepbackor, as
in Greg Hollingshead's sophisticated and fluid story, having already slipped
into its mawwithoutrealizingit. Endingscome out of this understanding about
being alive,out of an understanding that is larger than any story.Here so many
of the writershave pried open Pandora's Box, have given notice that they have
seen the woes of the world, but have no idea how to shut it again, and when it
comes to the ending,can be seen rushingmadly aroundtrying to catch will-o'the-wisps withtheir bare hands.
This changeswith experience,experienceboth with writing and with living,
and part of that experience is necessarilybeing published. So an anthology of
this kind servesa useful purpose beyond the enjoymentit provides the reader,
and as a markerof where Alberta fiction has come from and as an indicatorof
whereit mightbe going.
SharonButala
Eastend,Saskatchewan

TheVernacular Muse:TheEyeandEarinContemporary Literature, byDennis
Cooley. Winnipeg: TurnstonePress, 1987. pp. 311.
Cooley's newestcollectionof literaryessaysis provocativeanduseful.Three
of the eightpapersare theoreticaland political; theydemandthe overthrowof a
conventional, imported,andprivilegedpoeticinstitution,andtherecognitionof
a regionallyrooted, accessibleand vernacularstrainof literaturewhich Cooley
feels is particularly strong in current Saskatchewan writing. The Vernacular
Muse also contains five papers which offer readings of specific texts, four of
whichareCanadian: the shortstoriesof SinclairRoss,MargaretLaurence's The
Stone Angel, MichaelOndaatje's The Collected WorksofBilly theKid, and the
political poetry of Dorothy Livesay. An essay on Robert Duncan's "A Poem
Beginning with a Line by Pindar" completesthe collection.
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For the most part, the critical essays are interesting, and offer fresh insights
based on thorough analyses. "Antimacassared in the Wilderness: Art and
Nature in The Stone Angel" develops the argument "that Laurence presents
Hagar in stronglyJungianterms' (p. 29). Not only is the Jungiancharacterization well documented, but Cooleyalso traces the implications of this character
presentationthroughotherlevelsof the text, unearthing interestingconnections
everywhere: a remarkablyvigorousreading. "The Eye in SinclairRoss's Short
Stories" focusses not on characterization but on what Cooleyregards as a consistentmethodof narrativediscoursein the stories:
It would be a mistake,however, to supposethe eye figuresonly in thosestoriesI
concentrate 00. As it wouldbe misleading to suppose thatRoss's focuson the eye
takestheformmerelyof occasional referenceto narratives of disillusionment. The
bookisfullofeyesandseeing. Silent Howsilenttheyare:thetextswiththeirmoral
reticences, their ellipses, oral occlusions, the laconicspeeches (especially of the
malecharacters), the reduction of speech, often by the preferring of narratedand
inner speechto directly reportedspeech. That preference enablesthe narratorto
presidemore firmly over the discourse, simplybecausethe mode of narrating is
what Gerard Genette would call more diegetic than mimetic; in other words it
narrates morethanenactsscenes.(Pp. 140-41)

Cooley's footnotes abound in lengthy theoretical citation and discussion: the
glossfortheGenettereferencefromtheprecedingpassageis halfa pageof small
type-more than just Cooleyfor your money.
Cooley's own theoreticalessaysare exhilarating. The firstchapter, "Placing
the Vernacular: The Eye andEar in SaskatchewanPoetry," attacks
a literaryPuritanism whichrefusesto be amusedor gratified, ... somespeciesof
Victorian Idealism which assumes we should be reaching to Big Thoughts,
preferably in realmsof eternitywherewordsslide silentlyby, restoredto pristine
immediacy, solexically puretheyhavescrapedawayallbumpsandknocks, thehiss
and slurpwe hear whenwordsare draggedthroughthe contamination of ideolect
andanimalthroats. (Pp. 17-18)

This "honoured" type of poetry, poetry of the "eye," according to Cooley,
suppresses vernacularly based' 'ear" poetry, literaturewhichis conceivedand
expressedthroughthe rhythmsof indigenousspeech.With this poetry, Cooley
asserts,
A new music muscles in. Semantically colourful, phonetically jumpy, madly
elidingand compounding (collapsing severalparts of speechinto one word),the
poemchewson its syllables, knotsthemup and squeezes them,thumbs its noseat
decorum.(p.19)
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The eye and ear classifications make a useful teaching aid, as does "Breaking
& Entering(Thoughts onLineBreaks)." In it, Cooleycategorizes sixteentypes
of verseline breaks,and demonstrates their effectsthroughvariousexamples.
Not all of the theoreticalessays provide innocuousclassification; Cooley's
polemics, thoughreasonable and well defended, are sometimes outrageous in
toneand,probablymuchto Cooley's delight,provokediscussion andargument:
My statement is polemical. It observesa momentwhenmanyprairiepoets-poets
elsewhere, too, I expect-are fighting out from under their inscriptions. My
remarks enter that struggleand are addressed in part to those who as critics or
writers feel no need to question or to face questions abouttheirownpractices. (p.
172)

His personal point of view is always contentious, often engaging, but
occasionally irritating. Sometimes Cooleyoffersthe reader too muchintimacy.
It is nice to know that he and RobertDuncanhave met, but do we really need to
hear Cooley gush: "He does not think of himself as some intact genius who
hurlsthingsgod-likeintoexistence(thoughheis closestamongthoseI havemet
to beingwhatifI believedin suchthingsI wouldcall a genius)" (p. 64)? Cooley
not only associates with geniuses, but also understands the processof canonical
institutionalization: "That is how these things are done, my people,as I myself
have done them,for sometime now" (p. 4).
Despiteitsimperioustone,I recommendTheVernacular Muse. Althoughthe
volume lacks a consistent theme, the critical essays are thorough, groundbreakingandprovocative; the theoreticalessaysforcethe academytorethinkits
conceptions about poetry,.and to make connections betweenpoetry and other
arts:
vernacular poetrypresents acrucialshiftinoursenseof whatpoetrycanbe,andthat
thisbreakextendsawayfrom "high" art in all directions, to newdefinitions of the
poem,yes,butalso to redefinitions of ... whata poetis and whata readeris. I will
argue,further, thattheuseof thevernacularcanbereadinstructively asa specialinstanceof a largerstrategy in contemporary art-the useof foundmaterial. (P. 171)

Cooley's theoretical perspective, although informed by contemporary
European literary theory, follows, especiallyin the essay "Boundary Walker:
Robert Duncan in 'A Poem Beginningwith a Line by Pindar'," in the path of
Black Mountain and TISH poetics and, as such, The Vernacular Muse carries
on an established regionalist trend in western literature and criticism. Like
Robert Kroetsch, TheVernacular Muse's intellectualmentor, Cooleybelieves
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that western literature must speak with its own voice: "The bastards can't keep
us from talking. ' ,
Kathleen Scherf
Department of English
University of British Columbia

The Windmill Turning: Nursery Rhymes, Maxims and Other Expressions of
WesternCanadianMennonites, by Victor Carl Friesen. Edmonton: University
of Alberta Press, 1988.
Victor Carl Friesen's examples of western Canadian Mennonite folklore
show a colour andrichness which will delight a wide range ofreaders. The combination of scholarship and a fluid writing style will ensure interest in The
WindmillTurning both as a reference and as a family book. The book contains
a brief historical account of western Canadian Mennonites which gives a context to the songs, verses and maxims that follow. Wendy Kershaw's pen and ink
drawings illustrate the verses.
The first half of the book provides a background for the folkloric collection.
Chapter One is a fifteen-page account of the Mennonites in Europe who came
to Canada and the midwestern United States. Chapter Two explains the derivation and influences on Plautdietsch, the spoken language of Canadian
Mennonites. In Chapter Three Friesen introduces the readers to Plautdietsch
folklore and the verses which follow. Chapter Four, "Some Thoughts on
Plautdietsch Orthography," describes recent efforts to popularize a written
form of Plautdietsch, which was usually only spoken.
The majority of the book contains Plautdietsch verses and songs. Each
verse/maxim is presented in Plautdietsch and with two English translations
(both literal and poetic). Chapter Five presents rhymes of homelands-the
Netherlands, Poland, Russia and America. Chapter Six contains nursery rhymes
about sleep, food, parental love for children, wishes, counting, manners and
animals. Chapter Seven has nursery games-rhymes with actions. These
include finger plays, rocking verses, and clapping games for parent and child.
Chapter Eight has children's games which would be played by groups of
children; "London Bridge" and' Ring Around a Rosie, " two songs found on
Saskatchewan playgrounds, have close relatives in Plautdietsch.
Chapter Nine contains folk songs, and presents each with the Plauidietscb
text, a literal English text, and a poetic text to be sung in English. The difficult
task of notating and translating the songs is well done. The English texts are
imaginative and well suited to the music. Chapter Ten has twenty-five riddles,
jokes, and tongue twisters with English translations. Chapter Eleven contains
twenty-five maxims about marriage and raising children. Chapter Twelve
consists of maxims for housewives. Chapter Thirteen contains maxims for
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fanners. Chapters Fourteen and Fifteen .are more maxims-about the vicissitudesof life and daily behaviour. The followingmaximsillustratethe warmth
of a culture whichhas been hiddenfrom non-Mennonites:
SooMutta,sooKjint/Like mother, likechild.
De Aupelfelt nijchwietfoomBoom/The appledoesn't fall far fromthe tree.
Langetdrot,FuleNot/Long stitch,Poorpatch.
Oost,wast,Tus ess et baste/East, west,Homeis best
AprellDeitwauthe well(will)1April(weather) Doeswhatit will.

Chapter Sixteen presents comparisons or similes. Chapter Seventeen
containsmoreexpressions(KoldeHaunt,woametHoat/Coldhand,warmheart)
and ChapterEighteenis a long list of one-wordcharacterizations (DuseVwishy
washy person). The appendix contains a brief explanation of Plausdietscb
grammarand usage and a list of commonverbs,pronouns and adjectives. This
is followedby an extensivevocabulary list (nouns).
SinceI have had this bookon my desk,I havebrowsedfrequently throughits
fascinating songs and verses.Its clear organizationand appealingillustrations
make it suitedto children and adults.
In the foreword, Al Reimer suggests that Mennonite parents might teach
these songs and verses to their children.This would indeed reward Friesen for
hispainstakingcollectingandediting.It is my hopethat the booktravelsintothe
non-Mennonite communityas well, so that this delightfuloral/artistictradition
might be widelyenjoyed.
NancyBrowne
Facultyof Education
Universityof Regina

Glossary 01Generic Terms in Canada's Geographical NameslGlossaire des
generiques enusage dans lesnoms geographiques duCanada. Ottawa:Energy,
Mines and ResourcesCanada,TenninologyBulletin 176, 1987.pp. 311.
Precision in, and consistency of, terminology are goals long sought by
cartographers and others concerned with accurate geographic description.
Tradition, conflicting local and regional customs, and inertia have often
conspired to create a toponymist's nightmare, and the volume under review
representsa praiseworthyattemptto bring somedegree of order to the application of geographicalterminology in Canada.
The bookis an outgrowthof work begun in 1975by the CanadianPermanent
Committeeon GeographicalNames, with the establishment in that year of an
Advisory Committee on Glaciological and Alpine Nomenclature (ACGAN).
The latter was charged with providing toponymic advice and technical interpretation of terrain and ice features in areas of permanent ice and mountain
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topography. Initially, the ACGAN limited itself to investigating only alpine and
glaciological generics (words identifying the types offeatures being named, eg.,
glacier, bay, mountain). It shortly became apparent, however, that certain terms
could not properly be described without reference to their use outside of alpine
areas.
Accordingly, it was decided to consider for inclusion in a glossary all
physical generics used in official geographical names across Canada, including
terms for features made by man but subsequently perceived to be essentially
natural (eg., cutoff, dugway, canal). Undersea features are listed only when they
are near-shore phenomena (eg., shoal). Recognizing that the general public
usually defines a geographical feature by its external appearance, the ACGAN
determined that the Glossary should contain descriptions of the visual characteristics of the landscape but omit genetic information relatingto the physical
processes by which a feature was made. Consequently, the paucity of some
more technical terminology does not necessarily reflect the actual abundance,
or lack of same, in Canada of features designated thereby.
While the ACGAN dealt mainly with geographical generics used in Englishspeaking areas of the country, a terminology committee of the Translation
Bureau of the Department of the Secretary of State compiled and verified information for generics used in French-language names. Possible equivalent
generics for use in the translation of English or French texts are thus provided.
A "Guide for Users" explains the format of the Glossary (standard twolanguage columns, with English and French generic entries integrated and listed
in alphabetical order) and provides specific information on the materials
included in each entry: (1) a description of the feature in question; (2) general
observations amplifying the description and mentioning the area of use of a
particular generic; (3) an equivalent generic term in the other official language;
(4) relatedterms referring to the same kind offeature; and (5) examples selected
from various areas to show typical usage. Locations of specific features are
given by province or territory, latitude and longitude to the nearest minute, and
a reference to the appropriate National Topographic System Map or small-scale
map produced by Energy, Mines and Resources Canada.
Careful study of the Glossary provides a brief but fascinating overview of the
place-name history of Canada and will generate an appreciation of regional differences in giving and using terms for aspects of the natural landscape. I leave
it to the sociologists and cultural historians to explain why the most picturesque
language used to describe the real world seems to have come from the Atlantic
Provinces.
As stated in the foreword,
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This glossary of French and Englishgenericsis certain to becomean important
reference toolfor translators, terminologists andlinguists. It drawsattentionto the
multiple defmitions that manygenerictermshavebeen given;it indicates similar
terms which have acquired different meanings in English and French; and it
provides some appropriate equivalents to use when translating texts from one
officiallanguage to theother.

It is, in brief, a most useful and valuable addition to the geographicalreference
literature.
Finally, to the credit of the compilers of this volume, no attempt appears to
havebeenmade to eliminatelocalor regional terminologyin favour of universal
"official" versions of specific generics. Local and/or regional usage should
always be given preference, in my judgement, because terms so derived are a
basic expression of the population of an area itself, not the products of an edict
from a distant bureaucrat.
Chester B. Beaty
Departmentof Geography
Universityof Lethbridge
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Call for Articles
PrairieForum
Prairie Forum will publish an issue on women and the Prairies. Much of the
literature on Canada has assumed that the Prairies are a region with a special
meaning. This issue seeks, not to reassert its meaning, but to discover whether
women have experienced a sense ofthemselves in prairie space. What meanings
do the Prairies hold for women?
Published in autumn 1990, it will bean interdisciplinary collection of articles
attempting to locate women in time and space. It will assume that women formulated and created the life of the region as actors. The authors will seek to
understand, by analysing women's lives and experiences, whether the
categories of analysis that scholars and journalists deem important carry meanings for women.
The articles will examine the past and the present. Manuscripts may include
studies of economics and employment, women's place ina resource economy,
demography, history, education, literature, perceptions of the land and the
landscape, ethnicity migration, Native women's experiences, popular culture,
politics, crafts, art, organizations and institutions, relations in tahe household,
isolation and connections, and leisure, play, and sport.
The list of suggested topics is by no means exhaustive. Submissions which address the theme will be welcomed. They must be received by 30 June 1989.
Articles should be of standardjoumallength, and be prepared, including footnotes and bibliography, in accordance with The Chicago Manual ofStyle, 13th
edition.
Eliane Leslau Silverman
Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women
110 O'Connor Street, 9th Floor
Ottawa, Ontario KIP 5R5
(613) 992-6870
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